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ABSTRACT
Due to diminishing sulfur reserves that can be treated 
by conventional technologies, a process for the recovery 
of elemental sulfur from iron pyrites is proposed, since 
pyrites are frequently concentrated but discarded in many
mining and milling operations.
\
The investigated method is based on the 
desu1 furization of iron sulfides by reaction with steam 
and oxygen at elevated temperatures. Pyrite pellets are 
fed to a roaster into which steam and oxygen are injected.
Two types of reactor were investigated; a perfectly 
mixed (1-zone) reactor, and a counter-current flow reactor 
divided into two perfectly mixed zones (2-zone reactor) 
where thermal decomposition of pyrite occurs in the first 
zone and oxidation of the so-produced iron sulfide with 
steam and oxygen occurs 1n the second zone. In each case, 
the roaster was assumed to be electrically heated (see 
F igure 1.1).
Roaster off-gas is then treated in catalytic 
converters and sent to a liquid sulfur condenser.
- iii -
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Finally, the so-treated gaseous stream is recycled back to 
the roaster.
The considered pyro-process produces steam which is 
sent to a hydro-eIectric power plant. The electricity 
production yield was set at 507,. This so-produced 
electricity is then used by the roaster (see Figure 1.2 
and Tab 1e 1).
This plant was evaluated by developing several 
computer programs, the objectives of which were to 
determine those operating conditions which the process is 
autogeneous for. The results of the calculations led to 
the following conclusions.
Although the optimum roasting temperature lies between 
1250 and 1300 deg.C for a fixed iron sulfide conversion 
ratio, the roasting temperature was chosen to be 900 
deg.C. At this temperature the iron sulfide conversion 
ratio is certainly lower than for higher temperatures, but 
the overal1 process can be autogeneous when 7.433 moles of 
steam are Injected into the roaster-in start-up operation 
along with 2/3 mole of oxygen for a 1 mole FeS£ basis. 
Furthermore, the pyrite oxidation might be more complete 
by using a 3-zone reactor? the thermal decomposition of 
pyrite would occur in the first zone, the oxidation of FeS
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with steam only would occur in the second zone and the 
oxfdatton of the remaining FeS with oxygen would occur in 
the third zone.
The purpose of this third zone is to obtain 
sufficiently high oxygen partial pressure 1n it so that 
complete iron sulfide oxidation can be obtained. This 
3-zone reactor could be represented by two roasters in 
series; an electrically heated shaft furnace containing 
the two first zones could be the first reactor and a 
rotary Kiln containing the third zone could be the second 
one. That is, steam would be injected in the shaft 
furnace and oxygen would be injected in the kiln.
Moreover, a residue recycled stream to the roaster 
feed might also Increase the iron sulfide oxidation ratio 
and also decrease the roaster energy requirements.
However, this three-stage process needs further 
i nvesti gat ion.
When investigating real pellet feed compositions 
several problems appear. Traces of carbon In pyrite 
pel lets cause formation of carbon dioxide in the recycle 
gaseous stream, and entry of air when feeding the burden 
into the roaster leads to accumulation of nitrogen in the 
recycled gas stream. Therefore* a bleed stream should be 
set to avoid CO 2  and saturation in the roaster off-gas,
- v -
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and a gas stream treating plant is proposed for the 
recovery of elemental sulfur from the bleed stream. 
However, carbon should be avoided in the roaster feed 
although it might favor the formation of hydrogen in the 
roaster off-gas. Finally, volatile metal sulfides are 
likely to be present in the roaster feed. Thus, a hot 
cottrel1 should be included before the catalytic 
hydrogenation reactor to trap these metal sulfides and to 
avoid contamination of the catalysts and of the liquid 
sulfur product. A dust collector should also be set at 
the roaster off-gas exit (see Figure 1.2).
Further work should be done in order to determine the 
feasibility of this process? more precisely, some 
experimental work must be performed to investigate the 
kinetics of key reactions in this process.
Remark: In Table 1, the enthalpy of the water at 25 deg.C
is taken 0 so that the enthalpy of the steam Is 
the energy produced through the boiler(s) and 
the sulfur-condenser. The heat losses are 
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GAS EQUILIBRIA :
2 H2S + S02 = 2 H20 + 3/2 S2




FeS2 (s) = FeS(s) + 1/2 S2 (g)
FeS(s) + 4/3 H20(g) = 1/3 Fe304 (s) + H2S (g) + 1/3 H2 (g)
FeS (s) + 5/3 02 (g) = 1/3 Fe304 (s) + S02 (g)
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It has been estimated that the cumulative demand for 
elemental sulfur by year 2000 is greater than the present 
reserves exploitable with current technologies Thus,
new raw materials must be considered as a source of 
elemental sulfur production. One of the possible sources 
of sulfur would be iron sulfides ( pyrite or pyrrhotite ).
1.1.- Scope and objectives.
The purpose of the present investigation is to 
determine the viability of a process for the roasting of 
pyrites with steam and oxygen under 1 atmosphere and at 
elevated temperatures (between 800 and 1300 deg.C) for 
elemental sulfur production. The principal feature of 
this process is that no carbon is used, thus electricity 
would have to be provided to the roaster in order to 
offset energetic requirements.
Pure oxygen is utilized for this roasting. The 
production of elemental su]fur Is done using techniques 
which are commercially developed for the treatment of gas 
mixtures containing sulfur species.
The roaster off-gas which contains mainly steam, 
sulfur dioxide, hydrogen sulfide, hydrogen and gaseous
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elemental sulfur is subject to a constraint Imposed by the 
techniques used for the treatment of sulfurous gas 
mixtures. This constraint leads to the injection of 
limited amount of oxygen into the roaster.
The investigated process was conceived so that the 
energy recoveries are maximized. Energy is recovered as 
steam which is then transformed to electricity. This 
electricity must then be provided to the roaster in order 
to obtain an autogeneous process.
The roaster feed is iron sulfide pellets which were 
assumed to be pure in this investigation. Nevertheless, 
the presence of other species in the roaster feeds was 
briefly investigated.
The first purpose of this investigation was to 
determine the roasting operating conditions under which 
the overall plant is autogeneous.
I.2.- Organization of the study,
A 1iterature search was first conducted in order to 
get some information on the treatment of sulfurous gas 
mixtures for the production of elemental sulfur and on the 
roasting of pyrite with steam and oxygen at elevated 
temperatures. This literature review led to the 
investigation of a particular process which is autogeneous
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under certains operating conditions.
Several computer programs were developed leading to a 
thermodynamic simulation of the overal1 process. These 
computer programs were written in basic on "Apple lie” 
microcomputer. The results of the calculations 
so-performed led to the determination of operating 
conditions under which the process is autogeneous.
Several types of roasters were investigated 
(perfect-mixing type and counter-current flow type divided 
in 2 and 3 zones) and the temperature was assumed uniform 
throughout the roaster in all cases.
An autogeneous process was then thermodynamica11y 
calculated and the following operating conditions were 
used: roasting temperature 900 deg.C, start-up roaster 
inlet steam rate 7.433 moles h^O/mole FeS 2 * oxygen rate in 
steady state running 2/3 mole O^/mole FeS 2 . The sulfurous 
gas mixture leaving the roaster was treated through 
catalytic reactors and recycled to the roaster after 
elemental liquid sulfur condensation. The recycling of 
this gaseous stream is necessary for the process to be 
autogeneous and led to the proposition of a steady state 
plant operation. The 3-zone reactor proposed was briefly 
investigated. A bleed gaseous recycled stream treating 
plant was also briefly investigated.
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Some considerat ions on the sulfur market were then 
summarized and some further work proposed to perform an 
economic evaluation of the plant for operating cash flow 
calculation purposes.
Finally, some conclusions were drawn out of this 
investigation leading to some further work suggestions.
The most important suggestion is to perform some 
experimental work to check the viability of the proposed 
operating conditions.
1.3.- Principal assumptions.
The solid-gas reaction occuring in the roaster were 
assumed total, that is no kinetic considerations were 
developed. The solid activities were taken as 1. No 
liquid phase was assumed to be formed inside the reactor
and no miscibility between condensed phases was
\
considered. Likewise, the reactions between gaseous 
species were assumed to come to equilibrium inside the 
roaster. The low-grade oxide residue leaving the roaster 
was assumed to be of one kind, that is Iron monoxide or 
ferrosoferric oxide depending on the roasting temperature.
The temperature of the streams leaving any reactor 
involved in this plant was assumed to match the considered 
reactor operating temperature. The heat loss through any
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pieces of equipment was taken as 5% of the total energy 
going through ft. The Claus reaction was assumed to occur 
in the liquid sulfur condenser and all the gaseous 
elemental sulfur was assumed to condense so that no 
elemental sulfur gaseous species was present in the gas 
leaving the condenser. The heat loss figures were 
considered for the actual produced energy determination 
leading to corrected energy production figures.
Finally, some other assumptions were set and are 
recalled throughout this report.
1.4.- Principa 1 deffn11ions.
Some special meanings were attributed to certain 
words in this engineering report.
Steam excess: Steam excess represents the extra amount 
of steam injected into the roaster with respect to the 
minimum steam rate required to thermodynamica11y formed an 
iron oxide in a perfect mixing type reactor (1-zone 
reactor). Thus, when a counter current flow reactor 
divided in two zones is considered, some negative values 
for the steam excesses are mentioned. When the steam 
excess is constant the iron sulfide conversion ratio is 
also constant.
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Mini mum: This term was used in the graphs of chapter 4 
to design the minimum steam rate that can be injected into 
the roaster when this one is assumed to be a counter 
current flow reactor divided in 2 zones. It corresponds 
to a steam excess of zero when troilite is fed into the 
roaster and to a negative value of the steam excess when 
pyrite or pyrrhotite are fed into the roaster.
Roasting process: The roasting process includes the 
roaster, the fluid bed cooler, the boiler-1 and the heat 
exchanger. In this study, ft also includes the boiler-3 
which is used to produce steam from the hot air produced 
through the fluid bed cooler.
Sulfurous gas treatment; This term corresponds to the 
second part of the pyro-plant and includes the catalytic 
hydrogenation reactor, the boiler-2, the catalytic Claus 
reactor and the liquid sulfur condenser.
^energy recovery: Per cent energy recovery corresponds 
to the coefficient of energy production efficiency when 
electricity is produced from the steam generated 
throughout the investigated process.
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Process start-up running: This term corresponds to the 
injection of pure steam into the roaster.
Process steady state running: This term corresponds to 
the injection of the recycled gaseous stream leaving the 
liquid sulfur condenser into the roaster.
Reeve 1ino: This is the time period during which the 
amount of pyrite fed into the roaster in start-up running 
is treated.
Gas treating plant: The gas treating plant is the 
plant required to treat the bleed recycled gaseous stream 
to the roaster this gas stream being loaded with carbon 
dioxide carbon monoxide and nitrogen.
Unit system; The system of units used in this 
engineering report is the metric S.I. units.
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2.- LITERATURE REVIEW.
In this chapter, some considerations on the treatment 
of sulfurous gas mixtures for the production of elemental 
sulfur and on the roasting of pyrite with steam and oxygen 
are reviewed.
2.1.- The Claus-type process.
Sulfur recovered from natural gas is presently the 
largest source of " non-Frash " elemental sulfur in the 
world Sour natural gas must be refined before being
consumable. That is, the hydrogen sulfide present must be 
separated from the natural gas hydrocarbon compounds.
On the other hand, more rigid ait— pollution control 
laws which have reduced the allowable sulfur content for 
fuel oil has stimulated the recovery of sulfur as a 
by-product from refining of sour crude oil. In this case, 
the sulfur is reacted with hydrogen to form hydrogen 
sulfide.
In both cases, the hydrogen sulfide is usually 
removed by absorption in a solution of an alkanolamine.
On being heated, the pregnant amine solution gives up its 
hydrogen sulfide in concentrated form, along with any
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carbon dioxide absorbed from the natural gas or refinery 
stream. The hydrogen sulfide separated from the natural 
gas or petroleum is then converted to elemental sulfur 
through a process known as the Claus process. This 
process was developed in Germany in 1880 and through the 
years improvements in the original process have resulted 
in smaller and more efficient plants
2.1.1.- General description of Claus process.
The flowsheet for a typical Claus sulfur converter 
process is shown in figure 2.1. In the first step of the 
process* the concentrated hydrogen sulfide is fixed in a 
combustion chamber and burned in such a manner that one 
third of the volume of hydrogen sulfide is converted to 
sulfur dioxide as follows:
H2S(g) + 3/2 02 (g) = S02 (g) + H20(g) (1)
The products of combustion are cooled* and then passed 
through a catalyst-packed converter in which the following 
equi1ibriurn is reached:
2 H2S(g) + S02 (g) = 3/x Sx <g) + 2 H20(g) (2)
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The reactfon products are then cooled in a condenser and 
the liquid sulfur is recovered. One catalytic converter 
will usually recover only 70 to 75 % of the available 
sulfur. Therefore, a second converter and condenser are 
normally used and 90 to 93 % sulfur recovery is possible. 
With 3 converters, 97 % of sulfur can be recovered.
In the reaction furnace where sulfur dioxide is 
produced, some hydrogen sulfide is probably directly 
oxidized to elemental sulfur as follows:
3 H2S(g) + 3/2 02 (g) * 3/x Sx (g) + 3 H20(g) (3)
This reaction is the sum of the two previously cited. 
Nevertheless, reaction (1) remains the principal reaction 
occuring in the combustion chamber. Finally, the effluent 
gas leaving the furnace at 800 degrees centigrade contains 
sulfur dioxide, hydrogen sulfide, steam and sulfur 
vapours. These latter is symbolized by S^, x being in the 
range from 1 to 8 but one can assume that when temperature 
is greater than 500 deg.C, S2 predominates and when 
temperature is lower than 300 deg.C, Sq predominates.
The furnace off-gas mixture is passed through a 
waste-heat boiler in which it is cooled to 170 to 200 
deg.C and the sulfur vapours condense to liquid sulfur.
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This temperature range is required to the gas mixture 
before entering any Claus-catalytic converter. Moreover, 
according to reaction (2) the mole ratio HgS/SOg must be 2 
in order to produce sulfur vapours and steam with a high 
yield. Catalysts used to promote reaction (2) are 
preferably activated alumina or bauxite. Then the 
effluent gas are cooled down to 170 to 200 deg.C to
condense the sulfur vapours and to get the gas ready for
the next Claus catalytic converter stage.
Finally, the off-gas of the last Claus converter and
condenser is incinerated to convert the remaining hydrogen
sulfide to sulfur dioxide before emission to the 
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2.1.2.- Improvements in the Claus process.
Since the Invention of the Claus process* other
versions have been developed to overcome some of the
(2) & (3)problems encountered with the process .
a) Problems encountered with the Claus process.
The four main problems of importance in the Claus-type 
process ares
- The presence of carbonated species.
- The increase of water concentration.
- Corrosion.
- The formation of colloTdal sulfur in water.
Presence of carbonated species.
Carbon oxysulfide (COS) and carbon disulfide (CS^) may 
be present in the feed streams, in which case they 
originate mainly from the same source which the hydrogen
sulfide is obtained, or they may be formed in the process
/
when the feed streams contain hydrocarbon species. These 
two organic compounds will decrease the yield of elemental 
sulfur recovery by fixation of sulfur and create possible 
air po11ut i on prob1ems.
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Increase of water concentration.
Considering reaction (2):
2 H2S(g) + S02 (g) = 3/x Sx (g) + 2 H20(g) (2)
One can notice that water is formed as well as elemental 
sulfur. This reaction, called the Claus reaction, 
approachs equilibrium during the process and thus any 
increase in water concentration will cause a shift of this 
equilibrium to the left decreasing the yield of elemental 
sulfur recovery. Problems arise from high water 
concentratiohs because steam is received by each catalytic 
Claus stage from the preceding sulfur condenser. Thus, 
water concentration increases and the equilibrium is 
shifted to the left to a larger extent in each successive 
stage resulting to a decrease of the elemental sulfur 
recovery in the last Claus stage.
Corrosion problems.
The water concentration problems discussed previously 
can be overcome by condensing water after each Claus 
stage. Unfortunately, this condensed water contains some 
sulfur dioxide and other sulfur compouds dissolved in it 
and sulfurous acid and polythionic acids may be formed,
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creating important corrosion conditions. Moreover, sulfur 
dioxide dissolved in water is very difficult to recover.
Col 1ofdal sulfur formation.
After having passed the last Claus reactor and the 
condenser, the off-gas normally has a temperature of from 
130 to 170 deg.C. Below 175 deg.C, smal1 amounts of 
elemental sulfur may appear in the form of a mist in the 
off-gases. This mist may contaminate the Claus reactor 
catalyst. This problem can be overcome by rising the 
off-gas temperature above 180 deg.C.
One way to overcome the above 1i sted i s to transform 
all sulfur species to hydrogen sulfide by catalytic 
reduction. There are two main reasons why this 
transformation is successful. First, hydrogen sulfide 
dissolved in water gives few corrosion problems and 
second, hydrogen sulfide can be recovered eas11y from 
liquid water by known techniques such as steam stripping 
and can be recycled to the process. These two techniques, 
catalytic reduction and steam stripping are briefly 
described below.
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b) Cata1vt i c reduct i on.
The reduction of sulfur species can be performed using
hydrogen or/and carbon monoxide as reducing agents since
both compounds are equivalent in their reducing function.
When both gases are used, the mixture can be obtained from
such gases as town gases, water gas or synthesis gas.
Suitable hydrogen-rich gases or gas mixtures could also be
obtained from the off-gases of a catalytic reforming unit.
Finally, the gas mixture must contain at least 207. by
volume (for low initial concentration) of the reducing
agent. The amount of reducing gas must be such that the
ratio H^/SO^ or CO/SO^ is in the range of from 3.5 to 8 in
(4)order to convert all sulfur species to h^S
When hydrogen is the reducing agent, the following 
reactions are occuring between the gaseous species:
CVI
Oto• + 3 H2 H2S + o(NiXCVJ
. 1/x Sx + H2 h2s
. COS + H2 H2S + CO
. cs2 + 4 H2 = 2 H2s + CH.4
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Moreover, the presence of water induces the following 
equ i1i br i a :
• o o + h20 = H2 + CO
"4
Xu
• + IIoCVJX CO + 3 H2
• o o + H20 = co2 + H2
After the catalytic reduction, the hydrogenated gas 
contains mostly H^S, 0, CO2 , and CO.
The hydrogenation reactions are shifted to equilibrium 
by using special catalysts which are sulfided metal 
supported on an inorganic oxidic carrier. Metals used 
belong to the groups V, VI or VIII of the periodic table 
of the elements and are commonly Vanadium, Thorium, 
Molybdenum, Tungsten, Chromium, Uranium, Cobalt, Nickel or 
Iron. The inorganic carriers may be Alumina, Silica, 
Magnesia, Boria, Thoria, Zirconia. Finally, most prefered 
reduction catalysts are sulfided Ni/Mo/Al^O^ or 
Co/Mo/A^Og. Sulfiding of the metal may be effected with 
a mixture of H^-H^S containing 10 to 15 % by volume of the 
sulfide. Particularly, suitable is a sulfiding mixture 
comprising H^S and H^O in equal concentration. The 
sulfiding temperature must be between 300 and 400 deg.C.
It is also possible to sulfide the catalyst in situ by
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means of the Claus off-gases themselves.
Finally, the operating temperature of the catalytic 
reduction must be greater than 175 deg.C for the reduction 
of the sulfur species to occur as desired. Temperatures 
between 200 and 300 deg.C are generally prefered. When 
operating in this range of temperatures the collotdal 
sulfur presence previously mentioned is avoided.
c) Hvdrooen sulfide stripping step.
After the catalytic reduction step, water can be 
condensed without serious corrosion problems because the 
sulfur species contained in water is mainly in the formed 
of hydrogen sulfide. H^S is then stripped from the water 
phase and recycled to the hydrogenation reactor effluent. 
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2.2.- Metal sulfide roasting with steam and oxygen.
In most sulfide smelters, the sulfur dioxide bearing 
off-gas is converted to sulfuric acid. However, elemental 
sulfur is easier to handle (storage, transport) than 
sulfuric acid. Moreover, reduction of sulfur dioxide by 
consuming fossil fuels is too expensive. Hence, 
pyrometa11urgica1 processes for the recovery of both 
elemental sulfur and metals become of interest.
2.2.1.- Process for the recovery of metals and elemental 
sulfur from metal sulfide concentrate roasting.
The search for processes for producing elemental 
sulfur from pyrite roasting started in 1892 when Stickney 
patented a process for producing brimstone from
pyrites.
In 1913, W.A. Hall proposed and patented k
process for the production of sulfur from pyrite roasting
with steam air and carbon.
(9)In 1914, H.F. Wierum also worked on this kind of 
process.
In 1974, T.E. Norman patented a process for the
recovery of metals and elemental sulfur from Copper-Iron 
or Nick 1e-Iron metal sulfide concentrates using a mixture 
of fuel, steam and oxygen.
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In the Norman process, the ore concentrates are 
smelted in an upright chamber having a forehearth beneath. 
The smelting of these concentrates is initiated by heating 
to between 1200 to 1300 deg.C producing Cu2S, FeS and S2 « 
The introduction of steam converts FeS to FeO and produces 
H^S while the introduction of oxygen converts FeS to FeO 
and produces S02 . Fina11y , the introduction of si 1ica 
produces a ferrous-si1ica slag and a copper sulfide matte 
and the off-gas leaving the furnace contains mostly H20,
H , H2S, S02 and S2 * In cooling the gas mixture, liquid 
sulfur would be recovered.
One could argue that C02 , CO, CS2 and COS should also be 
present in the furnace off-gas.
Norman, conducted some preliminary batch tests 
using a vertica1-shaft furnace. A preheating chamber with 
a natural gas burner was attached to the bottom of the 
shaft, separated from it by a steel mesh screen to retain 




FeS(s) + 3/2 02 (g)
FeS(s) + 1/2 S2 (g)
FeO(s) + H2S(g)
FeOCs) + S02 (g)
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The steam was mixed with a regulated flow of oxygen 
and the gas mixture was introduced into the preheat 
chamber where it was preheated to about 500 deg.C. The 
roaster was preheated to about 550 deg.C before each run. 
The temperature remained about 850 deg.C for the first 3 
and 1/2 hours of each 5 hours runs. For the first 2 
hours, only S2 (g) was produced. During the last 3 hours 
S02 (g) and H^Sig) were formed, sulfur dioxide being formed 
in greater quantity than hydrogen sulfide. The oxide 
briquettes contained about 307. of sulfur.
Norman's results are as follows. When the 
concentrate feed was pyrite, 653 kilograms of steam and 
198 kilograms of oxygen were injected into the shaft at 
150 deg.C for a basis of 1000 kilograms of concentrate. 
That is, the H2 ^ ^ 2  mo1e ratio was 5.86 and O^/FeS^ mole 
ratio was 0.74. The off-gas temperature was 600 deg.C and 
the maximum reaction temperature was 850 deg.C. The heat 
of reaction was 268 kcal/kg of concentrate and 513 
kilograms of elemental sulfur were recovered; this is 100% 
recovery! Finally, typical pyrite concentrates containing 
46% Fe, 51.3% S, 2% Si02 and 0.7% Al203 showed 
considerable evidence of sintering together at the bottom
of the reactor where the temperature was probably higher
/than in the center.
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When the concentrate feed was pyrrhotite, 852 
kilograms of steam and 258 kilograms of oxygen were 
injected into the shaft at 150 deg.C for a basis of 1000 
kilograms of concentrate. That is, the HgO/Og mole ratio
was 5.87 and the O^/Fe^ mole ratio was 0.73. The
off-gas temperature was 1000 deg.C and the maximum 
reaction temperature was 1300 deg.C. The heat of reaction 
was 625 kcal/kg of feed and 375 kilograms of sulfur were 
recovered; this is, 100% recovery! Evidence of sintering 
was even greater in this case.
From his experiments, Norman concluded that the
/
presence of steam into the roaster is necessary for the 
reactions to proceed at a significant rapid rate.
Moreover, it would be more economical to use pure oxygen
rather than air. A retention time of 8 hours rather than 
5 hours, half an inch pellets and a greater roasting 
temperature should be used in order to decrease the 
percentage of sulfur In the oxide residue from 30 to 1%. 
Moreover a moving bed reactor was recommended. Solid-gas 
counterflow is necessary to obtain complete 
desulfurizatton of the solids and to operate with high 
thermal efficiency, since incoming solids preheat the 
steam-oxygen inlet gas mixture. This could be realized 
with a vertical shaft continuous1y descending bed furnace.
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He mentioned also that the use of a multistage fluid bed 
roaster could offer several advantages for this process 
even if hot cyclones or other dust collecting devices 
would be required. For example, the required retention 
time of the concentrate in the reactor would be 
considerably reduced and control over the rate and means 
of solid discharge would be simplified.
In this process the recovery of liquid sulfur is done 
only through a condenser. One could argue that it does 
not seem possible to get a high sulfur recovery with only 
a condenser after studying the Claus process.
In the assuming occuring reactions, Norman did not 
mentioned the formation of hydrogen gas.
Finally, the roasting of pyrite consumed less steam 
and occured at lower temperature than the roasting of 
pyrrhot ite.
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2.2.2.- Thermodynamic study on the reaction of iron
sulfide with steam and oxygen.
( i2)Akira Yazawa evaluated the recovery of elemental
sulfur from oxidation of FeS with steam and oxygen by 
stoichiometric calculations based upon the prediction 
derived from sulfui— oxygen potential diagram.
He concluded from his study that even if the
conversion of FeS to Feo0. is carried out so that the3 4
highest sulfur partial pressure is obtained, the recovery 
of liquid sulfur through a condenser will be at most a few 
percent.
In order to recover liquid sulfur, the off-gas 
containing mainly S2 , S02 , H2 , H2 and H20 must be cooled 
down to 200 deg.C. At this temperature the gas mixture 
can be fed in a Claus catalytic reactor. His calculations 
shown that, although most of the H2S reacts with S02 to 
produce elemental gaseous sulfur, 0.15% of H2S would 
remain along with a considerable amount of S02 in the 
Claus reactor off-gas. In other words, his calculations 
showed that the ratio of H2S/S02 that would be obtained is 
a lot smaller than the required ratio of 2 prior a Claus 
reaction.
He concluded that H2 and S2 concentrations in the 
roaster off-gas increase with an increasing roasting
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temperature, thus it should be preferable to operate at 
high roasting temperature if the off-gas is to be treated 
in a Claus type process for elemental sulfur recovery 
purposes. Moreover, the percentage of the mole ratio 
'gaseous elemental sulfur / FeS' Is 31% at 900 deg.C and 
45% at 1200 deg.C, most of the remaining sulfur being in 
the form of S02 . Finally, at constant oxygen rate and 
increasing steam rate the percentage of reacted FeS 
increases and the percentage of elemental sulfur recovery 
too. He concluded, then that operating at elevated 
temperature is preferable.
A. Yazawa conducted his calculations with a ratio H20/02 
of 2.67 and 4 in the roaster inlet oxidizing gas mixture 
when T.E. Norman used a ratio of 5.87. But actually, the 
greatest difference leads in the steam and oxygen rate; 
Norman used 4.34 moles of H^O and 0.74 mole of 02 per mole 
of FeS2 when Yazawa worked with 80 moles of H^O and 20 
moles of 02 per mole of FeS.
The author of this thermodynamic study also conducted
some experiments concerning the oxidation of synthetic FeS
(13)at 1100-1200 deg.C with a steam-oxygen gas mixture
The synthetic FeS was placed In a dish which was inserted
in a quartz reaction tube placed in a furnace.
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He mentioned the solid melted recalling the minimum 
melting point for the Fe-S-0 systems is 910 deg.C.
His results are the following; when about 5 grams of 
FeS was oxidized with the H 2 O-O 2  gas mixture of H£0 
partial pressure 0.871 to 0.990 atmosphere and then the 
gas passed through a Claus reactor at 200-350 deg.C, the 
yield of elemental sulfur was 4.4 to 30.9%.
His heat balance calculations based upon his 
experiments showed that if the oxygen rate was greater 
than 12 moles/mole of FeS and the steam rate was greater 
than 88 moles/mole of FeS at 900 deg.C then an excess heat 
was generated. At 1200 deg.C these figures become 
respectively 19 and 81 moles/mole of FeS. Finally, for 
500 metric tons/day of FeS under the above conditions at 
1200 deg.C, 67 tons/day of sulfur would be recovered: this 
is, 36.74% of sulfur recovery.
He concluded his paper by mentioning that a three 
stages reactor system could be investigated for the 
roasting of pyrites. The thermal decomposition of pyrite 
would occur in the first stage at temperature of about 800 
deg.C, the oxidation of pyrrhotite to iron oxide(s) with 
steam would occur at temperature greater than 1000 deg.C 
in the second stage oxygen and finally a complementary and 
final oxidation with oxygen would occur in the third
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stage. The roaster off-gas would be cooled down to 200 
deg.C and sent to a Claus reactoi— Ifquid sulfur condenser 
stage. The unreacted SO 2  and 1^0 would be sent to a 
sulfuric acid plant.
He mentioned that the third stage should be a problem 
to set up and to keep a high temperature In the second 
stage should also be a problem. Finally, one can also 
argue that the use of tremendous quantity of steam should 
also be a problem. Yazawa did not mentione how to produce 
this steam and this represents about 10,000 kcal/kg of 
FeS^* However, this could be probably done by using waste 
heat boilers and by using the steam produced through the 
liquid sulfur condenser.
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2.3.- Iron sulfide roasting with steam only.
The oxidation of iron sulfide with oxygen is known to 
be very fast. Nevertheless, in this study the reactions 
of iron sulfides with steam are also of interest.
Different kinetic studies concerning these reactions were 
i nvest i gated.
2.3.1.- study of N.D. Ganguly and A.C. Baneriee.
Ganguly and Banerjee (14)&(15) performed some 
experiments on the reactions of iron pyrite with steam, 
hydrogen and carbon monoxide in a fixed bed reactor at 
900-1 100 deg.'C. The influences of the particle size, the 
operating temperature, the inlet steam space velocity, the 
reaction period and the steam partial pressure on the 
sulfur recovery were also studied.
The reactor was preheated during 10 minutes to induce 
the thermal decomposition of pyrite to pyrrhotite 
liberating the labile sulfur.
Two grams of pyrite were used (0.9 cubic centimeter of 
pyrite bed).
The sol id product contained;
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These were the composition of the sulfide bed just 
before the injection of steam into the reactor.
The assumed gas-solid reactions were the followings;
FeS2 <s) » FeS(s) + 1/2
FeS(s) + H 2 0(9) = feOCs) +
3 FeO(s) + H20(g) = Fe304 (s) +
The optimum conditions were determinated as ;
. Operating temperature = 1000 deg.C 
. Particles size below 100 ASTM mesh (0.15 mm)
. Reaction period 15 minutes.
. Steam space velocity 332 1iters/hr/cc of 
sulfide bed at NTP 
. Steam partial pressure = 1 Atmosphere
Under those conditions, 98.5% of sulfur was recovered 
84.5% as S2 and 13.7% as H2S + S02 . The solid residue 
contained? 1.3% Sulfur, .6% of peS2 , 2.0% of FeS, 38.6% of 
FeO and 32.9% of Fe^O^ (balance Si02 >.
Finally it was shown that reducing gases like hydrogen 
or carbon monoxide are not capable of eliminating more 






2.3.2.- Study of R. Shibavama and T. Tanaka.
(16)Shfbayama and Tanaka also conducted some
experiments on the reaction between steam and iron 
sulfides but in the range of temperature of from 600 to 
850 deg.C.
A thermodynamic analysis showed that the reaction of 
steam with iron sulfide could be described by the 
following reactions:
3 FeS(s) + 4 H20(g) = Fe3C>4 (s) + H2 (g) + 3 H2S(g)
3 FeS(s) + 10 H20(g) « Fe304 <s) + 10 H2 (g) + 3 S02 <g)
The reaction of formation of H2 (g) varies from the 
first one to the second one with increasing temperatures. 
This assumption was confirmed by some experimental work.
It was also concluded that the non-stoichiometry of 
ferrous sulfide affects the composition of reaction 
products; the reaction of steam with pyrrhotite, in the 
early stages of the reaction, generates elemental sulfur 
while the reaction of steam with troiIite generates 
hydrogen.
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The steam-iron sulfides reaction was also investigated 
in presence of lime (CaO) and it was shown that the 
addition of lime results in an increase in 
concentrations to the detriment of HgS according to 
the following reactions;
3 FeS(s) + 4 H20(g) = fe304 (s) + H2 (g) +'3.H2S(g) 
CaO(s) + H2S(g) = CaS(s) + H20(g)
2.4.- Thermodvnamic data.
Although reaction kinetics may greatly influence the 
engineering of a roasting process, the theoretical limit 
of what can be obtained is dictated by thermodynamics.
This study is a thermodynamic study concerning the 
roasting of pyrites with steam and oxygen at elevated 
temperature for the production of elemental sulfur and 
hematite. Thus thermodynamic data were selected in 
various publications and more particularly in the data 
compilation books, Janaf tables The thermodynamic
data of interest in this study are the standard Gibbs 
energies of formation, the heat capacities, the standard 
heat of formation and equilibrium constantes of certains 
reactions. All those data are listed in appendix E.
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2.5.- Conclusion on the 1fterature review.
The investigated process can be divided in 2 parts; 
the roasting of pyrites with steam and oxygen at elevated 
temperatures and the treatment of the sulfurous off-gas 
produced.
2.5.1.- Roasting of pyrites with steam and oxygen.
This literature review confirmed the fact that iron 
sulfides can be oxidized with a steam-oxygen mixture. 
Nevertheless* this oxidation requires great amounts of 
steam in order to get some appreciable quantities of 
hydrogen sulfide in the off-gas. Moreover, oxygen must be 
used in smal1 amounts in order to decrease the amount of 
sulfur dioxide in the off-gas recalling that a Claus 
reactor requires a ratio I^S/SC^ of 2 for good sulfur 
recovery. One can then deduce that the roasting 
conditions correspond to slight oxidizing conditions and 
finally that the calcine produced would contain low-grade 
oxides such as iron monoxide FeO or ferrosoferric oxide
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2.5.2.- Roaster off-gas treatment.
Some calculations were conducted leading to the 
conclusion that the roaster off-gas contained H2S and S02 
in such proportion that the required ratio H2S/S02 = 2 is 
impossible to reach in practice. Thus, some sulfur 
dioxide should be reduced to hydrogen sulfide before 
entering a Claus reactor. This can be achieved by 
treating the gas through a catalytic reactor wherein 
sulfur dioxide is reduced to hydrogen sulfide with 
hydrogen as described in section 2.1.2.b of this report.
Moreover, under specific roasting conditions the 
hydrogen contained in the roaster off-gas is sufficient to 
conduct this sulfur dioxide reduction without any 
extra-addition of hydrogen. This conditions is that the 
molar ratio H2/(2*S02-H2S) equals 1.
All those considerations developed in this 1iterature 
review led to the proposal of a process for the production 
of hematite ?e2®3 and sulfur from the roasting
of pyrite with steam and oxygen at elevated temperatures. 
This process is described in the following section.
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3.- Process for the desulfurtzation of iron sulfides
producing hematite and 1fgufd sulfur.
Soc i ete Nat i ona1e Elf Aqu i ta i ne ( Product i on )
(18)proposed and calculated the following process
3.1.- General description.
Small pellets of pyrite are fed into the roaster into 
which a stream of steam and a stream of oxygen are 
injected. The operating temperature is 1200 deg.C so that 
FeO(s) is the oxide obtained in the roaster calcine. The 
conversion of FeS 2 (s) to FeO(s) is assumed to be total.
The so-produced calcine is then sent to a fluid bed cooler 
wherein hematite is produced as well as hot air.
The reactor off-gas is cooled down to 327 deg.C 
through succesively a waste-heat boiler and a heat 
exchanger where the reactor inlet steam is pre-heated to 
778 deg.C.
The cooled reactor off-gas is then introduced into a 
catalytic reactor wherein the hydrogen present in the 
off-gas 1s totally consumed by the reduction of some of 
the sulfur dioxide to hydrogen sulfide. The gas leaving 
this catalytic reactor contains then elemental sulfur 
species, steam, hydrogen sulfide and sulfur dioxide in 
such proportions that the proper ratio of H^S/SC^ is
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reached. The gas is then treated in a catalytic Claus 
reactor and the elemental sulfur produced is condensed 
while the steam is recycled to the roaster after being 
preheated through the heat exchanger as previously 
ment ioned.
A flowsheet of this process appears in a few pages 
(Figure 3.2). The figures into brackets represents the 
enthalpy of the considering stream. This one is defined 
as:
H(T) ' S e c i e s  i V ( + /J96 C°(f> dT )
In these ca1cu1 atfons, the roaster was chosen as a 
counter current flow reactor divided in two parts (see 
Figure 3.1). In the first part, the thermal decomposition 
of pyrite is supposed to occur as follows;
FeS2 (s) = FeS(s) + 1/2 S2 (g)
In the second part, the oxidation of FeS is assumed to 
occur as follows?
FeS(s) + 3/2 02 (g) = FeO(s) + S02 (g)
FeS(s) + H20(g) = FeO(s) + H2S(g)
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Moreover, two equilibria between and H^O
gaseous species are also required to describe the overall 
reaction in the roaster. The heat losses were neglected 
and the liquid sulfur recovery assumed to be 1007#. The 
reactor net energy consumption is 105.1 Kcal / mole of 
pyrite and the entire process net energy consumption is 
14.3 kcal/mole of pyrite. The oxygen requirement is 1/2 
mole/mole of pyrite and the steam injected Into the 
process is 13.3340 moles/mole of pyrite.
This corresponds to a consumption of 2 tons of
steam/ton of pyrite in start-up operations and to a net
energy consumption of the process of approximative1y 
3119.10 kcal/ton of pyrite. This is not taking into 
account the heat recovery after the hydrogenation which is 
an exothermic reaction and through the liquid sulfur 
condenser. Thus the net energy consumption of the overal1 
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3.2.- Purpose and presentation of the present study.
The purpose of the following study is to Investigate 
the process described in the preceeding section. The 
pyro-plant can be divided in two parts:
• Roasting process (plant part-1) which is concerned 
with the roasting of pyrites includes the roaster, the 
fluid bed cooler from where hematite is produced, the 
boiler-1 which the roaster off-gas is cooled down through 
and the heat exchanger through which the roaster inlet 
steam is pre-heated wi3:h the roaster off-gas.
. Sulfurous gas treatment (plant part-2) which 
concerned the treatment of the roaster sulfurous off-gas 
includes one catalytic hydrogenation reactor wherein some 
of the sulfur dioxide is reduced to hydrogen sulfide, the 
boiler-2 which the hydrogenation off-gas is cooled down 
through (recalling that the hydrogenation of sulfur 
dioxide is an exothermic reaction as well as the Claus 
reaction and the liquid elemental sulfur condensation), 
one catalytic Claus reactor which elemental sulfur is 
produced through and the condenser wherein liquid sulfur 
is produced.
This investigation led to the determination of the net 
energy consumption of the roaster, of the roasting process
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and of the overall process for a roasting temperature of 
from 800 to 1400 deg.C, for 3 different iron sulfide 
roaster feeds; pyrite, pyrrhotite and troilite and for 
successively no heat loss and 5% heat loss through each 
piece of equipment. In each case, the heat produced from 
the fluid bed cooler, the boiler-1 and the boiler-2, and 
the condenser is supposed to be recovered with an 
efficiency of from 507. to 100%.
In order to do these calculations, several computer 
programs were developed (see section 3.3.4 & 4.1) leading 
to the simulation of the overal1 plant and to the drawing
A
of several curves. Moreover, the optimum of the roast in/? 
process (plant part-1) and of the overal 1 process as far 
as energy consumption is 'concerned were determined for the 
different operating conditions investigated in this study.
In the following sections of this chapter, a more 
throughout discussion on the different parts of the 
process appears and especially concerning the assumptions 
made to develop the thermodynamic calculations.
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3.3.- Pyrite roasting at elevated temperature.
As previously mentioned this section focusses on the 
pyrite roaster, the fluid bed cooler, the waste heat 
boiler-1 and the heat exchanger.
The roasting process inlet streams are the followings:
. Iron sulfide feed which enters the roaster at 25 deg.C 
. Oxygen stream injected into the roaster at 25 deg.C 
. Cold air which enters the fluid bed cooler at 25 deg.C 
. Cold water which enters the boiler-1 at 25 deg.C
. Cold water which enters the boiler-3 at 25 deg.C
. Recycled steam stream which enters the heat exchanger 
at 127 deg.C
The roasting process outlet streams are the followings:
. Roaster off-gas leaving the heat-exchanger at 327 
deg.C
. High-grade oxide residue leaving the fluid bed cooler 
at 327 deg.C
. Hot air leaving the fluid bed cooler at 327 deg.C 
. Hot steam from boiler-1 at 110 deg.C and 4 bars
. Hot steam from boilei— 3 at 110 deg.C and 4 bars.
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These conditions represents the data used to evaluate 
the roasting process net energy consumption.
3.3.1.- Pvrite roaster.
In the study discussed In section 3.1* the roaster was 
defined as a counter-current flow reactor. The 
calculations were accomplished by dividing the roaster in 
two perfect-mixing parts. In the first part, the pyrite 
is fed into the roaster, the thermal decomposition of 
pyrite to troi1ite occurs and the gas leaves the roaster. 
In the second part, the oxygen and the steam are Injected 
into the roaster, the oxidation of troi1ite to iron 
monoxide occurs, and the low-grade iron oxide so formed 
leaves the roaster to the fluid bed cooler.
In the present investigation, the roaster was first 
assumed to be a perfect-mixing type reactor, thus the 
off-gas produced is assumed to be in equi1ibrium with the 
solid phase and more exactly the oxide produced. Second 
the roaster was assumed to be a counter current flow 
reactor divided in two perfect-mixing parts as previously 
described. In this latter case, the roaster off-gas 1s 
expected to be in equilibrium with FeS. Thus, less steam 
Is required than in the former case. On the other hand 
the heat transfert between the inlet and the outlet
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streams inside the reactor are maximized.
The assumption of perfect-mixfng type reactor means 
the temperature, the gas composition and the solid 
composition are homogeneous in the reactor. Moreover, the 
roaster residue is assumed to contain no sulfur. That is 
the oxidation reactions are assumed complete.
In this study, calculations were done assuming the 
following complete reactions are occuring in the roaster.
or FeS(s) + 5/3 0£ (g) = 1/3 Fe304 (s> + S02 (g)
FeS(s) + 4/3 H20(g) = 1/3 Fe304 (s) + H2S(g) +
1/3 H2 (g)
where x can take the following values ; 1, 1.14, 2.
The first reaction does not reflect exactly the 
reality since the thermal decomposition of pyrite produces 
pyrrhotite and not troi1ite, but this change will not 
affect the results.
The operating temperature was varied from 800 to 1400 
deg.C. Further, when this temperature was lower than a
FeS (s)X
and FeS(s) •+ 3/2 0^(g)
FeS(s) + H20(g)
FeS(s) + (x-l)/2 S2 (g)
FeO(s) + S02 (g)
FeO(s) + H2S(g)
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temperature of from 1079 to 1100 deg.C (depending on the 
inlet steam rate) ferrosoferric oxide was the only oxide 
formed, when the operating temperature was greater than 
this limiting temperature iron monoxide is the only oxide 
formed. The case where both oxides are present was not 
cons idered.
Only 2 reactions were required to equilibrate the 
roaster off-gas composition since 5 species were 
considered? S2 , S02 , and 3 mol e-balance
equations have to be considered.
The 2 chosen equilibria were:
2 H2 (g) +■ S2 (g) = 2 H2S(g)
2 H2S(g) + S02 (g) = 2 H20(g) + 3/2 S2 (g)
The equilibrium constant data for these equilibria 
appear in appendix E.
3.3.2.- Fluid bed cooler producing hematite.
The 1ow-grade ox i de ca1c i ne from the roaster i s coo1ed 
down and oxidized by means of fluidization with air. This 
oxidation occurs at 327 deg.C and a high-grade oxide 
calcine (hematite) is produced as wel1 as hot air which 
allows to recover some heat through a boiler (boiler-3).
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The occuring reactions are assumed to be:
FeO(s) + 1/4 02 (g) = 1/2 Fe203 (s)
or 1/3 Fe304 (s) + 1/12 02 (g) = 1/2 Fe203 (s)
depending on the temperature inside the roaster.
One could notice that some heat is lost when the 
hematite containing calcine is discharged at 327 deg.C 
from the Fluid bed cooler. Moreover, this loss of heat 
increases when some silica is Fed into the roaster with 
the iron sulFide. The computer programs allow For the 
presence oF Si02 (s) in the roaster Feed considering that 
silica does not react with any iron species.
3.3.3.- Waste-heat boiler-1 and Heat-exchanqer.
The First assumption concerning the oFF-gas leaving 
the roaster was that its composition does not change as it 
is cooled down. In the present investigation the roaster 
oFF-gas was to be cooled down oF 300 deg.C through the 
boiler-1 For any roasting temperature. This assumption 
led to the Fact that the roaster inlet steam temperature 
changed with the roasting temperature. One could argue 
that a waste-heat boiler is not essential and that the 
roaster inlet steam could be pre-heated to higher 
temperatures without using one. But a waste-heat boiler
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is certainly very usefull to adjust the roaster inlet 
steam temperature to a desired value by controlling the 
rate of water injected into the waste-heat boiler.
The heat-exchanger allows one to pre-heat the roaster 
inlet steam and to cooled down the roaster off-gas to 327 
deg.C* required temperature prior catalytic hydrogenation.
3.3.4.- Heat loss, thermal efficiency* energy recovery.
In the calculations realized, the heat transfer were 
assumed to be 1007, efficient. That is, on one hand the 
heat losses were calculated for each pieces of equipment. 
Their influences were taken into account on the energy 
produced through the various boilers and the condenser 
leading to corrected energy production figures. More 
spec ifica1ly, the heat losses of the roaster and of the 
boiler-1 were substracted to the energy produced through 
boiler-1, the fluid bed cooler and boiler-3 heat losses 
were substracted to the energy produced through boiler-3 
and finally, the heat exchanger heat loss was taken into 
account in the enthalpy of the recycled gaseous stream 
injected into the roaster (stream 2). Heat losses were 
evaluated as a percentage of the total heat transfert 
through a given part of the plant; 57. was the chosen 
va1ue.
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On the other hand, the heat produced through the bo Hers 
was assumed to be recovered with an energy recovery 
coefficient of from 50% to 100% in the roasting process 
net energy consumption calculations.
The calculations concerning this part of the process 
were done with the computer programs called 'REACTOR' and 
'STREAM-ENTHALPY'. Moreover, the program called 'FE-S-0 
DIAGRAMS' allows to draw a phase stability diagram for the 
Fe-S-0 system and to represent the roaster operating 
conditions through a little window. The advantage of this 
drawing is to visualize the distance of the operating 
point from thre iron monosulfide stability field. If this 
operating point is far from it, the iron sulfide oxidation 
was certainly total, if it is close to it the oxidation 
was certainly not total and consequently some sulfur might 
be present in the roaster oxide calcine. More details 
about these computer programs are given in appendices.
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3.4.- Sulfurous gas treatment for liquid sulfur recovery.
As previously mentioned, this section focusses on the 
treatment of the sulfurous roaster off-gas to recover 
1iquid sulfur.
The inlet streams for this part of the plant are the 
fo11owi ng:
. Roaster off-gas leaving the heat exchanger at 327 
deg.C
. Water injected into the waste-heat boiler-2 at 25 
deg.C to cooled down the hydrogenation off-gas 
prior Claus reaction.
. Water injected into the liquid sulfur condenser at 
25 deg.C.
The outlet streams for this part of the process are 
the followings:
. Condenser off-gas at 127 deg.C. This stream is to 
be compared with the heat exchanger inlet steam of 
the roasting process at 127 deg.C
. Liquid sulfur produced through the condenser at 
127 deg.C
. Steam produced through the boilei— 2 at 110 deg.C 
and 4 bars.
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. Steam produced through the condenser at 110 deg.C, 
4 bars
These data were the ones selected to evaluate the net 
energy consumption of the overall process.
3.4.1.- Catalytic hydrogenation.
This step of the process allows one to adjust the mole
ratio H^S/SO^ to 2 before reduction of the gas in the
Claus reactor. The following reaction is the only one
assuming to occur. Moreover, It is considered total for
14the equilibrium constant of this reaction is about 10 at 
300-400 deg.C.
SO,, (g ) + 3 H2 (g) = H^SCg) + 2 H20(g)
Hydrogen is only required at this stage of the 
process. Furthermore, the more hydrogen is created in the 
off-gas, the more steam and the less oxygen must be 
injected into the roaster. These conditions do not favor 
the iron sulfide oxidation and the reactor thermal 
imbalance. Thus, the lowest hydrogen amount in the 
roaster off-gas is desirable.
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C a11ing (X) o the number of
the hydrogenation reactor and
spec ies X 1eav i ng this reactor
. (S02 ) = (S°2)o -
. (H2S) = (H2S)0 +
. (H20) = (H20)O +
. (h 2> = 0
F i na11y , the condition H2:
(+i2S) +o (H2 )0 / 3
that is;
0CMXw / ( 2 » (S02
(H2 >o  / 3 
(H2 )0 / 3 
* (H2 )q  / 3
2 o ' *
This condition becomes a requirement for the gas 
leaving the roaster.
One could argue that the following reaction might 
occur at the same time:
S2 (g> + H2 <g) * 2 H2S(g)
This could be true since the equilibrium constant of this 
reaction has about the same value in the temperature
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range 300-400 deg.C as the reaction previously 
investigated. Nevertheless, considering this second 
reaction or not, does not change the roaster off-gas 
requirement previously found.
If we assume that there is (H2 >Q mole of hydrogen in the 
gas entering the hydrogenat?on reactor and that (H2 )j 
moles react with SO^ when (H2 >2 m o ^es react with S2 the 
following is obtained:
. (S02 ) = (S02 >o " (H2 } 1 / 3
.  (H2S) = <H2S)0 - (H2 )j / 3 + (H2 )2
wi th .' (H0) d o (H2 ), + (H2 )
Then the condition H2S / S02 = 2 becomes;
(H2S)o + (H2 )I/ 3 + (H2 ) 2  = 2 * (S°2 )o - 2 * (H2 )j/ 
That i s ;
2 * (S02 )o - <H2S >o = (H2 }I + Ch2 }2  = (H2 }o
Then finally, one can see we get the same condition as 
previously. The only difference when considering this 
second reaction is that the off-gas composition is 
changed, then its enthalpy too. In this study, it was 
assumed that only the first reaction (hydrogenation of 
S02 > occured. Finally, recalling this reaction is
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exothermic one can deduce that the temperature of the gas 
leaving the hydrogenation reactor is greater than 327 
deg.C. Actually, some hand calculations showed that this 
temperature would be in the range 500-600 deg.C depending 
on the gas composition. Then, a waste-heat boiler called 
boiler-2 in this study was used to cool down the gas to 
200 deg.C before entering the Claus reactor and to recover 
some heat at the same time. The temperature of the 
hydrogenation reactor off-gas prior boilei— 2 is not 
determined by the computer program (called 'CLAUS') used 
to simulate this part of the process.
The mole ratio i^S/SC^ is now equal to 2 when the gas 
exits boilei— 2 so that it can be fed to a catalytic Claus 
reactor.
At this stage of the process when the gas leaves
boiler-2, the predominant elemental sulfur gaseous species
is no longer but are S^, and Sg. Thus, in the
computer program 'CLAUS' the sulfurous gas leaving
boiler-2 is composed of the following gaseous species: S^,o
Sy, Sq, H 2 S , SO 2  and H^O.
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3.4.2.- Catalytic Claus reactor.
In this reactor the following equilibria are assumed 
to occur between gaseous species:
2 H2S
Some other elemental sulfur gaseous species like S^, S^, 
could also be present in the off-gas in very small 
amount so that in the 'CLAUS' program those species were 
neglected. Nevertheless, S2 was considered.
3.4.3.- Li Q u id  s u l f u r  c o n d e n s e r .
At first sight, the occuring reactions in a sulfur 
condenser should be the equilibria between elemental 
gaseous sulfur species and the condensation of this 
species to liquid sulfur. But it is known that condensing 
sulfur catalyses the Claus reaction. Thus, these 
reactions should also be considered at this step of the 
process. In the computer program 'CLAUS' that Is what was 
done; the equilibration calculations were done at 127 
deg.C, in other words, the Claus reactor and the liquid




sulfur condenser were taken as one stage. The assumption 
concerning the condensation of liquid sulfur was the 
following; all elemental gaseous sulfur species condense 
to liquid sulfur. This should fit with the fact that the 
vapor pressure of sulfur is very low above liquid sulfur 
at the considered temperature (127 deg.C). The gas 
temperature between the Claus reactor and the condenser 
was not determined with the computer program 'CLAUS'.
Finally, the composition of the condenser off-gas was 
determined. The gas leaving the condenser is not pure 
steam, some H^S and SC^ being present in it.
3.4.4.- Heat loss, thermal efficiency, energy recovery.
The heat losses were calculated for each pieces of 
equipment as 57. of the total heat transfer through a given 
part of the plant. Their influences were taken into 
account in the heat produced through the boi lei— 2 for the 
hydrogenation reactor and the boiler-2 and in the heat 
produced through the condenser for the Claus reactor and 
the liquid sulfur condenser. On the other hand, the heats 
produced through boilei— 2 and the condenser were assumed 
to be recovered at 50 to 1007. in the overall process net 
energy consumption calculations. That is, electricity is 
produced from steam with a yield varying from 507. to 100%.
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3.5.- Comments about the process.
The condition H ^ / = i concerning the
roaster off-gas is unalterable. If this condition is not
respected then some hydrogen has to be added to the
roaster off-gas prior hydrogenation which means that the
amount of i^O will increase in the process after each 
recycling. This situation is not conceivable. Moreover, 
hydrogen being expensive it will increase the operating 
cost of the process.
Likewise, the use of pure oxygen and not air is 
important otherwise nitrogen would build up in the 
process. This problem could be overcome by condensing 
water and vaporizing it but it is well known that the 
vaporization of water consumes a lot of energy (10.5 
kcal/mole of water). Thus, this would increase the net 
energy consumption of the process even though some of the 
heat generated by the condensation of water could be 
recovered.
The use of carbon would be interesting because this 
one would provide some energy to the roaster and would 
increase the formation of H^S to the detriment of SO^.
But this would also induce the formation of CS^ and COS.
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These species would be transformed to CO and CO^ through 
The hydrogenation step and finally C02 would build up in 
the process. Nevertheless, this case should be 
interesting to investigate.
In the following chapter of this report (chapter 4) 
appear the results of this investigation. The computer 
flowcharts are collected in appendix B. Three roaster 
feeds; pyrite, pyrrhotite and trollite were studied, two 
roaster types were selected; perfect mixing reactor and 
counter current flow reactor divided in 2 zones.
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4." THERMODYNAMIC CALCULATIONS ON THE PROCESS.
The thermodynamic calculations involved in this study 
were done on Apple Il-e microcomputer. As mentioned 
before, several computer programs were developed to 
perform a simulation of this process.
4.1.- Development of computer programs.
These computer programs are the following:
. 'HELLO' is a presentation of the diskette.
The main menu is including in this program.
. 'REACTOR' performs the mass balance 
calculations on the pyrite roaster. This program contains 
also an input data section which calls a data file named 
'DATA'. This data file contains the input data required 
to do the mass and heat balance calculations of the 
overall process. Different iron sulfides can be fed into 
the roaster. This is pyrite (FeS^)* pyrrhotite (FeSj j^) 
and troilite (FeS). Different types of reactor can be 
simulated, that is perfect mixing and counter current flow 
divided in 2 zones types. In both cases the temperature 
is assumed uniform in the reactor.
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Silica can also be fed into the roaster considering no 
reaction between SiC^ and any iron species. The exact 
mole number of steam injected into the roaster can be 
input in the computer program 'REACTOR'. Nevertheless, if 
this exact mole number is not known a range of values can 
be input in the 'REACTOR' program instead. This one 
calculates then the minimum steam mo1e number required to 
get an iron oxide in equi1ibrium with the roaster gas. If 
a counter-current flow reactor divided in 2 perfect-mixing 
zones is investigated the oxide residue is to be in 
equilibrium with the gas existing in the second roaster 
zone and more exactly with the gas composition at the 
limit of the first and second zone.
. 'STREAM-ENTHALPY' performs the heat balance 
calculations on the first part of the process which 
includes the roaster, the fluid bed cooler, the boilers 1 
and 3 and the heat-exchanger. This program contains the 
resultant print out section of 'REACTOR' and of itself.
. 'CLAUS' performs the heat and mass balance 
calculations of the second part of this process. This is 
the sulfurous gas treatment process which includes the 
hydrogenation reactor, the boiler-2, the catalytic Claus
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reactor and the liquid sulfur condenser. This program 
contains its own resultant print out section in which 
appear the resultant energy balance calculations of the 
overal 1 process.
. 'FE-S-O DIAGRAMS' was developed to give the 
operator a visualized view of the selected operating 
conditions on a phase stability diagrams of the Fe-S-0 
system. These diagrams are drawn as a function of the 
oxygen and of the sulfur dioxide partial pressure in the 
roaster off-gas.
The development of all these computer programs led to 
a complete thermodynamic simulation of the overal 1 
considered pyro-plant. Each of these programs contains a 
menu at the end of itself. A flowchart of the diskette 
and of each programs are given in appendix B. The 
listings of the program appear in appendix C and some 
sample runs corresponding to S.N.E.A.(P.) operating 
conditions are given in appendix D.
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4.2.- Results on the process thermodynamic investigation.
The purpose of these calculations was to determine the 
energy consumption of the roaster, of the roasting process 
and of the overall process for roasting temperatures of 
from 800 to 1400 deg.C. This was done for different feeds 
(pyrite, pyrrhotite, and troilite) and for different 
roaster inlet steam rates. The net energy consumption of 
the roasting process and of the overal 1 process were also 
determined considering the heat loss through each pieces 
of equipment. Heat losses were evaluated as 57, of the 
total heat-in (or out) through each part of the plant. 
Furthermore, 'net energy consumption were also determined 
considering that 50% to 100% of the energy produced 
through the fluid bed cooler, the boilers 1 & 2  and the 
liquid sulfur condenser could be recovered. Finally, the 
optimum roasting temperatures for the roaster, the 
roasting process and the overall process were also 
determined. All the results appear on the following pages 
i n the forms of graphs.
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4.2.1.- Principal assumptions.
Some assumptions have already be given in section 3.2 
to 3.5, however, a few others are also set in this 
sect i on.
The first calculations to be done were to determine 
the minimum roaster inlet steam rate (moles/mole of iron 
sulfide) to thermodynamically obtain an iron oxide in the 
residue. Only one iron oxide was assumed to be formed by 
the roasting of iron sulfides; FeO or Fe^O^. The roaster 
was assumed to be first a perfect mixing reactor and 
second a counter current flow reactor divided in 2  zones. 
In each case, the temperature was assumed uniform in all 
the reactor. The activity of the solids was taken as 1 . 
The miscibility between FeS and FeO was not considered. 
Nevertheless, one should remember that FeS becomes liquid 
at 1195 deg.C, FeO at 1377 deg.C and Fe^O^ at 1597 deg.C. 
An eutectic point of the Fe-S-0 system exists at 1010 
deg.C , Yazawa * 1 3  * even ment i oned an eutect i c for th i s 
system at 910 deg.C.
Also, the roaster off-gas composition constraint given 
by the molar ratio H^/( 2 *S0 2 ~H 2 S) = 1 led to the 
conditions on the oxygen rate; 2/3 mole/mole of iron
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sulfide when Fe^O^ is the oxide obtained and 1 / 2  mole / 
mole of iron sulfide when FeO is the oxide formed in the 
roaster residue. These constraints on the oxygen rate are 
unalterable. A slight increase of this rate would 
decrease the concentration of hydrogen in the off-gas.
The steam rate variations do not influence the ratio 
previously mentioned. Finally, one can see on the curves 
of Figure 4 that up to 1080 deg.C ferrosoferric oxide is 
formed and that at higher temperatures iron monoxide is 
formed. This limiting temperature is independant of the 
nature of the iron sulfide fed into the roaster but is 
influenced by the rate of steam used.
One important remark concerns pyrrhotite. In the 
calculations pyrrhotite was chosen as FeS^ J 4  which is 
1.14 times Fe gyyS. This choice was made to keep a basis 
of 1 mole of iron through the study. This change affects 
the data or the results when these are expressed on a mole 
basis but it does not matter when the results are 
expressed on a weight basis as shown below;
100 ( kcal / mole of FeSj )
= 100 ( kcal / 1.14 * mole of Fe q j j S )
= 100 / 1.14 ( kcal / mole of Fe QjyS )
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and the molar weight;
M(FeS1>14) = 1.14 * M(Fe 8 7 ?S) 
then, finally
1 0 0  ( kcal/kg of FeSj J 4  )
* 100 ( kcal/mole of FeSj J4) * M(FeSj 14)
= 100 / 1.14 ( kcal/mole of Fe 877S ) * M(FeSj 14)
= 100 / 1.14 * ( M(FeSj M ) / M (Fe 87?S )
* ( kcal/kg of Fe 877S )
= 100 ( kcal / kg of Fe q 77S )
In the following curves most of the results are
expressed in a weight basis so that the formulation of
pyrrhotite does not matter. However, the results 
appearing in the computer programs are expressed in both 
weight and mole basis.
4.2.2.- Minimum steam rate requirements.
One can see on Table 2.2 and on Figure 4 (below) that 
the steam rate requirements decreases with temperature up 
to 1326 deg.C which is the optimum temperature independant 
of the nature of the feed. This curves correspond to a 
perfect mixing type reactor. When a counter current flow 
reactor divided in 2  zones is used the steam rate 
requirements become independant of the nature of the feed
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and are represented by the one corresponding to FeS for a 
perfect mixing type reactor. At the optima the steam rate 
requirements are the followings;
13.2332 moles F^O / mole of FeS 2
7.5429 moles F^O / mole of FeSj
6.6167 moles F^O / mole of FeS
When the minimum inlet steam rate is used, the
operating point on a phase stability diagrams lies just on 
the phase limit FeS-FeO or FeS-Fe^O^. It is preferable to 
operate at such conditions that the operating point is as 
far as possible from this limit. Thus, operating with 
extra amounts of steam which are referred as steam excess 
in this study is recommended. Unfortunately, even with a 
steam excess of 1 0  moles/mole of iron sulfide the 
operating point is still closed to this limit. A steam 
excess of 0  corresponds to the minimum steam rate in a 
perfect mixing reactor.
Finally , when extra amounts of steam are used the 
limiting temperature at which the stable oxide phase 
changes is no longer 1080 deg.C and increases a little 
bit. This temperature varies linearly with the steam
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rate- The approximate equations are :
For FeS 2  ; T } = 1/2 » C mol. H2<D ) + 1064 deg.C
For FeSj J 4  ; Tj = 0.9 * (mol. H20 ) + 1063.5 deg.C
For FeS ? T } = 0.96 * (mol. H20 ) + 1065 deg.C
In the following Table (2.1), the limiting temperature 
appear for different roaster feed and for different steam 
excesses when a perfect mixing type reactor is used. When 
a counter-current flow reactor divided in 2  zones is used 
the limiting temperature becomes independant of the 
roaster feed and takes the value corresponding to FeS in a 
perfect mixing type reactor. Steam excesses are in mole 
H 2 0/mole of feed and the limiting temperatures in deg.C.
Roaster type perfect mixing 2  zones
Steam excess 0 5 1 0 mini mum
Feed
Pyr ite 1080 1082 1085 1080
Pyrrhot i te 1080 1084 1089 1080
Troi1i te .1080 1085 1090 1080
Table 2.1 : Limiting temperature vs roaster feed for 
different steam excesses.
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Finally, one can notice that the steam requirements 
are approximative1y twice as much for FeS£ than for FeS. 
This also means that these steam requirements are twice as 
much for a 1 -zone reactor (perfect mixing type reactor) 
than for a 2 -zone reactor (counter current flow type).
The reason why is for a 2-zones countei— current flow type 
reactor fed with pyrite is equivalent to a 1 -zone 
perfect-mixing type reactor fed with troi 1 ite as far as 
the steam rate requirements are concerned.
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4.2.3.- Roaster energy consumption.
The three -following graphs (figures 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3) 
show the variations of the roaster energy consumption as a 
function of the roasting temperature. Four different 
steam excesses are represented on each graphs; this is 0 ,
5 and 10 moles/mole of iron sulfide corresponding to a 
perfect mixing type reactor and 1 (variable) steam excess 
corresponding to a counter-current flow reactor divided in 
2  zones; 'minimum' corresponding to the minimum steam rate 
that can be injected into the roaster when this one is 
assumed to be a countei— current flow reactor divided in 
two perfect mixing zones as previously described in 
sections 3 . 1  and 3.3.1 of this report. This last curve is 
drawn in dashed lines on each diagram. When the roaster 
feed is troilite 'minimum' corresponds to steam excess 
equal 0  according to the assumptions set for a counter 
current flow reactor. The point in the middle of the 
diagram represents S.N.E.A.(P.) operating conditions.
A scale which represents the roaster inlet steam 
temperature was established at the top of each graph.
This one was calculated assuming the roaster off-gas is 
cooled down of 300 deg.C through the boiler - 1  and leaves 
the heat exchanger at 327 deg.C before entering the
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catalytic hydrogenation reactor, the steam enters the heat 
exchanger at 127 deg.C . This scale is approximative 
especially at the highest temperature.
Finally* one will see on the next pages that the 
roaster net energy consumption is greatly influenced by 
the type of feed and the steam rate. In the following 
graphs the heat losses were not considered.
a ) Roaster feed : pyrite.
The first graph of the following series (Figure 5.1) 
corresponds to pyrite as a roaster feed.
. When the roaster is assumed to be a perfect mixing 
reactor, the optima are the followings:
steam 
excess 
m o 1/mo1 F es^




consumpt i on 
kcal/kg Fe & 2
0 1299 931
5 1293 1 182
10 1288 1427
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. When the roaster is assumed to be a counter-current 
flow reactor, the optimum is the following:
For 13.334 moles h^O/mole FeS 2 * at 1200 deg.C in a 
countei— current flow reactor divided in 2  zones the 
roaster energy consumption is 875 kcal/kg of pyrite.
One can notice that the roaster energy consumption 
increases 50 kcal/kg of pyrite per extra mole of steam at 
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b) Roaster feed : pyrrhotite.
The second graph (-figure 5-2) of this series 
corresponds to pyrrhotite as a feed -for the roaster.
. When the roaster is assumed to be a perfect mixing
type reactor, the optima are the followings:
steam optimum energy
excess temperature consumption




. When the roaster is assumed to be a counter current
flow reactor, the optimum is the following:
steam optimum energy
excess temperature consumption
mol/mol FeSj j4  deg.C kcal/kg Peg Q 7 7 S
minimum 1300 460
For 13.334 moles of steam at 1200 deg.C the reactor 
energy consumption is 820 kcal/kg of pyrrhotite.
One can notice that the roaster energy consumption 
increases of 64 kcal/kg of pyrrhotite per extra mole of 
steam at the optimum temperature.
It can also be noticed that the roaster requires about 
200 to 400 less kcal/kg of feed when fed with pyrrhotite 
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c ) roaster feed: troilite.
The third graph of this series (Figure 5.3) 
corresponds to troiI ite (FeS) as the roaster feed. 
According to the assumptions concerning the counter 
current flow reactor (see sections 3.1 & 3.3.1), the 
results for troilite are the same for both types of 
reactor. The optima are the followings:
steam optimum energy
excess temperature consumption
mol/mol FeS deg.C kcal/kg FeS
0 1294 409
5 1282 746
10 ' 1274 1073
For 13.334 moles of steam/mole of FeS at 1200 deg.C, 
the roaster energy consumption is 780 kcal/kg of FeS.
One can notice that the roaster energy consumption 
increases 6 6  kcal/kg of FeS per extra mole of steam at the 
optimum temperature. Moreover, it can also be noticed 
that the roaster requires 90 to 110 kcal/kg of feed less 
energy when fed with troilite instead of pyrrhotite and 















































































4.2.4.- Roasting process net energy consumption.
Three series of curves were drawn for this part of the 
plant corresponding to the iron sulfide roaster with 
additive parts of equipment for the purpose of recovering 
energy as described in section 3.2.
The first series of curves deals with the net energy 
consumption of this part of the process considering no 
heat loss and 1 0 0 7 . of energy recovery through the fluid 
bed cooler (or boilei— 3) and the boilei— 1 .
The second series of curves corresponds to the net 
energy consumption of this part of the process considering 
57. heat loss and 1007. of energy recovery through the fluid 
bed cooler (or boiler-3) and the boilei— 1.
Finally, one might argue that recovering 1 0 0 7 . of the 
heat contained in the hot air produced through the fluid 
bed cooler or in the steam produced through the boiler - 1  
is impossible. Then the third series of curves were drawn 
assuming 5% heat loss and only 507. of energy recovery.
As previously for the roaster, three different feeds 
(pyrite, pyrrhotite, troilite) and two types of reactor 
(perfect-mixing and counter-current flow) were considered 
for each series of curves. Three steam excesses were 
investigated for the perfect-mixing reactor and one for 
the countei— current type (dashed- 1 ines curves).
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It could be noticed on the curves roasting process net 
energy consumption versus roasting temperature that the 
optimum temperature is always between 1250 and 1300 deg.C.
4.2.4.1.- No heat loss and 100% energy recovery. 
a) Roaster feed : pyrite.
The first graph of the following series (Figure 6.1) 
corresponds to pyrite as a roaster feed.
. When the roaster is assumed to be a perfect-mixing 
reactor, the optima are the followings:
stegm optimum net energy
excess temperature consumption




. When the roaster is assumed to be a counter current 
flow reactor, the optimum is the followings
steam optimum net energy
excess temperature consumption
mol/mol FeS 2  deg.C kcal/kg FeS 2
mini mum 1295 -10
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For 13.334 moles of H^O/mole of FeS 2  at 1200 deg.C in a 
counter-current flow reactor divided in 2  zones (point in 
the middle of the diagram) the roasting process net energy 
consumption is 107 kcal/kg of pyrite.
One can notice that the roasting process net energy 
consumption increases 2 2  kcal/kg of pyrite per extra mole 
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b) Roaster feed : pyrrhotite.
The second graph (figure 6.2) of this series
corresponds to pyrrhotite as a feed for the roaster.
. When the roaster is assumed to be a perfect-mixing
type reactor, the optima are the followings:
steam optimum net energy
excess temperature consumption




. When the roaster i s assumed to be a counter-current 
flow reactor, the optimum is the following:
steam opt i mum energy
excess temperature consumption
mol/mol FeSj deg.C kcal/kg Fe 3 7 7 s
minimum 1290 -300
For 13.334 moles of steam at 1200 deg.C. (point in the 
middle of the diagram) latter temperature the roasting 
process net energy consumption is -145 kcal/kg of 
pyrrhotite.
One can notice that the roasting process net energy 
consumption increases 28 kcal/kg of pyrrhotite per extra 
mole of steam at the optimum temperature.
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It can also be noted that the roasting process 
requires about 380 to 420 less kcal/kg of feed when fed 
with pyrrhotite instead of pyrite.
Finally, recalling that a negative value denotes an 
energy production it can be seen that in most of the 
cases, the roasting process produces energy, but in the 
present case it is assumed, there is no heat loss through 
the various pieces of equipment and all the energy 
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c ) Roaster feed: troi1 ite.
The third graph of this series (Figure 6.3) 
corresponds to troi1ite (FeS) as the roaster feed. 
According to the assumptions concerning the 
counter-current flow reactor (see sections 3.1 & 3.3.1), 
the results for troilite are the same for both types of 
reactor. The optima are the followings:
steam optimum net energy
excess temperature consumption




For 13.334 moles of steam/mole of FeS at 1200 deg.C 
(point in the middle of the graph) the roasting process 
net energy consumption is -240 kcal/kg of FeS.
One can notice that the roasting process produces 
energy for any steam rate and that the energy production 
decreases 29 kcal/kg of FeS per extra mole of steam at the 
optimum temperature. Moreover, it can also be noticed 
that the roasting process saves 1 1 0  to 1 2 0  kcal/kg of feed 
more energy when the roaster is fed with troilite instead 
of pyrrhotite and 470 to 540 kcal/kg of feed more energy 
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4.2.4.2.- 5% heat loss and 100% energy recovery.
When the heat loss representing 5% of the heat going 
through a specific pieces of equipment (Roaster, Fluid bed 
cooler. Boilers 1 & 3, Heat exchanger) are considered the 
net energy consumption of the roasting process rises up of 
about 100 kcal/kg of feed at 1200 deg.C. More details are 
given below.
a) Roaster feed : pyrite.
The first graph of the following series (Figure 7.1) 
corresponds to pyrite as a roaster feed.
. When the roaster is assumed to be a perfect mixing 
reactor, the optima are the followings:
steam opt i mum net energy
excess temperature consumpt i on
mol/mol Fes^ deg.C kcal/kg FeS 2
0 1286 274
5 1277 4 19
1 0 1270 559
. When the roaster is assumed to be a counter current
flow reactor, the optimum is the following:
steam optimum net energy
excess temperature consumpt i on
m o 1 /mo 1 FeS 2 deg.C kcal/kg FeS 2
mini mum 1280 69
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For 13.334 moles of h^O/mole of FeS 2  at 1200 deg.C in 
a counter-current flow reactor, the roasting process net 
energy consumption is 2 2 0  kcal/kg of pyrite.
One can notice that the roasting process net energy 
consumption increases 28.5 kcal/kg of pyrite per extra 
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t>) Roaster feed ; pyrrhotite.
The second graph (figure 7.2) of this series
corresponds to pyrrhotite as a feed for the roaster.
. When the roaster is assumed to be a perfect mixing
type reactor, the optima are the followings:
steam optimum net energy
excess temperature consumption




. When the roaster is assumed to be a counter current 
flow reactor, the optimum is the following:
steam optimum energy
excess temperature consumption
mol/mol FeSj deg.C kcal/kg Fe 0 7 7 s
minimum 1275 -210
For 13.334 moles of steam at 1200 deg.C, the roasting 
process net energy consumption is -17 kcal/kg of 
pyrrhot ite.
One can notice that the roasting process net energy 
consumption increases 36 kcal/kg of pyrrhotite per extra 
mole of steam at the optimum temperature.
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It can also be noticed that the roasting process 
requires about 370 to 450 less kcal/kg of feed when fed 
with pyrrhotite instead of pyrite.
Finally, recalling that a negative value denotes an 
energy production it can be seen that in some cases, the 
roasting process produces energy, but in the present case 
even if it is assumed there is 5% heat loss through the 
various pieces of equipment the energy produced is still 
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c ) Roaster feed: troilite.
The third graph of this series (Figure 7.3) 
corresponds to troilite (FeS) as the roaster feed. 
According to the assumptions concerning the counter 
current flow reactor (see sections 3.1 & 3.3.1), the 
results for troilite are the same for both types of 
reactor. The optima are the followings:
steam optimum net energy
excess temperature consumption




For 13.334 moles of steam/mole of FeS at 1200 deg.C, 
the roasting process net energy consumption is - 1 0 0  
kcal/kg of FeS.
One can notice that the roasting process produces 
energy for most of the investigated steam rates and that 
the energy production decreases 38 kcal/kg of FeS per 
extra mole of steam at the optimum temperature. Moreover, 
it can also be noticed that the roasting process saves 1 1 0  
to 130 kcal/kg of feed more energy when the roaster is fed 
with troilite instead of pyrrhotite and 490 to 580 kcal/kg 
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4.2.4.3.- 57. heat loss and 50% energy recovery.
When the heat losses representing 5% of the heat going 
through a specific pieces of equipment (Roaster, Fluid bed 
cooler, Boilers 1 & 3 , Heat exchanger) are considered and 
when only 50% of the energy produced is assumed to be 
recovered the net energy consumption of the roasting 
process increases about 500 to 800 kcal/kg of feed at 1200 
deg.C with respect to the case where no heat loss are 
considered and 1 0 0 % of the energy produced is assumed to 
be recovered. More details are given below.
a) Roaster feed : pyrite.
The first graph of the following series (Figure 8 . 1 ) 
corresponds to pyrite as a roaster feed.
. When the roaster is assumed to be a perfect mixing 














. When the roaster is assumed to t>e a counter current 
flow reactor, the optimum is the following:
steam optimum net energy
excess temperature consumption
mol/mol FeS 2  deg.C kcal/kg FeS 2
minimum 1275 370
For a steam rate 13.334 mole H^O/mole FeS 2  at 1200 
deg.C injected into a counter current flow reactor, the 
roasting process net energy consumption is 600 kcal/kg of 
pyr i te.
One can notice that the roasting process net energy 
consumption increases 42.5 kcal/kg of pyrite per extra 
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b ) Roaster feed : pyrrhotite.
The second graph (figure 8.2) of this series
corresponds to pyrrhotite as a feed for the roaster.
. When the roaster is assumed to be a perfect mixing
type reactor, the optima are the followings:
steam optimum net energy
excess temperature consumption




. When the roaster is assumed to be a counter current 
flow reactor, the optimum is the following:
steam optimum energy
excess temperature consumption
mol/mol FeSj deg.G kcal/kg Fe Q 7 7 S
minimum 1280 175
For 13.334 moles of steam at 1200 deg.C, the roasting 
process net energy consumption is 468 kcal/kg of 
pyrrhot i t e .
One can notice that the roasting process net energy 
consumption increases of 54 kcal/kg of pyrrhotite per 
extra mole of steam at the optimum temperature.
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It can also be noticed that the roasting process 
requires about 325 to 445 less kcal/kg of feed when fed 
with pyrrhotite instead of pyrite.
Finally, one can notice that the roasting process does 
not produce energy any more with respect to the two 
preceding cases. This shows the importance of the 
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c ) Roaster feed: troi1ite.
The third graph of this series (Figure 8.3) 
corresponds to troilite (FeS) as the roaster feed. 
According to the assumptions concerning the counter 
current flow reactor (see sections 3.1 & 3.3.1), the 
results for troilite are the same for both types of 
reactor. The optima are the followings:
steam optimum net energy
excess temperature consumpt i on
mol/mol FeS deg.C kcal/kg FeS
0 1291 96
5 1276 385
1 0  1266 661
For 13.334 moles of steam/mole of FeS at 1200 deg.C, the 
roasting process net energy consumption is 413 kcal/kg of 
FeS.
Here again the roasting process does not produce 
energy anymore. It can be noticed that the energy 
consumption increases 56.5 kcal/kg of FeS per extra mole 
of steam at the optimum temperature. It can also be 
noticed that the roasting process consumes 100 to 125 
kcal/kg of feed less energy when the roaster is fed with 
troilite instead of pyrrhotite and 425 to 570 kcal/kg of 
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4.2.5.- Qveral1 process net energy consumption.
Three series of curves were drawn for the overal1 
plant net energy consumption.
The first series of curves concerns the net energy 
consumption of the overall process when no heat loss were 
considering and when all the energy produced through the 
the boilers 1 * 2  & 3 and the condenser was recovered.
The second series of curves deals with the net energy 
consumption of the overall process when 5% of the total 
energy going through each part of the plant was 
considering as heat loss and when 1 0 0 % energy recovery was 
assumed.
The third series of curves corresponds to the net 
energy consumption of the entire process when 5% heat loss 
was assumed and when only 50% of the total energy produced 
through the various part of equipment was assumed to be 
recovered.
Two different types of reactor were investigated as 
previously; perfect mixing type and counter current flow 
reactor. Also* three different kinds of feed were 
considered for the roaster? pyrite, pyrrhotite and 
troilite. Finally, for each feed 3 steam excesses
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corresponding to a perfect mixing reactor and 1 (variable) 
steam excess correspond!*ng to a counter current flow 
reactor were considered.
4.2.5.1.- No heat-loss and 100% energy recovery.
When no heat loss and 100% energy recovery are assumed 
the net energy consumption of the overall process is 
approximatively independant of the steam excess and of the 
roast i ng temperature used.
Actually, the maximum difference occurs at the optimum 
temperature and is about; 0.130 kcal/kg of FeS 2 * 0.136 
kcal/kg of Fe q j j S and 0.137 kcal/kg of FeS per extra mole 
of steam. Moreover, this overal1 process net energy 
consumption is also a 1 most independant of the roasting 
temperature; for FeS^ the net energy consumption is about 
-385 ± 2 kcal/kg, for Fe 0 7 7 S is about -663 ± 2 kcal/kg 
and for FeS it is about -753 ± 2 kcal/kg.
One can see that in this case the overal1 process 
produces energy. The curves corresponding to this ideal 
case were drawn in the graphs 1 2 . 1  to 1 2 . 6  which are a 
summary of the heat balance calculations (see section 
4.3.4). Finally, those results are recalled on the graphs 
9.1 to 9.3 (see next section ).
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4.2.5.2.- 5% heat loss and 100% energy recovery.
When the heat loss representing 5% of the heat going 
through a specific pieces of equipment (Roaster, Fluid bed 
cooler, Boilers 1 & 3 , Heat exchanger. Catalytic 
hydrogenation reactor, Boiler-2, Claus reactor and Sulfur 
condenser) are considered the net energy consumption of 
the overall plant increases. More details are given 
be Iow.
a ) Roaster feed : pyrite.
The first graph of the following series (Figure 9.1) 
corresponds to pyrite as a roaster feed.
. When the roaster is assumed to be a perfect mixing 
reactor, the optima are the followings:
steam 
excess 
mol/mo 1 Fes 2










. When the roaster is assumed to be a counter current 
flow reactor (dashed line curves), the optimum is the 
fo 1 1 ow i ng:
For 13.334 moles of H^O/mole of FeS 2  at 1200 deg.C in 
a countei— current flow reactor, the overal 1 process net 
energy consumption is -185 kcal/kg of pyrite.
One can notice that the overall process produces 
energy in this case and that its net energy production 
decreases 10.3 kcal/kg of pyrite per extra mole of steam 








consumpt i on 
kcal/kg FeS 2






































































b) Roaster feed : pyrrhotite.
The second graph (figure 9.2) of this series 
corresponds to pyrrhotite as a feed for the roaster.
. When the roaster is assumed to be a perfect-mixing
type reactor, the optima are the followings:
steam optimum net energy
excess temperature consumption




. When the roaster i s assumed to be a countei— current
flow reactor, the optimum is the following:
steam optimum energy
excess temperature consumption
mol/mol FeSj ^  deg.C kcal/kg Fe 0 7 7 S
minimum 1275 -505
For 13.334 moles of steam at 1200 deg.C, the overall 
process net energy consumption is -432 kcal/kg of 
pyrrhotite.
One can notice the overal1 process produces energy and 
its net energy production decreases 13.5 kcal/kg of 
pyrrhotite per extra mole of steam at the optimum 
temperature. It can also be noticed that the overall 
process requires about 250 to 325 less kcal/kg of feed 





























































































c ) Roaster feed; troilite.
The third graph of this series (Figure 9.3)
corresponds to troi1ite (FeS) as the roaster feed.
According to the assumptions concerning the counter
current flow reactor (see sections 3.1 & 3.3.1)* the
results for troilite are the same for both types of
reactor. The optima are the followings:
steam opt i mum net energy
excess temperature consumption




For 13.334 moles of steam/mole of FeS at 1200 deg.C, 
the overal1 process net energy consumption is -517 kcal/kg 
of FeS.
One can notice that the overall process produces 
energy for all of the investigated steam rates and that 
the energy production decreases 13.7 kcal/kg of FeS per 
extra mole of steam at the optimum temperature. Moreover, 
it can also be noticed that the roasting process saves 
about 1 0 0  kcal/kg of feed more energy when the roaster is 
fed with troilite instead of pyrrhotite and 350 to 425 
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4.2.5.3.- 57. heat loss and 50% energy recovery.
When the heat loss representing 5% of the heat going 
through a specific pieces of equipment (Roaster, Fluid bed 
cooler, Boilers 1 & 3, Heat exchanger, Catalytic 
hydrogenation reactor, Boiler-2, Claus reactor and Sulfur 
condenser) are considered and when only 50% of the energy 
produced is assumed to be recovered the net energy 
consumption of the overal1 process increases. More 
details are given below.
a ) Roaster feed : pyrite.
The first graph of the following series (Figure 10.1) 
corresponds to pyrite as a roaster feed.
. When the roaster is assumed to be a perfect mixing 














. When the roaster is assumed to be a counter-current 
flow reactor, the optimum is the following:
steam optimum net energy
excess temperature consumption
mol/mol FeS 2  deg.C kcal/kg FeS 2
minimum 1275 170
For 13.334 moles of H 2 0/mole of FeS 2  at 1200 deg.C in 
a counter-current flow reactor divided in 2  zones the 
overall process net energy consumption is 320 kcal/kg of 
pyrite.
One can notice that the overall process net energy 
consumption increases 32 kcal/kg of pyrite per extra mole 
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b) Roaster feed : pyrrhotite.
The second graph (figure 10.2) of this series 
corresponds to pyrrhotite as a feed for the roaster.
. When the roaster is assumed to be a perfect mixing 
type reactor, the optima are the followings:
steam optimum net energy
excess temperature consumption




. When the roaster i s assumed to be a countei— current 
flow reactor, the optimum is the following:
steam optimum energy
excess temperature consumption
mol/mol FeSj ^  deg.C kcal/kg Fe 3 7 7 S
minimum 1300 -20
For 13.334 moles of steam at 1200 deg.C, the overall 
process net energy consumption is 193 kcal/kg of 
pyrrhot ite.
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One can notice that the overall process energy 
consumption increases 40 kcal/kg of pyrrhotite per extra 
mole of steam at the optimum temperature.
It can also be noticed that the overal1 process 
requires about 190 to 350 less kcal/kg of feed when fed 
with pyrrhotite instead of pyrite.
Finally, one can notice that the overall process does 
not produce energy any more with respect to the two 
preceding cases. This shows the importance of the 
assumptions as far as energy recovery coefficients are 
concerned.
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c) Roaster -feed; troi lite.
The third graph of this series (Figure 10.3) 
corresponds to troilite (FeS) as the roaster feed. 
According to the assumptions concerning the counter 
current flow reactor (see sections 3.1 & 3.3.1), the 
results for troilite are the same for both types of 
reactor. The optima are the followings:
steam optimum net energy
excess temperature consumption




For 13.334 moles of steam/mole of FeS at 1200 deg.C, the 
overall process net energy consumption is 135 kcal/kg of 
FeS.
It can be noticed that the energy consumption 
increases 23 kcal/kg of FeS per extra mole of steam at the 
optimum temperature. Moreover, it can also be noticed 
that the overall process consumes 70 to 110 kcal/kg of 
feed less energy when the roaster is fed with troilite 
instead of pyrrhotite and 250 to 460 kcal/kg of feed less 
energy when fed with troi 1 ite instead of pyrite.
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One can notice, that at 1200 deg.C and -for 13.334 
moles of steam per mole of injected into the roaster
assuming to be a counter-current flow reactor 
(S.N.E.A.(P.) operating conditions) the overall process 
consumes 320 kcal/kg of pyrite, 193 kcal/kg of pyrrhotite 
and 135 kcal/kg of troiIfte, when 5% heat loss and 50% 
energy recovery from steam to electricity.
These results could be improved by increasing the 
operating temperature to the optimum temperature. Thus, 
for the same steam rate we get;
Feed Temperature Net Energy
Consumpt ion
Pyr ite 1300 deg.C 290 kcal/kg
Pyrrhot ite 1287 deg.C 150 kcal/kg
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4.2.5.4. - 5% Heat loss and from 50% to 100% energy
recovery.
One could argue that with the modern techniques of 
to-day, more than 50% of the energy produced might be
recovered. Thus, in this section curves were drawn to
\represent the overal 1 process net energy consumption for 
different heat recovery coefficients; 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 
and 100%. This also permits determination of the required 
energy recovery necessary to obtain an autogeneous 
process.
The following curves are drawn for each feeds and for 
a steam excess of 0  for a perfect mixing type reactor and 
for the minimum steam rate that can be fed in a 
countei— current flow reactor divided in 2 zones. The heat 
losses were also considered as 57. of the total heat going 
through each piece of equipment.
a) Roaster feed : ovrite.
. When a perfect mixing type reactor is used the 
process optimum temperature is about 1295 deg.C and the 
net energy consumption depends on the energy recovery and 
get the following values considering a steam excess 0 .
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% energy recovery 50 60 70 80 90 100%
Energy consumption 380 270 160 50 -60 -170
in kcal/kg of FeS 2
The net energy consumption decreases about 11.0 
kcal/kg of Fe & 2  for each extra percentage of energy 
recovery.
In a perfect mixing type reactor a minimum of 847. 
energy recovery is required to obtain an autogeneous 
process at the optimum temperature. At 1200 deg.C. a 
minimum of 887. is required for the same purpose. At 950 
deg.C, 1007. energy recovery is necessary to get an 
autogeneous process (see figure 1 1 . 1 ).
. When a counter current flow reactor is assumed, the 
process optimum temperature is about 1290 deg.C and the 
net energy consumption has the following values as a 
function of the energy recovery coefficient, assuming the 
minimum required steam rate is injected into the roaster.
% energy recovery 50 60 70 80 90 100
Energy consumption 175 90 7 -75 -155 -240
in kcal/kg FeS 2
The net energy consumption decreases about 8.3 
kcal/kg of FeS 2  for each extra percentage of energy 
recovery (see figure 1 1 .2 ).
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Finally, at the optimum temperature 1290 deg.C a 
minimum of 71% energy recovery is required to obtain an 
autogeneous process consumption equal to 0. At 1200 deg.C 
a minimum of 74% is necessary for the same purpose and at 
800 deg.C, 89% is the required energy recovery 
coeffi c i ent.
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b) Roaster feed : pyrrhotite.
• When a perfect mixing type reactor with pyrrhotite
feed is investigated the optimum temperature is about 1295
deg.C and for a steam excess of 0 the process net energy 
consumption has the following values as a function of the 
energy recovery coefficient.
7. energy recovery 50 60 70 80 90 100
Energy consumption 10 -95 -195 -295 -395 -495
in kcal/kg
The net energy consumption decreases about 10.0 kcal/kg of 
pyrrhotite per extra percentage of energy recovery at 1295 
deg.C.
At this optimum temperature, a minimum of 527. energy 
recovery coefficient is required to get an energy 
consumption of 0. At 1200 deg.C a minimum of 567. is 
necessary and at 800 deg.C a minimum of 82% is required to 
get an autogeneous process (see figure 11.3).
. When a counter current flow reactor is assumed, the 
process optimum is about 1290 deg.C and the process net 
energy consumption takes the following values.
It is assumed here, the minimum required steam rate is 
injected into the roaster (see figure 11.4).
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% energy recovery 50 60 70 80 90 100
Energy consumption -20 -120 -210 -307 -405 -500
in kcal/kg FeQ 0 7 7 S
The net energy consumption decreases about 10.4 
kcal/kg of Fe 0 7 7 S per extra percentage of energy recovery 
at 1290 deg.C.
At this temperature a minimum of 48% energy recovery 
coefficient is required to get a process net energy
consumption of 0. At 1200 deg.C a minimum of 527. energy
recovery is necessary to get an autogeneous process and at 
800 deg.C 787* is required.
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c ) Roaster feed : troilite.
The results are not affected by the type of reactor 
assumed when trotlite feed is used. At the optimum 
temperature, about 1293 deg.C, the following figures were 
obtained for a steam excess of 0  corresponding to the 
minimum steam rate (see Figure 11.5).
% energy recovery 50 60 70 80 90 100
Energy consumption -90 -190 -290 -390 -490 -590
in kcal/kg
The net energy consumption of the overall process 
decreases about 10.0 kcal/kg FeS per extra mole of energy 
recovery. At 1290 deg.C a minimum of 42% energy 
coefficient recovery is required to get a net energy 
consumption of 0. At 1200 deg.C, this minimum becomes 46% 
and at 800 deg.C, 73% heat recovery is required.
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4.2.5.5.- Summary of energy recovery coefficient results.
Considering the S.N.E.A.(P.) operating conditions of 
13.334 moles of steam injected into a two stage counter 
current flow reactor with homogeneity inside each stage 
and extending the results to pyrrhotite and troi 1 ite at 
different roasting temperatures, the following results for 
the minimum energy recovery coefficient required to get a 
autogeneous process are obtained (see Table 3, below). In 
this table the iron sulfide conversion ratio is the same 
for each case. Thus, for a given feed, the steam excess 
is the same for each temperature. The steam rate where 







FeS 2 Fe0 .877S FeS
900 29.467 90% 78% 74%
1 2 0 0 13.334 83% 6 6 % 61%
1290-95 11.394 81% 63% 58%




. When a perfect mixing type reactor is used* the 
sulfur recovery is independant of the nature of the 
roaster feed and reach amaximum value 87% (mol.S/mol.S in 
feed) at 1326 deg.C.
. When a countei— current flow reactor divided in 2 
zones is used* the maximum sulfur recoveries were at 1326 
deg.C; 89.07» (mol.S/mol.S in FeS2 > • 87.7% (mol .S/mol . S in 
FeSj J4 )* 87.5% (mol.S/mol.S in FeS). More details appear 
below (see Table 4). The temperatures are in deg.C.
Temp. 800 900 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 0 1300 1400
Reactor 
1 -zone 84.4 84.7 85.0 85.5 86.5 87.0 86.7
2 -zone
Feed
FeS 2 84.7 85.4 8 6 . 0 86.7 87.8 88.5 88.3
FeS1.14 84.5 84.7 85.2 85.7 86.7 87.3 87.0
FeS 8  4.4 84.7 85. 1 85.5 86.5 87.0 8 6 . 7
Table 4 : %Sulfur recovery versus Roasting 
Temperature & Roaster type.
It was assumed that all gaseous elemental sulfur 
species condense to liquid sulfur at 127 deg.C.
%Sulfur recovery increases with decreasing roaster
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inlet steam rate. Thus for the minimum steam rate at 1326 
deg.C, the sulfur recovery is maximum.
When the roaster was a perfect mixing reactor the 
steam rates correspond to a steam excess 0  and when the 
roaster was a counter-current flow reactor divided in 2  
zones, the minimum steam rate was injected into it.
It can be deduct the recycled gaseous stream is not 
pure steam. In other words, during steady-state operating 
conditions the recycled stream contains some H^S, SC^.
Then assuming a stable composition is reached for this 
stream, 1007. sulfur recovery should be obtained (see 
sect ion 6.4.3).
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4.3.- Results summary and comparisons.
From the preceeding paragraphs the following results 
might be kept in mind. The roaster is assumed to be a 
counter current flow reactor divided in two zones and 
operating at 1200 deg.C* the temperature being assumed 
homogeneous throughout the reactor.
4.3.1.- Iron sulfide roaster (see figures 5).
Without considering heat loss the following energy 
consumption values in kcal/kg of feed were obtained for 
the roaster at 1200 deg.C.
Steam rate (moles/mole of feed)
Feed mini mum 13.334
Pyr i te 600 900
Pyrrhot ite 460 800
Tro ili te 400 750
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4.3.2.- Roasting process (see Figures 6).
The net energy consumption (kcal/kg of feed) 
considering 5% heat loss during roasting and 50% energy 
recovery was as follows:





4.3.3.- Overall process (see Figures 10).
The net energy consumption in kcal/kg of feed for the 
overal1 process assuming 5% heat loss and 50% energy 
recovery was:






In order to obtain an autogeneous process, the minimum 
energy recovery coefficient, must have the following 
values at 1200 deg.C and for a steam rate 13.334 mole 
H^O/mole FeS 2  and equivalent steam rate (Constant iron 
sulfide conversio ratio, see Table 3).
837. when pyrite is fed into the roaster 
6 6 7 . when pyrrhotite is fed into it 
61% when troi 1 ite is fed into it.
The energy consumption results obtained when the 
roaster is assumed to be a perfect mixing type reactor are 
of course greater than the one obtained with a counter 
current flow reactor divided in two zones because the 
steam rate requirements are more important in the first 
case and furthermore because the process energy 
consumption increases with increasing steam rate.
4.3.4.- Heat balances summary.
The following curves, figures 12.1 to 12.5 series, 
summarized the energy balances calculations of the 
investigated processes. As previously stated three feeds 
and 2  steam excesses for each of process were studied.
One is a zero steam excess for all feed material refering
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to a perfect mixing one-stage reactor and the other steam 
rate is the minimum steam rate that can be fed in a 
countei— current flow reactor divided in 2  zones.
For FeS the results are not affected by the type of 
reactor according to the assumptions set previously.
On each figures 8  curves are represented. These are 
the roaster energy consumption considering no heat loss 
( 1 ), the roaster energy consumption considering 5% heat 
loss (2 ), the roasting process net energy consumption 
considering successively no heat loss and 1 0 0 % energy 
recovery (3), 57. heat loss and 100% energy recovery (4),
5% heat loss and 507. energy recovery (5), the overall 
process net energy consumption considering, no heat loss 
and 1007. energy recovery (6 ), 5% heat loss and 1 0 0 % energy 
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4.3.5.- Energy consumption versus steam rate.
The oxygen rate fs fixed by the roaster off-gas 
composition constraint; H^/(Z'SO^-HgS) = 1 , thus the 
roaster energy consumption might be decreased by 
decreasing the roasting temperature, or by decreasing the 
roaster inlet steam rate or increasing its temperature.
4.3.5.1.- Curve description.
The following graphs (figure 13.1 & 13.3) represent 
the variations of the overall process net energy 
consumption assuming 5% heat loss through each piece of 
equipment, 50% energy recovery from the produced steam to 
the production of electricity.
The Roaster energy consumption versus steam rate was 
also represented (Figure 13.2 & 13.4).
The curves were drawn for pyrite and for pyrrhotite as 
a feed for the roaster.
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One can see from the graphs that the energy 
consumption of the roaster or of the overal 1 process 
increased linearly with increasing steam rates. Several 
roasting conditions were investigated and for a given 
steam rate it can be noticed that the roaster consumes 
less energy at the lowest roasting temperatures. At the 
highest temperatures the iron sulfide oxidation is 
expected to be more completed.
The dashed lines represent the minimum steam rate for 
a perfect mixing reactor ( 1  zone reactor) and the minimum 
steam rate for a counter current flow reactor divided in 2  
perfect mixing parts (2 zone reactor). The discontinuity 
of those 2  curves is due to the change of stable oxide 
formed; FeO at the highest temperatures and Fe^O^ at the 
lowest ones. Finally, to compare two roasting 
temperatures one should draw parallel curves to the one in 
dashed lines, this way about the same iron sulfide 
conversion should be obtained.
One can notice that the more the roaster is divided in 
zones (each zone corresponding to a perfect mixing type 
reactor), the less steam the roaster consumes and thus the 
less energy is required.
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4.3.5.3.- Tables of results.
The following table shows the maximum steam rate to 
get an autogeneous process assuming 5% heat loss and 50% 
energy recovery when pyrite is fed into the roaster. The 
roaster off-gas temperature after boilei— 1 is mentioned as 
well as the roaster inlet steam temperature. The 
temperature drop in the boilei— 1 is assumed to be 300 
deg.C. The temperatures are in deg.C and the steam rates 
in moles/mole of FeS2 «
Roast, temp. 800 900 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 0 1300 1400
Off-Gas temp. 500 600 700 800 900 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
Steam temp. 324 440 569 812 1007 1338 1726
Steam rate 8.35 7.43 6.53 2 . 0 1 . 6 1 . 0 0.7
TABLE 5.1: Maximum steam rate versus roasting temperature, 
to get an autogeneous process.
( Roaster feed FeS^ )•
It can be seen that the temperature difference between 
the roaster off-gas after hydrogenation and the gaseous 
recycled stream before being injected into the roaster is
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decreasing with increasing temperature. This is the heat 
exchanger approach temperature is decreasing with 
increasing roasting temperature. Furthermore, for 
temperature greater than 1000 deg.C and more precisely, 
when FeO is the stable oxide formed, the recycled roaster 
inlet stream temperature become greater than the roaster 
off-gas temperature after boiler - 1  which is not possible. 
Thus a bigger uncertainty exist for these preceeding 
results at temperature greater than 1000 deg.C.
The following Table 5.2 shows the maximum steam rate 
versus roasting temperature as previously but when 
pyrrhotite is fed into the roaster.
Off-gas temp. 500 600 700 800 900 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
Roast, temp. 800 900 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 0 1300 1400
Steam temp. 310 415 521 636 746 859 972
Steam rate 16. 14 14.86 13.57 8 . 6 6 7.72 6.85 6.07
TABLE 5.2: Maximum steam rate versus roasting temperature, 
to get an autogeneous process 
(Roaster feed pyrrhotite).
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As previously, the heat exchanger approach temperature 
fs decreasing with increasing roasting temperature. 
Nevertheless, in the present case the recycled gaseous 
stream temperature is always lower than the roaster 
off-gas temperature after boiler- 1 . Furthermore, the 
heat-exchanger approach temperature is always greater than 
128 deg.C which is acceptable. Thus, the results are 
correct.
It could be noticed on Figure 13.3 that for a 
counter-current flow reactor (2 -zone reactor), the process 
is autogeneous considering 57, heat loss and 507. energy 
recovery under the following conditions:
Inlet steam rate (start-up) : 7.2 mole l^O/mole Feg 3 7 7 S
Inlet steam temp. : 850 deg.C
Roasting temperature : 1300 deg.C
Oxygen rate : 0.5 mole 0 2 /mole Feg 3 7 7 s
Finally, one can notice that about 8  extra moles of 
steam per mole of iron in the feed can be injected when 
pyrrhotite is fed into the roaster instead of pyrite at 
temperature lower than 1080 deg.C and 6  to 7 extra moles 
when the temperature is greater than 1080 deg.C.
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4.3.5.4.- Results comparisons.
Finally, all the preceeding results lead to the 
fo 1 1 ow i ng statement:
There is a compromise between the energy consumption 
of the process which requires 'low' roasting temperatures 
and the conversion of iron sulfide to iron oxide which 
requires 'high' roasting temperatures. The problem of the 
conversion of iron sulfide to iron oxide could be overcome 
by using small-sized pellets and a retention time high 
enough in the roaster. Moreover, a third zone could be 
made in the counter current flow roaster wherein the 
partial pressure of oxygen should be high enough to 
convert all residual iron sulfide to iron oxide. This 
might be realized by injecting the steam into the second 
zone of the roaster when the oxygen would be injected at 
the bottom of the third zone, this is at the discharge of 
the oxide residue. Another solution might be to used a 
second roaster; steam would be injected in the first one 
and oxygen in the second one.
When roasting at 900 or 1000 deg.C higher steam flow 
rates can be used for the same net energy consumption of 
the overall process (see Tables 5.1 & 5.2).
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Recal1ing Norman's experimental results when
pyrite was fed into the roaster 4.3 moles of steam/mole of 
pyrite were used and the roasting occured at 850 deg.C and 
when pyrrhotite was fed into it using the same quantity of 
steam the roasting occured at 1300 deg.C.
In comparing Figures 13.1 and 13.4 one can see that 
for 8  moles of H^O/moles of feed the roasting must occur 
at 850 deg.C to get a zero process net energy consumption 
when the roaster is fed with pyrite (Figure 13.1). When 
the roaster is fed with pyrrhotite for the same steam rate 
the roasting temperature must be 1200 deg.C to get an 
autogeneous process (Figure 13.5). Nevertheless, Norman 
used 0.74 mole of oxygen per mole of FeS^ when 0.6667 or 
0.5 mole of 0 2 /mole of FeSx is used in the present 
i nvest i gat i on.
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4.3.6.- Determination of the roasting conditions.
The -following tables compare 2 roasting temperatures 
(in deg.C) for 2 given steam rates (in moles per mole of 
feed). The energy consumption terms are in kcal/kg of 
Feed. See below, Table 6.1 for pyrite and Table 6.2 for 
pyrrhotite.
4.3.6.1.- Roaster and Process energy requirements.
Table 6.1 shows the roasting temperature and steam 
rate importance on the energy requirements of the process.
Roast i ng 
Temp.
Steam Roaster Energy 
Consumpt i on




1 0 390 +60
1 2 0 0 900
5 460 +95
1 0 705 +240
TABLE 6.1 s Energy requirements for Pyrite.
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The following Table (Table 6.2) describes similar 
results the only difference being the roaster feed which 
is pyrrhotite in the present case.
Roast i ng Steam Roaster Energy Process Net Energy
Temp. Temp. Rate Consumpt i on Consumption
5 -30 -320
900 800 1 0 230 -170
5 320 - 1 2 0
1 2 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 620 +70
TABLE 6 . 2  : Energy requirements for Pyrrhotite.
4.3.6.2.— Comoari sons Comments.
One can notice that 270-315 kcal/kg of feed are saved 
at the roaster level (depending of the steam rate 
respectively 5 and 10 moles per mole of pyrite) when 
operating at 900 deg.C instead of 1200 deg.C and that for 
the same assumptions 160-180 kcal/kg of pyrite are saved 
at the overall process net energy consumption level. One 
could argue that the roasting conditions and more exactly 
the iron sulfide conversion results are not comparable
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since the steam excess as defined previously are not the 
same. But, the existence of this roaster third zone 
proposed earlier should separate the roasting temperature 
problems from the iron sulfide conversion one.
Finally, according to these results the operating 
temperature should be selected as 900 or 1000 deg.C, when 
Pyrites is fed into the roaster even though according to 
Tables 5.1 it is possible to get an autogeneous process at 
higher roasting temperatures. At highest temperature the 
required steam rate are indeed to low. Furthermore, a 
sufficiently high H^O partial pressure must be present 
inside the reactor to obtain higher reaction kinetic 
rates.
Thus, the proposed operating conditions in start-up 
operations are the followings:
Roaster temperature    900 deg.C
Roaster off-gas prior heat-exchanger .. 600 deg.C
Steam rate (moles/mole of FeS^) ..... 7.433 moles
Inlet steam temperature      440 deg.C
Oxygen rate (mole/mole of pyrite) ....  2/3 mole
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4.4.- Precision analysis.
A certain uncertainty exists on the results of this 
thermodynamic investigation. The causes of error come 
from two main reasons; the data and the calculation 
method.
4.4.1.- Data uncertainty.
Most of the data involved in this study was obtained
from Janaf tables
The biggest error is due to the value of the standard
enthalpy of formation of pyrite at 298 degree Kelvin.
Janaf tables give -41.0 kcal/mole of pyrite for this data,
( 1 9 )0. Kubaschewski gives the same value but mentioned 2
kcal/mole of pyrite uncertainty and finally, the
AH°f2 g0 (FeS2 ) was taken as -42.4 kcal/mole of FeS 2  t>y 
(18)S.N.E.A.(P.) which represents 1.4 kcal/mole of pyrite
uncertainty with respect to Janaf tables data (this is 
about 12 kcal/kg of pyrite). Thus, S.N.E.A.( P.) gives
105.1 kcal/mole of FeS 2  for the energy consumption of the 
roaster at 1200 deg.C using 13.334 moles of steam/mole of 
pyrite and the results of this study give under the same 
operating conditions 103.6 kcal/mole of FeS 2  for the 
roaster energy consumption without considering the heat 
exchanger heat loss and 107.5 when considering it. This 
is, without considering it the recycled gaseous stream
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temperature is 776 deg.C and 747 deg.C when considering 
it. Likewise, the roasting process net energy consumption 
considering figures assuming no heat loss and 1 0 0 % energy 
recovery are respectively 14.3 kcal/mole of FeS^ for 
S.N.E.A.( P.) and 12.8 kcal/mole of FeS 2  in this study.
In each case the difference in the results is 1.5 
kcal/mole of FeS 2  mainly due to the pyrite standard 
entha 1 py of format i on data uncertai nty.
It was seen in section 4.2.5.5 that under S.N.E.A.CP.) 
operating conditions an energy recovery of 83% was 
necessary to get an autogeneous process. The precision 
according to the error mentioned before is about 1.57#. 
Another source of uncertainty is discussed on the next 
sect ion.
4.4.2.- Calculation method uncertainty.
When the treated sulfurous roaster off-gas leaves the 
condenser a smal 1 amounts of HgS and SOg are present along 
with H 2 O according to the calculations done in this study. 
But the recycled stream to the roaster was assumed to be 
pure steam and this assumption led to a stream enthalpy 
difference ( A(enthalpy) ) which takes the following 
values depending on the roaster feed (in the sample runs 








Pyr i te -3.0 ± 1.0 -25 ± 8 , 0
Pyrrhotite -1.9 ± .2 -23 ± 2 . 5
Trof1ite - 1.8 ± -20 ± 1.2
These preceding results correspond then to pure steam 
provided to the roaster. This is, the process is running 
in start-up operating conditions.
During steady-state operating conditions the recycled 
stream to the roaster would have a special composition 
leading to 1 0 0 % liquid sulfur recovery and some extra heat 
produced through the liquid sulfur condenser. The steady 
state procedure when the stream out of the condenser i s 
recycled to the roaster and the start-up procedure when 
'new' steam has to be provided to the roaster were 
investigated in chapter 6  for the roasting conditions 
defining in section 4.3.6.2. In this case, the stream 
enthalpy difference ( '17' - '15' ) is -25 kcal/kg FeS 2  
but the overall process Net Energy Consumption (assuming 
5% heat loss and 50% energy recovery coefficient) 
difference between steady state and start-up operations 
(without considering a start-up boiler) is only -3 kcal/kg 
of In other words, the real uncertainty is lower
than the stream enthalpy difference discussed previously.
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4.4.3.- Uncertainty due to the Roaster inlet steam 
temperature.
It was seen in Table 5.1 (see section 4.3.5.2) the 
roaster inlet recycled gas stream is greater than the 
roaster off-gas temperature after boi lei— 1. This is 
impossible since the roaster off-gas is supposed to 
pre-heat the recycled gaseous stream before it is injected 
into the roaster. That happened for roasting temperature 
greater than 1080 deg.C, this is when FeO is the stable 
iron oxide formed and for very low steam rate. It was 
briefly estimated that the error is at the maximum 2 0  
kcal/kg of FeS 2 «
4.4.4.- Uncertainty on Heat Loss calculations.
In the computer programs, the heat losses were 
substracted to the energy production terms of the boilers 
and of the liquid sulfur condenser before addying the 
recovered and available energy to the roaster energy 
consumption. Nevertheless, considering 5% of the energy 
going through'each piece of equipment is lost leads to 
approx Imative results although 5% is considered as a good 
industrial approximation.
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4.4.5.- Uncertainty on the results of this study.
If all the uncertainties on the results discussed 
previously are summed up, the accuracy of the results is 
the followings ( less accurate cases ):
± 7 kcal / mole of pyrite
± 58 kcal / kg of pyrite
± 6.5% on the energy recovery coefficient
± 3.3 moles of steam / mole of pyrite
± 0.5 kg of steam / kg of pyrite
If only the uncertainty due to the data and the real 
uncertainty due to the difference of results between 
start-up and steady state operations are considered (most 
of the cases in the present investigation) the accuracy on 
the results then becomes:
± 2 . 0  kcal / mole of pyrite
± 17 kca 1 / kg of pyr i te
± 2 .0 % on the energy recovery coefficient
± 1 . 0  m o 1 e of steam / mo 1 e of pyr i te
± 0.15 kg / kg of pyrite
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Finally, this accuracy results did not considered some 
other assumptions such as heat-loss 57# of energy 
transfered which could be different for the various types 
of equipment pieces, the selective formation of oxide 
depending on the roasting temperature, a sharp 
discontinuity should not appear on the different curves, 
and so for.
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5.- DISCUSSIONS ON THE THERMODYNAMIC INVESTIGATION.
From this thermodynamic study several points can be 
emphasized concerning the results of this investigation.
5 . 1  Results of the thermodynamic investigation.
In spite of the uncertainties featuring the obtained 
results, some conclusions can still be drawn.
Recalling the S.N.E.A.( P.) roasting conditions; 
roasting temperatures 1200 deg.C, oxygen rate: 1/2 
mole/mole of pyrite, steam rates 13.334 moles/mole of 
pyrite, roaster off-gas temperature gradient through 
boiler- 1 s 300 deg.C and assuming a counter current flow 
reactor divided in two perfect mixing zones and a uniform 
temperature throughout the roaster the following results 
were found through th i s i nvest i gat ion.
The roaster consumes 896 kcal/kg of FeS 2  and the 
average energy recovery coefficient must be at least 837, 
for the process to be autogeneous.
These results could be improved by changing the 
operating conditions as it can be seen in the following 
sections.
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5.1.1.- Improvement in the roaster design.
The counter-current flow roaster was assumed to be 
divided in two perfect mixing zones where the 
decomposition of pyrite is assumed to occur in the first 
one and the oxidation of FeS to iron oxide with steam and 
oxygen is supposed to occur in the second one.
This assumptions could be changed to the following? 
the roaster is divided in three zones where the 
decomposition of pyrite occurs in the first one as 
previously, the oxidation of FeS with steam ("only") 
occurs in the second one and the oxidation of the 
remaining FeS with oxygen occurs in the third one. That 
means the steam should be injected in the second roaster 
zone when the oxygen should be injected in the third 
reactor zone, this way a high enough partial pressure of 
oxygen could be expected in this third zone so that a 
total conversion of iron sulfide to iron oxide could be 
guaranteed. In other words for a counter-current flow 
reactor steam should be injected at the middle of it when 
oxygen should be injected at the bottom of it. A more 
throughout discussion on the subject is given in section
6.6.2.
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The main advantage of this third zone designed roaster 
would be to allow the use of smaller steam quantities 
which would decrease the roaster energy consumption. For 
instance, if only 7.433 moles of steam instead of 13.334 
moles are injected into the roaster, the roaster energy 
consumption would drop from 896 kcal per kg of pyrite to 
600 kcal/kg of FeS£ for a roasting temperature of 1 2 0 0  
deg.C and the required energy recovery coefficient to get 
an autogeneous process would decrease from 837, to 71%.
Nevertheless, 600 kcal/kg of pyrite still need to be 
provided to the roaster. This energy requirement could be 
decreased again by decreasing the roasting temperature.
5.1.2.- Roasting temperature.
Recalling Norman's experimental results 
pre-heating the roaster to 550 deg.C, using 0.74 mole of 
oxygen and 4.34 mole of steam per mole of pyrite, the 
roasting temperature only reached 850 deg.C. This means 
that if a higher roasting temperature is desired energy 
would have to be provided to the roaster. Thus It could 
be interesting to decrease the desired roasting 
temperature to 900 deg.C (for instance), this way the 
roaster would required less energy (see figure 13.2), the 
sintering problem mentioned by Norman and Yazawa (*^)
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could be partially overcome and as mentioned earlier the 
iron sulfide conversion problem could be solved by the 
existence of the roaster third zone.
Final Iy, if it is chosen to operate at 900 deg.C with 
a steam rate of 7.433 moles/mole of pyrite the roaster 
energy consumption would decrease to about 295 kcal/kg of 
pyrite and the process would be autogeneous if only 50% of 
the produced energy is recovered. This case is more 
throughoutly investigated in chapter 6 .
5.1.3.- Roaster inlet steam temperature.
The boiler - 1  is necessary for two main reasons:
First, the roaster off-gas in a countei— current flow 
reactor is supposed to preheat the cold roaster feed and 
then the roaster off-gas temperature is expected to fall. 
Thus, in the process this boiler enables to take into 
consideration this heat exchanged and according to this 
remark, the energy recovery coefficient for the energy 
produced through the boiler - 1  should be considered higher 
than 50%.
Second, in practice this boiler would enable to have a 
control over the inlet steam temperature by decreasing the 
rate of water injected into the boiler and thus to have a 
control over the roaster temperature.
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The increase of the roaster inlet steam temperature 
could be investigated to see the importance of this 
parameter with respect to the roaster energy consumption. 
An eventual electric pre-heater could be added to the 
plant to increase the recycled gaseous stream temperature 
before entering the roaster.
5.1.4.- Pyrrhotite as a roaster feed.
The results given in section 4.3.5 (see Figures 13.3 & 
13.4) lead to the following conclusions.
The roaster requires less energy when fed with 
pyrrhotite instead of pyrite.
These results are due to the fact that the thermal 
decomposition of pyrite is an endothermic reaction. Thus 
the roasting of pyrrhotite with steam and oxygen consumes 
less energy than the roasting of pyrite. Nevertheless, 
one should remember that only about half of elemental 
sulfur can be produced when roasting 1 mole of pyrrhotite 
instead of 1 mole of pyrite. Thus ft can be deduced that 
the roaster residue could be recycled to the roaster feed 
leading to a lower roaster energy consumption.
Furthermore, a higher,iron sulfide conversion ratio should 
be reached.
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5.2.- Summary of operating conditions results.
In this section, the operating conditions requirements 
are summarized when pyrite or pyrrhotite are fed into the 
roaster.
5.2.1.- Pyrite as roaster feed.
It was seen that when Pyrite is treated in a 2-zone 
counter current flow reactor, the overall process cannot 
be autogeneous assuming 57, Heat Loss for each piece of 
equipment and 507, energy recovery. The conditions for 
which the process consumes the less energy are the 
fo 1 1 ow i ngs:
Roasting temperature 1290 deg. C
Steam rate (start-up) 6.85 mole H^O/mole FeS
Steam temperature 850 deg.C
Oxygen rate 1 / 2 mole O^/mole FeS 2
Roaster Energy Cons. 570 kcal/kg FeS^
Overall Process N.E.C. 175 kcal/kg FeS 2
In this case, the minimum energy recovery coefficient 
must be at least 70% to obtain an autogeneous process.
Finally, in order to get an autogeneous process 
(assuming 5% Heat Loss and 50% energy recovery), the
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roasting temperature must be decreased so that 
is the oxide formed and a 3-zone counter current flow 
reactor must be assumed. The operating conditions of 
chapter 6  fit with those conditions.
5.2.2.- Pyrrhotite as a roaster feed.
If Pyrrhotite is treated in a counter current flow 
reactor divided in 2  zones, the overall process is 
autogeneous (assuming 5% Heat Loss and 507. energy 
recovery) under the following conditions:





Furthermore, a roaster residue recycled stream would 
decrease the sulfur content of the overall roaster feed 
when Pyrite is fed into the roaster. Thus, if the overall 
feed sulfur content matches the sulfur content of 
Pyrrhotite, the overall process would be autogeneous under 
the above operating conditions.
1290 deg.C
6.85 mole HgO/mole FeSj 
850 deg.C
1/2 mole O^/mole FeSj ^  
480 kcal/kg Fe^ 0 7 7 s
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6 .- STUDY OF AN AUTOGENEOUS PROCESS.
In this section, special operating conditions are more 
throughoutly investigated. Those ares roasting 
temperature 900 deg.C, roaster inlet oxygen rate 0.6667 
mole/mole PeS 2  and roaster inlet start-up steam rate 7.433 
moles/mole FeS^. Those operating conditions correspond to 
an autogeneous process in start-up running.
The start-up and steady state running conditions of a 
plant situation are discussed leading to a plant 
functioning proposal.
6.1.- Operating conditions in start-up running.
The roaster assumed to be a counter current flow
reactor divided in 3 zones is fed with pyrite
concentrates. In the first zone the thermal decomposition 
of pyrite occurs, in the second one the oxidation of the 
iron sulfide produced in the first zone occurs with the 
addition of steam, and in the third zone the oxidation of
the remaining iron sulfide is done with oxygen. The gas
produced in this thirci zone contains S0 2  and 0 2  and enters 
the second zone (for more details see section 6 .6 ).
The operating conditions are the followings: The roasting
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temperature is set at 900 deg.C. This temperature is 
assumed to be uniform throughout the reactor. The steam 
rate is 7.433 moles h^O/mole of pyrite, which is also 
1.115 kg of steam per kg of pyrite. The oxygen rate is 
0.6667 mole/mole of pyrite, this is 0.18 kg of oxygen per 
kg of pyrite. The roaster off-gas is assumed to enter the 
heat-exchanger at 600 deg.C.
More details are given in the computer runs appearing 
in section 6.3.4.
6.2.- Recycled stream to the roaster.
As seen previously, the Claus reaction is at 
equilibrium, thus the recycled stream from the liquid 
sulfur condenser to the roaster contains some H^S and SC^ 
along with 96.617. of steam under the operating conditions 
ment i oned i n paragraph 6 . 1 . The presence of e 1ementa1 
sulfur gaseous species in this gas stream was not 
considered. In the following section, the recycled 
gaseous stream composition influence on the process is 
i nvest i gated.
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6.2.1.- Equilibrated composition in steady state running. 
Some runs were done with the computer programs
described in section 11.2 to 11.6. After each runs, the 
real composition of the recycled gaseous stream was input 
in the computer program and the programs were run until 
the calculation results converged. The initial operating 
conditions were described in the preceeding section (6 . 1 ) 
and the results of this investigation are the followings.
6.2.2.- Resuits.
The convergence of this calculation series is 
described below and more details appear in section 6.3.4 
(computer run).
The convergence of the results was achieved in 5 runs, 
that is for 5 moles of pyrite. The uncertainty on the 
results due to this calculation method is? 0.0057, for the 
sulfur recovery (mol% of S in condenser/mol of S in feed), 
0.03 kcal/kg of FeS£ which is also 0.004 kcal/mole of 
pyrite for the energetic results and 0 . 0 0 0 1  mole of gas 
per mole of pyrite for the gaseous stream rates.
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a ) Sulfur recovery.
In start-up runni ng, th i s is when pure steam is 
injected into the roaster, 87.26% of the sulfur contained 
in the feed was recovered in the condenser. For the 
first, second, third and fourth runs this figure becomes 
respectively 98.61%, 99.85%, 99.99% and 100. 007.•
b) Reeve 1ed gas stream compos i t i on.
The recycled stream leaving the condenser got the 
fo 1 1 ow i ng compos i t ion;
start-up 1st recycling 4th recycling
(1 mole FeS 2 > (4 mole FeS 2 >
H20 7.433 7.263 7.243
S0 2  0 0.085 0.095
H2S 0 0.170 0.190
Total 5.300 7.518 7.528
The roaster inlet oxygen stream was kept at 0.6667 
mole/mole of pyrite. It can be noticed that the total 




The start-up, -First and fourth recycling results are 
listed below. The stream enthalpy difference 
”SH(17)-SH(15)" between the gas entering the heat 
exchanger (stream 17) and the gas leaving the condenser 
(stream 15) was investigated. In reality, streams 15 and 
17 are the same, thus their enthalpy difference should 
converge toward zero or a value which defines then the 
calculation uncertainty. The roaster energy consumption 
and overall process net energy consumption assuming 5% 
heat loss and 50% energy recovery and the recycled stream 
temperature prior the roaster were also investigated.
The energy results are in kcal/kg of pyrite and the 
temperatures in deg.C.
Start-up recycl. 4th recycl
SH(17)-SH(15) -25.5 -2.80 0.03
Reactor E •C 295 305 306
Process N.E.C -0.004 - 2.8 -3. 1
Recyc1. temp 440 439 439
One can notice that the roaster energy consumption 
increases from 295 to 306 kcal/kg of pyrite between the 
start-up and steady state, but that the process produces a
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little bit more energy in steady state operation than in 
start-up operation (without considering the energy 
requ i red to produce steam i n start-up).
6.3.- Process calculations in start-up operating 
conditions.
The operating conditions in start-up running are the 
one mentioned in section 6 . 1 .
6.3.1.- Start-up running
In this case steam must be injected into the roaster. 
This steam could be produced from a natural gas 
or an electric furnace.
The preceeding energy calculation results correspond 
to steam produced at 440 deg.C. The energetic 
requirements to produce steam were not calculated by the 
computer programs and have to be added in the overal 1 
process net energy consumption in start-up running. In 
the present case this is;
7.433 moles of H20 * ( 10.5 + C®(steam) dT )
in kcal/mole of FeS 2  which is 104.1 kcal/mole of FeS 2  and 
also 8 6 8  kcal/kg of pyrite.
One can notice it corresponds to a lot of energy.
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6.3.2.- Flowsheet of the process in start-up running.
On the next page appears a flowsheet of the process in 
start-up running conditions.
The figures given In "round” brackets represent the 
enthalpy of a stream, that is;
rate * ( AH ^
The figures given in "squared” brackets represent 
energy production terms if they are positive and energy 
consumption term if they are negative. In these last 
figures are included the 5% heat loss of each part of the 
process.
The units are in kcal/mole of PeS 2 *
The operating conditions are the followings;
7.433 moles of steam are injected along with 0.6667 
mole of oxygen for a basis of 1 mole of treated pyrite.
The roaster temperature is 900 deg.C and the steam was 
injected at 440 deg.C.
1.74 moles of liquid sulfur are produced (87.26% 
recovery). A complete conversion of pyrite to 
ferrosoferric oxide led to a production 1 / 2  mole of 
hematite in the fluid bed cooler. The recycled gas stream 
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6.3.3.- Energy balance In start-up running.
The energy calculation results appear in section 6.3.4
"computer run", these results are summarized below.
a) Roaster and start-up boiler.
When steam has to be produced in start-up running, 911
kcal/kg of FeS^ (tor 7.433 moles h^O/mole of FeS 2 > has to 
be provided to the boiler and steam is produced at 440 
deg.C. Electric energy must also be provided to the 
roaster and more specifically 295 kcal/kg of pyrite (310 
kcal/kg of pyrite considering some heat loss). Finally, 
about 1221 kcal/kg of Pyrite ( 146.5 kcal/mole) must be 
provided to the plant in start-up operations.
b) Heat loss and energy production.
The various pieces of equipment are assumed to loose 
57, of the energy going through them. The following table 
sum up the energy balance calculations in start-up 




























Boi1er-2 27.3 171.6 144.3 -
Claus & 
S-condens. 14.5 132.9 1 18.4 -
Tot a 1 (*)82.6 672.4 589.8 1206.2
Table 7.1 : Heat balances in start-up operation.
(*) The total heat loss figure does not include the 
start-up boiler and the heat exchanger heat loss. The 
start-up boiler heat loss are included in the start-up 
boiler energy requirement and the heat exchanger heat loss 
are considered in the recycled gas stream enthalpy.
The heat losses of the other piece of equipment are 
included in the energy production terms leading to 
corrected energy production figures.
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c ) Process net energy consumption.
It can be calculated from the preceeding table that 
the process net energy consumption is 616.4 kcal/kg of 
feed considering the start-up boiler and assuming 1 0 0 % 
energy recovery coefficient. This figure increases to 
911.3 kcal/kg if only 507. energy recovery coefficient is 
assumed. In both preceding cases the start-up boiler 
energy consumption was considered. Now it can be noticed 
that without considering the sart-up boiler the process 
net energy consumption becomes 295 kcal/kg of Pyrite and 
if 50% energy recovery is assumed the process is 
autogeneous.
6.3.4.- Start-up computer run.
In the next 9 pages appears the print out of the 
computer program runs in the investigated conditions. The 
stream number correspond to the stream number on the 
flowsheet section 6.3.2.
The first page corresponds to the input data section 
recalling the operating conditions. The next 4 pages 
concern the roasting process calculations (Roaster. 
Boiler- 1 . Heat-exchanger, Fluid bed cooler, Boilei— 3).
The next 3 pages deal with the process part-2 (Catalytic 
Hydrogenation reactor, Boilei— 2, Claus reactor. Sulfur
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condenser) and also provided the overall process heat 
balance calculations. On the last page is represented the 
roaster operating conditions. A spot is drawn on the 
phase stability diagrams for the Fe-S-0 system, it 
represents the roaster off-gas composition and the solid 
phase in equilibrium with the gas mixture at the roaster 
discharge. In the computer run, the roaster was assumed 
to be a counter current flow reactor divided in 2  zones. 
Nevertheless, it is assumed in this section that the 
roaster is a 3 zones reactor and thus that a complete 
sulfide conversion is obtained through it. Then, finally 
the spot on the phase stability diagram drawing represents 
only the solid phase in equilibrium with the gas mixture 
existing in the roaster second zone and more exactly with 
the gas mixture at the limit of the first and second 
zones.
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IRON SULFIDE ROASTING VITH STEAM AND OXYGEN 
AT HIGH TEMPERATURES FOR SULFUR RECOVERY ...
SUMMARY OF INPUT DATA ••••••••
♦♦♦♦♦♦ PYRITE ROASTER ♦♦♦♦♦♦
. ROASTER TYPE ;
COUNTER-CURRENT FLOV REACTOR DIVIDED IN 2 ZONES 
ROASTING TEMPERATURE » 900 DEG.C 
OPERATING PRESSURE * 1 ATM.
INLET STREAMS; 1 , 2 4 3 :
FBSX s 1 MOLES 
STOXCBIO. X « 2 
S102 * 0 MOLES 
TEMPERATURE « 25 DEG.C 
OXYGEN * .6667 MOLES 
TEMPERATURE * 25 DEG.C 
RECYCLED GASEOUS STREAM :
R20 c 7.*33 MOLES 
S02 • 0 MOLES 
B2S c 0 MOLES 
TOTALe 7.*33 MOLES 
NOLE RATIOS :
02 / FESX * .6667 
B20 / 02 i 11 .1*69*26
♦ ♦♦♦<♦■♦ FLUID BED COOLER ♦
OPERATING TEMPERATURE « 327 DEG.C
****** BOILERS 1, 2, 3 A S-CONDENSER 
PRODUCED STEAM TEMPERATURE s 110 DEG.C 
PRODUCED STEAM PRESSURE = A BARS
«.«.♦♦♦♦ BEAT-EXCBANGER ******
BEAT EXCHANGER INLET RECYCLED STREAM : STREAM 17 
TEMPERATURE c 127 DEG.C 
OFF-GAS TO HEAT-EXCHANGER : STREAM 11 
TEMPERATURE * 600 DEG.C
OFF-GAS PRIOR CATAL. BYDROG. : STREAM 12 
TEMPERATURE > 327 DEG.C
♦♦♦♦♦♦ CLAUS REACTOR ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
OFF-GAS BEFORE CLAUS REACTOR : STREAM 1* 
TEMPERATURE • 200 DEG.C
RESULTS : PLANT PART-1
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ PTRITE ROASTER : STREAMS 1,2,3,* * 5 ♦♦+♦♦♦♦
  ----   STREAM 1 : PURE OXTGEH ------------
RATE > .6667 MOLES
b  .01*93*08 STANDART CUBIC METERS 
> .0163016698 ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT 25 DEG.C 
TEMP. * 25 DEG.C
ENTBALPT • 0 CALORIES
  STREAM 2 : RECTCLED GASEOUS STREAM -----
COMPOSITION :
B20 s 100 VOLT 
SO2 * 0 VOLf
H2S * 0 VOL*
RATE = 7.*33 MOLES
s .166*992 STANDART CUBIC METERS 
* .*3*8*9559 ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT **0 DEG.C 
TEMP. s **0 DEG.C
ENTHALPY * -*03586.652 CALORIES
SENS. HEAT s 26025.8817 CALORIES
MOLE RATIO : H20/02 = 11.1*69*26
-----------  STREAM 3
COMPOSITION IN NTS 








MOLES c 0 NTS 
e 119.975 GRAMS 
= 25 DEG.C 
B .*1000 CALORIES 
s 0 CALORIES
HEIGHT RATIO : B20/FESX = 1.11518233
----------- STREAM * : OFF-GAS ----------------












; *.5619332* VOL* 
« 1.550762 VOL* 
5.5389621* VOL* 
s 9.52635598 VOL* 
: 78.8219867 VOL*
* 1.063175288-12 MOLES » 1.28586716E-11 VOL*
DECIMAL LOGARITHM OF PARTIAL PRESSURES : 
log P(02) > -12.8908039 ATM. 




OFF-GAS RATE b 8.26815799 MOLES
b  .185206739 STANDART CUBIC METERS 
b .795778*06 ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT 900 DEG.C 
TEMP. b 900 DEG.C
ENTHALPY b -33**56.096 CALORIES
SENS. HEAT « 66923.6612 CALORIES
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----------- STREAM 5 : OXIDE RESIDUE ----
THE STABLE PHASE IB EQUILIBRIUM 
WITH THE ROASTER OFF-QAS IS : FeS
A(FES) / A(FEXOT) • 3 .63294679E-03
COMPOSITION IH NT* :
FeO * 0 MOLES b  0 NT*
F«30A « .333333333 MOLES b 100 NT|
S102 * 0 MOLES * 0 NT*
RESIDOE RATE ■ 77.1795334 ORAMS 
TEMP. > 900 DEG.C
ERTBALPT b -74747.8054 CALORIES 
SERS. HBAT b 14552.1947 CALORIES
REACTOR ERERGT CORSUMPTION * 35382.7506 CALORIES
s 294.917696 KCAL/KG OF FEED
REACTOR HEAT LOSS b 1769.13753 CALORIES
b 14.7458848 KCAL/KG OF FEED
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦«. FLUID BED COOLER : STREAMS 5,6,7 A 8
-------------  STREAM 6 : BIGH GRADE OXIDE RESIDUE ------------
COMPOSITION IR NT % :
FE203 b .5 MOLES b 100 NT%
SI02 b 0 MOLES s 0 NT?
RESIDUE RATE s 79.847 GRAMS
TEMP, s 327 DEG.C
ENTHALPY = -94141.7528 CALORIES
SENS. BEAT s 4508.24715 CALORIES
— ;------------STREAM 7 : COLD A I R - I N -------------
COMPOSITION IN VOL t :
02 s 1.9158243 MOLES b 21 VOL %
N2 s 7.20714854 MOLES s 79 VOL *
RATE b 9.12297284 MOLES
TEMPERATURE b 25 DEG.C 
ENTHALPY b 0 CALORIES
 ------------- STREAM 8 : HOT AIR-OUT-------------
COMPOSITION IN VOL f :
02 b 1.74915763 MOLES b 19.5298999 VOL %
N2 b 7.20714854 MOLES b 80.4701001 VOL $
RATE b 8.95630618 MOLES
b .200621258 STANDART CUBIC METERS 
b .440925843 ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT 327 DEG.C 
TEMPERATURE b  327 DEG.C 
ENTHALPY b  19393-9475 CALORIES
SENS.BEAT b  19393.9475 CALORIES
ENERGY PRODUCED THROUGB THE FLUID BED COOLER b  -19393.9475 CALORIES
b  -161.649906 KCAL/KG OF FEED
FLUID BED COOLER HEAT LOSS • 969.697374 CALORIES
b  8.08249531 KCAL/KG OF FEED
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♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ BOILER-3 : STREAMS 8,22,23 4 2*1 ♦♦♦♦+♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
-----------  STREAM 22 : COLD NATER-IN — ------
RATE * 1.64839458 MOLES
> .0296711024 LITERS 
TEMPERATORE * 25 DEG.C
-----------  STREAM 23 : PRODOCED STEAM -------
RATE « 1.64839458 MOLES
> .0369240385 STARDART CUBIC METERS
c .0129504641 ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT 110 DEG.C AND 4 BARS 
TEMPERATURE * 110 DEG.C
----------- STREAM 24 : COLD AIR OUT ----------
RATE c 8.95630616 MOLES
ENERGY PRODUCED THROUGH BOILER-3 = -18424.2501 CALORIES
* -153.567411 KCAL/KG OF FEED 
BOILER-3 HEAT LOSS e 921.212506 CALORIES
= 7.67837054 ECAL/EG OF PEED 
CORRECTED ENERGY PRODUCED (F.B.C. A BOIL-3) £ -17503.0376 CALORIES
s -145.88904 KCAL/KG OF FEED
BOILER-1 : STREAMS 4,9,10 & 11
----------- STREAM 9 : COLD WATER-IN --------------
RATE c 1.93987043 MOLES
= .0349176678 LITERS 
TEMPERATURE e 25 DEG.C
------------- STREAM 10 : HOT STEAM-OUT--------- —
RATE * 1.93987043 MOLES
= .0434530977 STANDART CUBIC METERS
* .015240418 ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT ;110 DEG.C AND 4 BARS 
TEMPERATURE s 110 DEG.C 
PRESSURE — 4 BARS
ENERGY PRODUCED THROUGH BOILER-1 s -24745.5757 CALORIES
= -206.256101 KCAL/KG OF FEED
BOILER-1 HEAT LOSS = 1237.27878 CALORIES
e 10.312805 KCAL/KG OF FEED
CORRECTED ENERGY PRODUCED * -21739.1594 CALORIES
s -181.197411 KCAL/KG OF FEED
------------  STREAM 11 : OFF-GAS PRIOR HEAT-EKCHANGER -------
COMPOSITION ... (SEE STREAM 4 )
RATE > 8.26815799 MOLES
> .185206739 STANDART CUBIC METERS
8 .592254517 ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT 600 DEG.C 
TEMPERATURE s 600 DEG.C 
ENTHALPY * -359201.672 CALORIES 
SENS.HEAT c 42178.0855 CALORIES
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+++++++++ BEAT-EXCHANGER : STREAMS 2, 11, 12 A 17 -n-n-n-n-
   STREAM 12 : ROASTER OFF-GAS PRIOR HTDROG.--------
COMPOSITION ... ( SEE STREAM 4 )
RATE s 8.26815799 MOLES
b .185206739 STANDART CUBIC METERS 
b .407047778 ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT 327 DEG.C 
TEMP, b 327 DEG.C 
ENTBALPT b  -380108.59 CALORIES 
SENS. HEAT b 21271.1675 CALORIES
  STREAM 17 : RECTCLED GASEOUS STREAM TO HEAT-EXCHANGER ----
COMPOSITION ( SEE STREAM 2...)
RATE b 7.433 MOLES
b .1664992 STANDART CUBIC METERS
b .243954872 ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT 127 DEG.C
TEMPERATURE * 127 DEG.C 
ENTHALPT = -423446.224 CALORIES 
SENS.HEAT r 6164.30968 CALORIES
HEAT-EXCBANGER TRANSFERED BEAT b -20906.918 CALORIES
b  -174.260621 KCAL/KG OF FEED
HEAT-EXCHANGER HEAT LOSS b 1045.3459 CALORIES
b 8.71303104 KCAL/KG OF FEED
ROASTING PROCESS NET ENERG7 CONSUMPTION :
CONSIDERING NO HEAT-LOSS AND 1001 ENERGY RECOVERY : 
N.E.C. = -9802.11845 CALORIES
b -81.7013415 KCAL/KG OF FEED 
HEAT LOSS s 4897.3262 CALORIES
b 40.8195557 KCAL/KG OF FEED 
CONSIDERING 5 % HEAT LOSS AND 100 % ENERGY RECOVERY 
N.E.C. s -3859.44636 CALORIES
b -32.1687548 KCAL/KG OF FEED 
CONSIDERING 5 % HEAT LOSS AND 50 % ENERGY RECOVERY : 
N.E.C. b 15761.6521 CALORIES
= 131.374471 KCAL.KG OF FEED
ROASTING PROCESS NET ENERGY CONSUMPTION,








98.6658256 KCAL/KG OF FEED 
7913.21273 CALORIES 
65.9571805 KCAL/KG OF FEED 
3988.99303 CALORIES 
169.034457 KCAL/KG OF FEED 
64.7733359 CALORIES 
.539890276 KCAL/KG OF FEED
A NEGATIVE VALUE DENOTES AN ENERGY PRODUCTION 
WHEN A POSITIVE VALUE DENOTES AN ENERGY CONSUMPTION.
STANDART CUBIC METERS ARE DEFINED AS 1 ATMOSPHERE AND 273 DEGREES KELVIN 
UNLESS SPECIFIED, ACTUAL CUBIC METERS ARE CALCULATED AT 1 ATMOSPHERE.
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i M M i K U i m t  HKSOLTS : PLANT PART-2 ••••••••••«••••••
«.♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦«. CATALYTIC HTDROOBHATION A BOILER-2 : STREAMS 12,13.16 A 19 ♦
---------------  STREAM 13 : OPP-CAS APTER HIDROG. A COOLING ------
COMPOSITION IN VOL f :
S8 8 .094296962 MOLES b  1.18724127 VOL t
S02 8 .415230323 MOLES b  5.22793701 VOL t
H2S 8 .830393981 MOLES b  10.4550347 VOL t
H20 8 6.60260602 MOLES b  83.1297871 VOL %
RATE 8 7.94252728 MOLES
8 .177912611 STANDART CUBIC METERS
■ 8 .30825152 .ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT 200 DEG.C
TEMP. 8 200 DEG.C
ENTHALPY s -400701.246 CALORIES 
SENS. HEAT b 12145.8561 CALORIES
--------  STREAM 18 : BOILER-2 COLD HATER-IN --------
RATE b 1.54542507 MOLES
s .0278176512 LITERS 
TEMPERATURE b 25 DEG.C
 --- STREAM 19 : BOILER-2 HOT STEAM-OUT --------
RATE s 1.54542507 MOLES
b .0346175215 STANDART CUBIC METERS
s .0121414934 ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT 110 DEG.C AND 4 BARS. 
TEMPERATURE * 110 DEG.C 
PRESSURE s 4 BARS
HYDROG. ENERGY PRODUCTION THROUGH BOILER-2 e -20592.6586 CALORIES
b -171.641247 KCAL/KG OF FEED
HYDROG. AND BOILER-2 HEAT LOSS b 3273.85147 CALORIES
b 27.2877805 ECAL/KG OF FEED
CORRECTED ENERGY PRODUCTION s -17318.8071 CALORIES
b -144.353466 ECAL/KG OF FEED
+++++++ CLAUS REACTOR A CONDENSOR : STREAMS 13.14,15,16,20 A 21
-----------------  STREAM 14 : OPP-GAS APTER CLAUS REACTOR -------
CONVERGENCE ACHIEVED IN 5 ITERATIONS.
COMPOSITION IN VOL % :
S2 * 2.69313414E-05 MOLES s 3.47401209E-04
S6 B .0116390586 MOLES b  .150136196 VOL %
S 7 b  .105425846 MOLES b  1.35994215 VOL f
S8 b  .117156492 MOLES b  1.51126178 VOL t
S02 b  .0849818654 MOLES b  1.09622474 VOL %
B2S b  .169897065 MOLES b 2.19158953 VOL %
H20 b  7.26310293 MOLES b  93.6904962 VOL*
RATE b  7.75223019 MOLES
.173649956 STANDART CUBIC METERS
MOLES OP S PORMED b .990745372
CLAUS REACTION YIELD b 49.5372686 MOL % OP S PORMED / MOL OF S IN FEED
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-----------STREAM 15 : OFF-OAS APTER CONDENSOR------------
THIS STREAM IS TO BE COMPARED VITB STREAM 17 
COMPOSITION IN VOL % i
ALL ELEMENTAL GASEOUS SULPUR IS SUPPOSED TO CONDENSE TO S(L)
I 1.13038136 VOL t 
2.25987596 VOL % 
96.6097427 VOL t
S02 * .0849818654 MOLES
H2S > .169897065 MOLES
H2 0 ■ 7.26310293 MOLES
RATE > 7.51798187 MOLES
b .168402794 STANDART CUBIC METERS 
b  .28674402 ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT 127 DEG.C 
TEMP, b  127 DEG.C 
ENTBALPT « -420393.827 CALORIES 
SENS.BEAT m 6257.30235 CALORIES
STREAM 17 BHTBALPT - STREAM 15 ENTBALPT b -3054.39722 CALORIES
b -25.458614 KCAL/KG OF FEED
  STREAM 16 :LIQUID SULFUR PRODUCED
1.74512107 MOLES 
= 55.9555619 GRAMS 






SULFUR RECOVERY IN CONDENSOR = 87.2560534 t ( MOL S(L) / MOL S IN FEED ) 
46.6393515 $ ( KG OF S(L) / KG OF FESX )
------  STREAM 20 : CONDENSOR COLD WATER IN ----------
RATE = 1.26744391 MOLES
= .0228139904 LITERS 
TEMPERATURE b 25 DEG.C
------  STREAM 21 : CONDENSOR HOT STEAM OUT --------
RATE b 1.26744391 MOLES
s .0283907436 STANDART CUBIC METERS
b 9.95755936E-03 ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT 110 DEG.C AND 4 ATM. 
TEMPERATURE b 110 DEG.C
CLAUS REACTOR A CONDENSOR ENERGY PRODUCTION s -15942.822 CALORIES
b -132.884534 KCAL/KG OF FEED
CLAUS REACTOR A CONDENSOR HEAT LOSS s 1739.21093 CALORIES
x 14.4964445 KCAL/KG OF FEED
CONDENSER CORRECTED ENERGY PRODUCED b -14203.6111 CALORIES
b -118.38809 KCAL/KG OF FEED
4.+++++++++++ PLANT PART-2 ENERGY BALANCE ************* 
ENERGY PRODUCTION b -36535.4806 CALORIES
b -304.525781 KCAL / KG OF FEED
PROCESS PART-2 BEAT LOSS b 5013.06239 CALORIES
b 41.784225 KCAL/KG OF FEED
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++•*■+++■*■*■*+++ ENTIRE PROCESS ERERGT BALANCE 
ASSUMING NO BEAT LOSS AND 1001 ENERGT RECOVERY :
NET ENERGT CONSUMPTION a -*5292.2531 CALORIES
a -377.51*092 ECAL / KG OF ROASTER FEED 
OVERALL PROCESS BEAT LOSS a 9910.38859 CALORIES
a 82.6037807 KCAL / EG OF FEED 
TOTAL ERERGT PRODUCED a -80675.0038 CALORIES
a -672.*31788 KCAL/KG OF FEED
ASSUMING 5 * BEAT LOSS AND 100* ENERGT RBCOVERT
OVERALL PROCESS NET ENERGT CONSUMPTION a -35381.86*6 CALORIES
a -29*.910311 KCAL/KG OF FEED
ASSUMING 5 * BEAT LOSS AND 50 * BEAT RECOVERT :
OVERALL PROCESS NET ENERGT CONSUMPTION a .**3023682 CALORIES
a 3*69263331E-03 KCAL/KG OF FEED
OVERALL PROCESS RET ENERGT CONSUMPTION ASSUMING 50 * BEAT LOSS 
AND 60* TO 90* ENERGT RECOVERT
OVERALL PROCESS (5*-60*) a -7076.018*9 CALORIES
OVERALL PROCESS (5*-70*) a
c
OVERALL PROCESS (5*-80*) a
S
OVERALL PROCESS (5*-90*) a
-58.9791081 KCAL/KG OF FEED 
-1*152.*8 CALORIES 
-117.961909 KCAL/KG OF FEED 
-21228.9*15 CALORIES 
-176.9**709 KCAL/KG OF FEED 
-28305.*03 CALORIES 
-235.92751 KCAL/KG OF FEED
A NEGATIVE VALUE DENOTES AN ENERGT PRODUCTION 
WREN A POSITIVE VALUE DENOTES AN ENERGT CONSUMPTION.
STANDART CUBIC METERS ARE DEFINED AS 1 ATMOSPHERE AND 0 DEG.C 
UNLESS SPECIFIED, ACTUAL CUBIC METERS ARE CALCULATED AT 1 ATMOSPHERE.
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PHASE STAEULlTY DIAGRAMS FOR THE FE-R-0 SYSTEM 
ROASTER TEMPERATURE = 900 DFG.C
DEC. LOG P(02) = -12.8345706 ATM. 
DEC. LOG PIS02) = -1.429J6026 ATM.
ROASTER FEED FESX, X = 2 




FIGURE 14.2 : Computed phase stability diagram for 
the Fe-S-0 system at 900 deg.C in 
Process start-up running condition.
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6.4.- Process calculations in steady state running.
After the first running with pure steam is done, the 
recycled gas stream can be fed into the roaster instead of 
the pure steam stream. This recycled gas stream as 
mentioned in section 6.3.2 is preheated to 439 deg.C 
through the heat-exchanger.
In this section it is shown that the recycled stream 
stabilized its composition and the overall process 
requires less energy in steady state running.
6.4.1.- Steady state establishement.
After 4 computer iterations the results converged alI 
to the steady values described in section 6.2.2. This 
means that when 4 times the pyrite quantity used in 
start-up operations is treated process steady-state 
running can be considered established.
6.4.2.- Flowsheet of the process in steady state.
On the next page appears a flowsheet of the process 
running in steady state. As previously, the figures given 
in "round" brackets represent the enthalpy of a stream 
defined as;
rate * ( AHfjge + fJse Cp° )
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The figures given in "squared" brackets are the energy 
produced and available. If a figure in "squared” brackets 
is negative it is an energy consumption term. In these 
last series of figures is included the heat loss. The 
units are in kcal/kg of FeS 2 *
The steady state recycled gas stream composition and 
rate are;
% S ° 2 1.27 Vot %
% H2S 2.53 Vol %
% H20 = 96.20 Vol %
Total rate = 7.528 moles/mole of FeS 2  for a pure
steam initial rate of 7.433 moles h^O/mole of FeS 2 *
Sulfur recovery is 100%, that is 2 moles/mole of FeS 2  
and also 53.452 % ( kg of S/kg of FeS 2  ).
The energy balance calculations are summarized in
section 6.4.3.
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6.4.3.- Energy balances in steady state.
More details are given about the energy calculations 
in section 6.4.4 in the computer run corresponding to 
steady-state operations.
a ) Roaster and recycled stream.
The recycled stream temperature before entering the 
roaster is 439 deg.C. This temperature could be increased 
to 900 deg.C for instance by preheating the gas stream 
through an electric preheater. This way the roaster 
should consume less energy, while the overall process 
energy consumption would remain the same.
b) Heat loss and energy production terms.
The different pieces of equipment are assumed to lose 
57, of the energy going through them. The following table 
(Table 7.2) summarizes the heat loss, energy consumption 
and production figures for the overall process working in 
steady state condition.










Roaster 15.3 _ — 305.8
Bo i1er- 1 10.5 209.6 183.8 —
Heat Exchg. 00 • 'A - - -
Fluid bed
Coo 1er & 8 . 1 161 . 7 - —
Boi ier-3 7.7 — 145.9 —
Hydrog. & 
Boi1er-2 29.3 190. 1 160.8 -
Claus &
Condens. 15.4 142.7 127.3
Tota 1 (*)8 6 .3 1 ; 704. 1 617.8 305.8
Table 7.2 : Energy Balances in steady state operations. 
(* ) The heat exchanger heat loss is not included in 
the total heat loss because it was already considered in 
the recycled gaseous stream enthalpy before entering the 
roaster.
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c ) Process energy production results in steadv-state. 
The uncertainty on this calculations method was 
already discussed in section 6.2.2. This is about 0.03 
kcal/kg of FeS 2 «
If 50% of the corrected energy produced (energy 
produced - heat loss) can be transformed to electric 
energy, about 309 kcal/kg of FeSg would be available. The 
roaster (and eventually an electric preheater) requires 
306 kcal/kg of FeS 2 * thus about 3 kcal/kg of FeS 2  would be 
extra electricity produced per recycling at about 17 
kcal/kg uncertainty. This is the process is autogeneous.
6.4.4.- Computer run in steadv-state operations.
The operating conditions are recalled in the first 
page of the print out of the computer run in steady state. 
The stream numbers correspond to the ones appearing on the 
flowsheet (section 6.4.2). The 4 pages following the 
input data page deal with the roasting process mass and 
energy balance calculations. The 3 following pages deal 
with the second part of the process and show the overall 
process heat balances. The last page represents the 
stable solid phase in equilibrium with the gaseous mixture 
in the roaster second zone, recalling that in the computer
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run a counter current flow reactor divided in 2  perfect 
mixing zones was assumed. Although, in this section it is 
assumed that a 3-zone reactor was used and that a high 
enough partial pressure of oxygen exists in this third 
zone to guarantee a total iron sulfide oxidation to 
ferrosoferric oxide.
IRON SULFIDE BOASTING WITH STEAM AND OXYGEN 
AT HIGH TEMPBBATUHES FOR SULFUR RECOVERY ...
■«•••••• SUMMART OF INPUT DATA ••••••••
♦ ♦♦«■♦«■ PTRITE ROASTER ♦
ROASTER TYPE ;
COUNTER-CURRENT FLOW REACTOR DIVIDED IN 2 ZONES 
ROASTING TEMPERATURE * 900 DEG.C 
OPERATING PRESSURE = 1 ATM.
INLET STREAMS; 1, 2 & 3 :
FESX = 1 MOLES 
STOICHIO. X = 2 
SI02 e 0 MOLES 
TEMPERATURE * 25 DEG.C 
OXYGEN * .6667 MOLES 
TEMPERATURE * 25 DEG.C 
RECYCLED GASEOUS STREAM :
R20 = 7.24245265 MOLES
S02 = .0954070104 MOLES
H2S = .190547354 MOLES 
TOTAL* 7.52840702 MOLES 
MOLE RATIOS :
02 / FESX = .6667 
H20 / 02 = 10.8631358
****** FLUID BED COOLER 
OPERATING TEMPERATURE * 327 DEG.C
++++++ BOILERS 1, 2, 3 A S-CONDENSER +++++ 
PRODUCED STEAM TEMPERATURE * 110 DEG.C 
PRODUCED STEAM PRESSURE * 4 BARS
♦♦♦♦♦♦ HEAT-EXCHANGER ******
BEAT EXCHANGER INLET RECYCLED STREAM : STREAM 17 
TEMPERATURE * 127 DEG.C 
OFF-GAS TO HEAT-EXCHANGER : STREAM 11 
TEMPERATURE * 600 DEG.C
OFF-GAS PRIOR CATAL. HYDROG. : STREAM 12 
TEMPERATURE * 327 DEG.C
♦♦♦♦♦♦ CLAUS REACTOR *******
OFF-GAS BEFORE CLAUS REACTOR : STREAM 14 
TEMPERATURE * 200 DEG.C
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M i i i i H i i l i l  RESULTS : PLANT PART-1 ••••*•••»•••
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ PTR3TE ROASTER : STREAMS 1,2,3,A & 5 ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦■
----------- STRBAM 1 : PORE OZTCEN ------------
RATE c .666? MOLES
« .01493408 STANDART CUBIC METERS 
b .0163016698 ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT 25 DEG.C 
TEMP. b  25 DEG.C
ENTHALPY b  0 CALORIES
  STREAM 2 : RECYCLED GASEOUS STREAM -----
COMPOSITION :
H20 s 96.2016617 ?0L*
S02 s 1.26729347 VOL*
H2S b 2.5310448 VOL*
RATE s 7.52840702 MOLES
s .168636317 STANDART CUBIC METERS 
B .439813399 ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT 439 DEG.C 
TEMP. b 439 DEG.C
ENTHALPY s -399839.528 CALORIES 
SENS. HEAT b 26458.4626 CALORIES
MOLE RATIO : H20/02 = 11.2920459
PEED IN----------  STREAM 3
COMPOSITION IN WT{ :
FeSZ = 1 MOLES = 100 VT*
SI02 = 0 MOLES x 0 VT*
FEED RATE b 119.975 GRAMS 
TEMP. b 25 DEG.C
ENTHALPY b -41000 CALORIES 
SENS. HEAT s 0 CALORIES
HEIGHT RATIO : H20/FESZ = 1.12949636
----------  STREAM 4 : OFF-GAS ---------------
CONVERGENCE ACHIEVED IN 4 ITERATIONS.

















 1.05122109E-12 MOLES b 1.25268828E-11 VOL*
DECIMAL LOGARITHM OF PARTIAL PRESSURES 
log P(02) b -12.902157 ATM. 
log P(S02) b -1.22732583 ATM.
MOLE RATIOS i 
H2/(2*S02-H2S) b .997409618 
B2S/S02 b 1.74116444
OFF-GAS RATE b 8.39172124 MOLES
b  .187974556 STANDART CUBIC METERS 
b .807670893 ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT 900 DEG.C 
TEMP. b 900 DEG.C
ENTHALPY b  -329407.426 CALORIES 
SENS. BEAT b 68016.3096 CALORIES
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 -- STREAM 5 : OZZDE RESIDUE ----
THE STABLE PHASE IN EQUILIBRIUM 
WITH THE ROASTER OFF-GAS IS : F*S
A(FES) / A(FEXOY) • 2.60469114B-03
COMPOSITION IN WT* :
FeO « 0 MOLES > 0 VT*
F«304 S .333333333 MOLES b 100 VT*
S102 > 0 MOLES * 0 WT*
RESIDUE RATE ■ 77.1795334 GRAMS 
TBMP. b 900 DBG.C
ENTHALPT « •74747.6054 CALORIES 
SENS. HEAT » 14552.1947 CALORIES
REACTOR ENERGT CONSUMPTION s 36684.2949 CALORIES
s 305.766159 KCAL/EG OF FEED
REACTOR HEAT LOSS s 1834.21475 CALORIES
b 15.266306 KCAL/KG OF FEED
♦ FLUID BED COOLER : STREAMS 5,6,7 A 8
  STREAM 6 : HIGH GRADE OXIDE RESIDUE ------------
COMPOSITION IN WT * :
FE203 s .5 MOLES s 100 VT*
SI02 s 0 MOLES s 0 VT*
RESIDUE RATE s 79.847 GRAMS 
TEMP, s 327 DEG.C 
ENTHALPY = -94141.7528 CALORIES 
SENS. HEAT s 4508.24715 CALORIES
--------------  STREAM 7 : COLD AIR-IN --------------
COMPOSITION IN TOL * :
02 b 1.9158243 MOLES b 21 TOL *
N2 = 7.20714854 MOLES b 79 VOL *
RATE s 9.12297284 MOLES
TEMPERATURE s 25 DEG.C 
ENTHALPY b 0 CALORIES
--------------  STREAM 8 : HOT AIR-OUT -------------
COMPOSITION IN VOL * :
02 e 1.74915763 MOLES e 19.5298999 VOL *
N2 s 7.20714854 MOLES e 80.4701001 VOL *
RATE b 8.95630618 MOLES
e .200621258 STANDART CUBIC METERS 
b .440925843 ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT 327 DEG.C 
TEMPERATURE b 327 DEG.C 
ENTHALPY b 19393.9475 CALORIES
SENS.HEAT b 19393.9475 CALORIES
ENERGY PRODUCED THROUGB THE FLUID BED COOLER e -19393.9475 CALORIES
b  -161.649906 KCAL/EG OF FEED
FLUID BED COOLER HEAT LOSS b 969.697374 CALORIES
b 6.08249531 KCAL/KG OF FEED
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BOILER-3 : STREiMS 8,22,23 & 24 ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦ ♦♦♦♦■*.+
----------- STREAM 22 : COLD VATER-IN --------
RATE > 1.64839458 MOLES
> .0296711024 LITERS 
TEMPERATURE > 25 DEG.C
----- ..... STREAM 23 : PRODUCED STEAM ---- ---
RATE S 1.64839458 MOLES
b  .0369240385 STANDART CUBIC METERS
« .0129504641 ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT 110 DEG.C AND 4 BARS 
TEMPERATURE b  110 DEG.C
----------- STREAM 24 : COLD AIR OUT — ------
RATE c 8 . 9 5 6 3 0 6 1 8  HOLES
ENERGY PRODUCED THROUGH BOILER-3 * -18424.2501 CALORIES
* -153.567411 KCAL/KG OF FEED 
BOILER-3 HEAT LOSS = 921.212506 CALORIES
* 7.67837054 KCAL/KG OF FEED 
CORRECTED ENERGT PRODUCED (F.B.C. A BOIL-3) = -17503.0376 CALORIES
s -145.88904 KCAL/KG OF FEED
*+++++++++.•.++ BOILER-1 : STREAMS 4,9,10 A 11
----------- STREAM 9 : COLD HATER-IN --------------
RATE = 1.96770717 MOLES 
e .035418729 LITERS 
TEMPERATURE * 25 DEG.C
------------ STREAM 10 : HOT STEAM-OUT ------------
RATE s 1.96770717 MOLES
s .0440766406 STANDART CUBIC METERS
= .0154591148 ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT ;110 DEG.C AND 4 BARS 
TEMPERATURE s 110 DEG.C 
PRESSURE = 4 BARS
ENERGY PRODUCED THROUGH BOILER-1 = -25142.449 CALORIES
c -209.564067 KCAL/KG OF FEED
BOILER-1 BEAT LOSS * 1257.12245 CALORIES
c 10.4782034 KCAL/KG OF FEED
CORRECTED ENERGY PRODUCED * -22051.1118 CALORIES
= -183-797556 KCAL/KG OF FEED
----------   STREAM 11 : OFF-GAS PRIOR HEAT-EXCHANGER---
COMPOSITION ... (SEE STREAM 4 )
RATE b 8.39172124 MOLES
b  .187974556 STANDART CUBIC METERS 
s .601105448 ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT 600 DEG.C 
TEMPERATURE b  600 DEG.C 
ENTHALPY b  -354549.877 CALORIES 
SENS.HEAT b 42873.8604 CALORIES
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♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ HBAT-EXCHANGBR ; STREAMS 2, 11, 12 A 17 +++♦++ + -»-
 ---------  STREAM 12 : ROASTER OFF-GAS PRIOR HYDROG.-------
COMPOSITION ... ( SEE STREAM 4 )
RATE « 8.39172124 MOLES
* .187974556 STANDART CUBIC METERS 
» .413130892 ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT 327 DEG.C 
TEMP. > 327 DEG.C 
ENTHALPY « -375802.254 CALORIES 
SENS. BEAT > 21621.4829 CALORIES
  STREAM 17 : RECYCLED GASEOUS STREAM TO HEAT-EXCRANGER ----
COMPOSITION ( SEE STREAM 2...)
RATE s 7.52840702 MOLES
s .168636317 STANDART CUBIC METERS 
e .247086179 ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT 127 DEG.C 
TEMPERATURE = 127 DEG.C 
ENTHALPY = -420029.287 CALORIES 
SENS.BEAT r 6268.70384 CALORIES
BEAT-EXCHANGER TRANSFERED HEAT * -21252.3777 CALORIES
e -177.140052 KCAL/KG OF FEED
HEAT-EXCHANGER HEAT LOSS s 1062.61888 CALORIES
= 8.85700258 KCAL/KG OF FEED
ROASTING PROCESS NET ENERGY CONSUMPTION :
CONSIDERING NO HEAT-LOSS AND 1005 ENERGY RECOVERY : 
N.E.C. r -8914.72042 CALORIES
= -74.304817 KCAL/KG OF FEED 
HEAT LOSS s 4982.24708 CALORIES
* 41.5273772 KCAL/KG OF FEED 
CONSIDERING 5 t BEAT LOSS AND 100 5 ENERGY RECOVERY 
N.E.C. e -2869.85446 CALORIES
c -23.9204373 KCAL/KG OF FEED 
CONSIDERING 5 5 HEAT LOSS AND 50 5 ENERGY RECOVERY : 
N.E.C. s 16907.2202 CALORIES
= 140.922861 KCAL.KG OF FEED
ROASTING PROCESS NET ENERGY CONSUMPTION,
ASSUMING 55 HEAT-LOSS AND 60 TO 90 5 ENERGY RECOVERY 
PROCESS-1 (55-605) * 12951.8053 CALORIES
« 107.954201 KCAL/KG OF FEED 
PROCESS-1 (55-705) = 8996.39036 CALORIES
* 74.9855416 KCAL/KG OF FEED 
PROCESS-1 (55-805) « 5040.97542 CALORIES
* 177.802603 KCAL/KG OF FEED 
PROCESS-1 (55-905) * 1085.56048 CALORIES
« 9.04822239 KCAL/KG OF FEED
A NEGATIVE VALUE DENOTES AN ENERGY PRODUCTION 
WHEN A POSITIVE VALUE DENOTES AN ENERGY CONSUMPTION.
STANDART CUBIC METERS ARE DEFINED AS 1 ATMOSPHERE AND 273 DEGREES KELVIN 
UNLESS SPECIFIED, ACTUAL CUBIC METERS ARE CALCULATED AT 1 ATMOSPHERE.
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iiitHifiiiiiii RESULTS : PLANT PART-2
CATALYTIC HYDROGENATION A BOILER-2 : STREAMS 12,13,18 A 19 ++++
---------------  STREAM 13 : OFP-OAS AFTER BYDROG. A COOLING ---- —
COMPOSITION IB TOL t :
S8 9 .115381995 MOLES « 1.44177166 VOL $
S02 m .454410578 MOLES • 5.67815014 VOL %
H2S m .908487822 MOLES » 11.3521351 VOL f
H20 u 6.52451219 MOLES > 81.5279432 VOL t
RATE 9 8.00279258 MOLES
s .179262554 STANDART CUBIC METERS
9 .310590432 ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT 200 DEG.C
TEMP. s 200 DEG.C
ENTHALPY = -398616.248 CALORIES 
SENS. HEAT b 12367.7508 CALORIES
---------  STREAM 18 : BOILER-2 COLD HATER-IN --------
RATE « 1 .72184163 MOLES
* .0309931493 LITERS 
TEMPERATURE = 25 DEG.C
--------  STREAM 19 : BOILER-2 HOT STEAM-OUT --------
RATE * 1.72164163 MOLES
« .0385692525 STANDART CUBIC METERS
s .0135274942 ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT 110 DEG.C AND 4 BARS. 
TEMPERATURE = 110 DEG.C 
PRESSURE c 4 BARS
BTDROG. ENERGY PRODUCTION THROUGH BOILER-2 = -22813.9939 CALORIES
b  -190.156232 KCAL/KG OF FEED
HYDROG. AND BOILER-2 BEAT LOSS s 3518.17447 CALORIES
s 29.3242298 KCAL/KG OF FEED
CORRECTED ENERGY PRODUCTION s -19295.8194 CALORIES
s -160.832002 KCAL/KG OF FEED
+++++++ CLAUS REACTOR & CONDENSOR : STREAMS 13,14,15,16,20 & 21
-----------------  STREAM 14 : OFF-GAS AFTER CLAUS REACTOR -------
CONVERGENCE ACHIEVED IN 6 ITERATIONS.
COMPOSITION IN VOL t :
S2 9 3 .40855125E-05 MOLES b 4.37168537E-04
S6 9 .013315399 MOLES s .170778523 VOL %
S7 9 .120831128 MOLES s 1.54973664 VOL %
S8 9 .134281367 MOLES B 1.72224456 VOL I
S02 9 .0954194322! MOLES Ib 1.22381536 VOL %
B2S 9 .190505531 MOLES B 2.4433555 VOL %
B20 9 7.24249448 MOLES B 92.8896323 V0L9
RATE 9 7.79688142 MOLES
9 .174650144 STANDART CUBIC METERS
MOLES OF S FORMED « 1.07697344
CLAUS RBACTION YIELD * 47.1126395 MOL % OF S FORMED / MOL OF S IN FEED
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-------------- STREAM 15 : OFF-GAS AFTER CONDENSOR -------- -------
THIS STREAM IS TO BE COMPARED WITH STREAM 17 
COMPOSITION IK TOL t i
ALL ELBMBNTAL GASEOOS SDLFDR IS SOPPOSED TO CONDENSE TO S(L)
S02 « .095*19*322 MOLES « 1.267*5638 TOL %
H2S > .190505531 MOLES « 2.530*8508 TOL t
H20 > 7.2*2*9**8 MOLES * 96.2020586 TOL f
RATE > 7.528*19*3 MOLES
B .168636595 STANDART CUBIC METERS 
b .2*7086587 ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT 127 DEG.C 
TEMP, b  127 DEG.C 
ENTHALPY « -*20032.37 CALORIES 
SENS.HEAT b 6268.71522 CALORIES
STREAM 17 ENTHALPY - STREAM 15 ENTHALPY b 3.08312988 CALORIES
b  .0256981028 KCAL/KG OF FEED
  STREAM 16 sLIQUID SULFUR PRODUCED ---------------
RATE b  2.000029* MOLES
b 6*.1289*27 GRAMS 
TEMP, b  127 DEG.C 
ENTHALPY b *297.*8031 CALORIES 
SENS.HEAT s 3625.*70*3 CALORIES
SULFUR RECOVERY IN CONDENSOR b 100.001*7 I ( MOL S(L) / MOL S IN FEED )
b 53.*51921* % ( KG OF S(L) / KG OF FESX )
------  STREAM 20 : CONDENSOR COLD WATER IN ---------
RATE b  1.36289563 MOLES
b  .02*5321213 LITERS 
TEMPERATURE s 25 DEG.C
------  STREAM 21 : CONDENSOR HOT STEAM OUT --------
RATE s 1.36289563 MOLES
b .0305288621 STANDART CUBIC METERS
b .010707*672 ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT 110 DEG.C AND 4 ATM. 
TEMPERATURE b 110 DEG.C
CLAUS REACTOR A CONDENSOR ENERGY PRODUCTION b -17118.6*15 CALORIES
s -1*2.685072 KCAL/KG OF FEED
CLAUS REACTOR A CONDENSOR HEAT LOSS b 18*5.3506* CALORIES
s 15.381126* KCAL/KG OF FEED
CONDENSER CORRECTED ENERGY PRODUCED b -15273.2908 CALORIES
b -127.3039*5 KCAL/KG OF FEED
♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ PLANT PART-2 ENERGY BALANCE
ENERGY PRODUCTION b -39932.635* CALORIES
b  -332.8*130* KCAL / KG OF FEED
PROCESS PART-2 HEAT LOSS b 5363.52511 CALORIES
b **.7053562 KCAL/KG OF FEBD
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ENTIRE PROCESS ENERGT BALANCE ♦
ASSUMING NO BEAT LOSS AND 100* ENERGT RECOVERY :
NET ENERGT CONSUMPTION * >47764.7369 CALORIES
« >398.289116 KCAL / KG OP ROASTER FEED 
OVERALL PROCESS HEAT LOSS « 10345.7722 CALORIES
« 86.2327334 KCAL / KG OF FEED 
TOTAL ENERGT PRODUCED * >84469.0318 CALORIES
* -704.055277 KCAL/KG OF FEED
ASSUMING 5 * HEAT LOSS AND 100* ENERGT RECOVERY
OVERALL PROCESS RET ENERGY CONSUMPTION s -37438.9647 CALORIES
c -312.056385 KCAL/KG OF FEED
ASSUMING 5 * BEAT LOSS AND 50 * HEAT RECOVERY :
OVERALL PROCESS NET ENERGT CONSUMPTION e -377.3349 CALORIES
= -3.14511273 KCAL/KG OF FEED
OVERALL PROCESS RET ENERGY CONSUMPTION ASSUMING 50 * HEAT LOSS 
AND 60* TO 90* ENERGT RECOVERY
OVERALL PROCESS (5*-60*) r -7789.66066 CALORIES
s -64 .9273671 KCAL/KG OF FEED
OVERALL PROCESS {5*-7 0*) s -15201.9868 CALORIES
s -126.709621 KCAL/KG OF FEED
OVERALL PROCESS (5*-80*) s -22614.3128 CALORIES
= -186.491876 KCAL/KG OF FEED
OVERALL PROCESS (5*-90*) e -30026.6388 CALORIES
* -250.27413 KCAL/KG OF FEED
A NEGATIVE VALUE DENOTES AN ENERGY PRODUCTION 
VHEN A POSITIVE VALUE DENOTES AN ENERGY CONSUMPTION.
STANDART CUBIC METERS ARE DEFINED AS 1 ATMOSPHERE AND 0 DEG.C 
UNLESS SPECIFIED, ACTUAL CUBIC METERS ARE CALCULATED AT 1 ATMOSPHERE.
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PHASE STABILITY DIAGRAMS FOR 'THf- FE-S-0 SYSTEM 
ROASTER TEMPERATURE * 90v DEG.C
DEC. LOG P<02> = -12.R547BA3 ATM. 
DEC. LOG P(SO?) *= -1.362957:02 ATM.
ROASTER FEED FFSX , >: = 7 
ROASTER TYPE : 2-70NE
FES2
FES FE304
-16 -15 -14 -13 -12 -11 -10
LOG P(02)/ ATM.
FIGURE 14.4 : Computed phase stability diagram for the Fe-S-0




After the start-up recycling Is performed the process 
can operate In steady state.
In this chapter, the operating conditions and the 
results were the followings?
- Roaster start-up operating conditions :
. 7.433 moles of steam at 440 deg.C,
1.115 kg H^O/kg FeS2 -
2/3 mole of oxygen at 25 deg.C,
0.18 kg O^/kg FeS2- 
1 mole of pyrite at 25 deg.C. 
roasting temperature 900 deg.C.
- Results after start-up :
recycled gas stream temperature 439 deg.C 
recycled gas stream rate 7.518 moles (96.61% H 2 0) 
roaster energy consumption 295 kcal/kg FeS 2  
process total heat loss 82.6 kcal/kg of FeS 2  
(not including the start-up boiler and the heat 
exchanger heat loss), 
process energy production 590 kcal/kg of FeS 2
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- Results in steady state, after the 4th recycling and 
per recycling.
recycled gas stream temperature 439 deg.C 
recycled gas stream rate 7.528 moles (96.207, H 2 0) 
roaster energy consumption 306 kcal/kg FeS 2  
process total heat loss 8 6  kcal/kg of FeS 2  
(without considering heat exchanger.) 
process energy production 618 kcal/kg of FeS 2  
(including heat loss).
. process net energy production 3 kcal/kg of FeS 2  
(assuming 507, energy recovery, 5% heat loss).
The preceeding results represented only 1 recycling, 
this is the quantity of pyrite treated during the start-up 
operating conditions(for instance 1 mole, lkg or 1 
tons..).
These results correspond to an ideal case. This is 
for pure Pyrite concentrates, pure oxygen and no entry of 
air during the loading of the roaster. In the following 
section, these problems are briefly investigated.
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6.5.1.- Real pyrite concentrate composition investigation.
Some experiments were conducted using real pyrite 
concentrates. It will be seen below (see Table 8 ) that 
the pelletizing of the concentrates influences this 
composition. The pellets size was +0.187 -0.375 inches, 
which is +4 -3/8 MESH. The figures are in wt%. The 
concentrate weight was 325 grams, the piellet weight about 
350 grams and the residue weight was 284 grams.
Fe S Cu Pb Zn h 2o C Tota 1
Concent. 39.4 48.2 0 . 1 0.4 5.4 - - 93.5%
Pel lets 36.4 46.7 0 . 1 0.4 4.9 0.3 0.17 89.0%
Res i due: 
not fused 42.8 29.6 0 . 16 0.04 5.3 — 0 . 0 2 77.9%
overa 1 1 45.7 31.9 0.17 0 . 1 2 4.9 - 0.03 82.8%
Table 8  s Real concentrate and pel let compositions.
Pelletizing was done with 6.5 grams of bentonite. 
Bentonite is a clay (SigAl^C^QCOHJ^.nCHgO)). It can be 
seen that some carbon was used during the pelletizing. 
Bentonite used represents about 2.0 Wt%, carbon and water 
totalizes 0.5 Wt%. The mass composition balance for the
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concentrates is silicates (6.5 Wt% SiC^ about 21 grams in 
the concentrate, about 6.0 Wt% in the pellets and 7.47. in 
the residue). Finally, when the species percentages are 
summed up, it gives 1 0 0 % for the concentrates, 987. for the 
pel lets and 90% for the residue. The rest of the residue 
composition should include oxygen and H^O. It can be 
noticed that part of the residue was liquid.
The experiments were conducted at 1000 deg.C with 0.24 
mole of C> 2  and 2.1 moles of (molar ratio 1^ 0 /0 2 = 8.74)
for 2.3 moles of pyrrhotite to be treated during one hour. 
This corresponds to a H 2 0 /FeS2  molar ratio 0.91 and a 
0 2 / ^ 6 8 2  molar ratio 0.10. These conditions are far below 
the ones defined in this report and one can notice on the 
preceeding table (Table 8 ) that the residue still contains 
a lot of sulfur.
There were 155 grams of sulfur in the concentrate and 
still 90 grams in the residue. This is only 65 grams of 
sulfur were vaporized. For 2.3 moles of pyrite there is 
about 2.0 moles of labile sulfur, this is 64 grams of 
labile sulfur, the residue contains mostly FeS and all of 
the labile sulfur were vaporized as r
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and some Fe^O^ might have been formed as :
FeSj 1 4 (s) + 1.81 0 2 (g) -► 1/3 Fe 3 0 4  + 1.14 S0 2 (g)
This is about 0.13 mole of FeSj ^  might have been consumed.
It should be remembered for eventual further experimental 
work that higher steam and oxygen flow rates should be 
i nvest i gated.
Gas sample analysis gave the following gas mixture 
composition in Vol% after H20 and sulfur condensation :
N 2  H 2  C0 2  CO H2S H20 S0 2  Total
0.3 76.7 12.9 1.0 0.5 6.7 1.9 100 %
It corresponds to the treatment of pyrrhotite with 
steam and oxygen.
One can see the presence of C0 2  and CO coming from the 
pellet content in carbon. Furthermore, even with about 
0.2 Wt% of carbon in the pellets (about 0.05 mole for 2.3 
moles of pyrite) the roaster off-gas contained 14 Vol% C0 2  
and CO. The gas was trapped in a sample gas bag during 
1 / 2  hour over 1 hour experiment.
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Some lead sulfide seemed to have been vaporized too 
(see Table 8 ). The nitrogen concentration is negligible 
with respect to carbon dioxide. Finally, it can be seen 
that the C0 2  formation seems to favorize hydrogen 
formation in the gas mixture.
In industrial practice some other volatile metal 
sulfide species could be present in the pyrite 
concentrates: arsenic, cadmium, antimony and mercury in 
addition to lead sulfide. A hot cottrel1 should be then 
set before the catalytic hydrogenation reactor to trap 
these metal sulfides and to avoid catalyst contaminations 
and to avoid condensation of these species in the liquid 
sulfur condenser.
6.5.2.- Recycled stream saturation.
The presence of carbon in the pellets was first 
investigated.
a) Carbon in pellets feed.
It was mentioned previously that very little amount of 
carbon in the pellet feed is enough to produce CO and C0 2  
in the roaster off-gas. In table 8 , one could notice that 
no carbon is contained in the concentrate. This remark
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rises up the pyrite concentrate pelletizing problem.
Some carbon is added along with bentonite in order to 
agglomerate the concentrate particles. Some other binding 
materials could be used instead of carbon (sodium 
silicates solution; water glass for instance). A more 
throughout investigation should be conducted concerning 
this problem although the existence of carbon might favor 
the formation of hydrogen and thus, the viability of the 
process.
b) Nitrogen saturation in roaster.
Oxygen with 99.57* purity can be produced . Thus
0.05*0.6667 mole N2/mole of pyrite would be injected in 
the roaster along with the oxygen inlet stream. This 
represents 0.0033 mole N 2  per mole of pyrite.
Nevertheless, this preceeding figure is certainly 
negligible with respect to the amount of nitrogen 
introduced in the roaster when feeding the charge into it.
c ) Bleed stream.
Finally, to avoid this gaseous recycled stream 
saturation with CC> 2  and N2 , a bleed stream should be added 
to the plant. This bleed stream could then be sent to a 
sulfurous gas treating plant (see section 6.7.2).
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6.6.- Roaster investigation.
In this section several points concerning the roaster 
are reviewed; feed requirements, roaster design and 
electric furnace.
6 .6 . 1 .- Feed reguirements.
The first requirement is to get iron sulfide 
concentrates as pure as possible. The presence of carbon 
and any volatile metal species should be avoided.
The use of binding material for the pelletizing of the 
concentrates should be investigated. Lime and silica are 
to be avoided because of eventual CaS formation and of 
reaction between Si0 2  and iron species (especially, FeO). 
The use of bentonite should be more throughoutly 
investigated although it was mentioned in section 6.5.1 
that some carbon was also used for the aggIomeration of 
the concentrate particles along with bentonite.
6.6.2.- Roaster design.
The design of the roaster as previously mentioned is 
of great importance for the process to be viable. A 
counter-current flow reactor is recommended to maximize 
heat exchanges and the iron sulfide oxidation. Three 
zones should at least be considered into it.
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The existence of these three zones is necessary to get 
a complete oxidation of the iron sulfide species.
.In the first one, at the roaster off-gas exit and at 
the pyrite entry, the thermal decomposition of pyrite to 
troilite is asssumed to occur liberating the labile sulfur 
as follows:
FeS 2 (s) = FeS(s) + S 2 (g)
.In the second one, steam is injected and the oxidation 
of FeS to Fe 3 0 4 (s) (or FeO(s)) depending on the roasting 
temperature is assumed to occur as follows:
FeS(s) + 4/3 H 2 0(g) = 1/3 Fe 3 0 4 (s) + H 2 S(g) + 1/3 H 2 (g) 
for a roasting temperature lower than about 1100 deg.C 
FeS(s) + H 2 0(g) = FeO(s) + H 2 S(g)
for a roasting temperature greater than about 1100 deg.C
.In the third zone, oxygen is injected and the 
oxidation of the remaining FeS is assumed to occur as: 
FeS(s) + 3/2 0 2 (g) * FeO(s) + S0 2 (g)
for temperatures lower than about 1100 deg.C
FeS(s) + 5/3 0 2 (g) = 1/3 Fe 3 0 4 (s) + S0 2 (g)
for temperatures greater then about 1100 deg.C
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Finally, some equilibria between gaseous species must 
also be considered in order to describe the roasting of 
pyrite with steam and oxygen. The preponderant gaseous 
species should be H 2 0, SC>2 , S2 , H2S and H2 , thus 2 
equilibria are enough to describe the reactions occuring 
between gaseous species (see figure 15.1).
These preceeding assumptions correspond to the one set 
in the investigation conducted in chapter 6 . This pyrite 
roasting simulation could also be conducted using the 
so-called shrinking core model. This is, a pellet of 
pyrite is assumed to be oxidized so that layers of iron 
sulfide surrounding by layers of iron oxide exist inside 
it.
Finally, the presence of carbon in the roaster feed 
should also be taking into consideration thus gaseous 
species such as C02 , CO, CS 2  and COS should also be 
considered so that 5 gaseous equi1ibria would be necessary 













[2(■£> H^O, H2S, H2 , S02 , S2
GAS EQUILIBRIA :
2 H S + S02 = 2 H20 + 3/2 S2
H2 + 1/2 S2 = H2S
SOLID PRODUCT
Fe3°4
GAS-SOLID REACTIONS : 
FeS2 (s)
FeS(s) + 4/3 H20(g) = 
FeS(s) + 5/3 02 (g) =
FeS(s) + 1/2 S2 (g)
1/3 Fe304 (s) + H 2S(g) + 1/3 H2 (g) 
1/3 Fe30 4 (s) + S02 (g)
Figure 15.1 : Counter-Current Flow Reactor divided in
Three zones.
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6.6.3.- Use of 2 roasters.
The existence of this third roaster zone might be 
technically difficult to realize. Thus the investigation 
of 2 roasters in series could be interesting to do. A 
shaft furnace could be used as the first roaster wherein 
the 2  first zones mentioned previously are assumed to 
exist. Steam would be injected into it and electricity 
provide to this first roaster. The residue could then be 
discharged into a rotary kiln where oxygen would be 
injected into it (see Figure 15.2).
In this case, the overall reaction inside the shaft 
furnace (oxidation of pyrite with H^O) should be 
endothermic when the overall reaction inside the rotary 
kiln (oxidation of FeS with oxygen ) should be exothermic.
A dust collector should also be set at the roaster 
off-gas ex i t .
These considerations need further investigations (see 
section 9, further work).
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R E S I D U EFe304<s)
Figure 15.2 : Pyrite roasters; Shaft furnace & Rotary kiln.
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6.6.4.- Electric furnace Investigation.
J.D. Gilchrist in the book -fuels, furnaces and 
(2 1)refractories v , mentioned 4 types of electric furnaces:
a) Resistance furnaces.
b) Arc furnaces.
c ) Induct i on furnaces.
d) Capacitance furnaces.
a) In resistance heating a current is passed through 
a conductor ( or resistor ). The energy dissipated by 
conduction is given by the Joule's law and the one 
dissipated by radiation by the Stefan's law.
In practice the use of low voltage and high amperage 
is usually found necessary in large furnaces. This is 
because thick wires must be used in order that the surface 
area of wire shall be big enough to dissipate the heat at 
the required rate and the wire be reasonably strong at the 
working temperature.
Up to 1500 deg.C silicon carbide is the most suitable 
resistor material for industrial use.
b) Arc furnaces are used when very high flame 
temperature are required. This is not the case in the 
present investigation.
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c) Induction heating is a special form of resistance 
heating, the resistor being the burden itself in which an 
electric current is induced. This is not of interest in 
the present investigation since the burden is not a 
conductor.
d) Dielectric or capacitance heating can be applied 
only to non-conductor burden. The load is placed between 
2 electrodes forming a condenser. Here it is subjected to 
rapidly alternating strain and heats by molecular friction 
much as does a metal rod subjected to alternate bending. 
Heat i s deve1 oped s i mu 1taneous1y at all depths and not 
only at the surface.
In the present investigation, resistance shaft 
furnaces or capacitance shaft furnaces seem to be the most 
appropriate type of furnaces for the investigated process.
If a resistance shaft furnace is the selected type, a 
resistor has to be present in the furnace. This resistor 
could be a moving descending bed on which the burden would 
lie. If a capacitance furnace is prefered, electrodes 
have to exist inside the furnace.
Both types of electric furnace would required further 
i nvest i gat i on.
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6.7.- Plant investigation.
It was seen throughout this chapter that several 
pieces of equipment should be added to the plant
6 .7.1.- Additive parts of eauipment.
A dust collector should be set at the roaster off-gas 
exit. This one might be a hot cyclone for instance.
A hot cottrel1 should be set before the catalytic 
hydrogenation reactor in order to trap all the volatile 
metal sulfide expected to be present in the roaster 
off-gas. This hot cottrell is important to avoid metal 
sulfide condensation in the liquid sulfur condenser and to 
avoid contamination of the catalysts used in this plant.
These considerations require further investigation.
6.7.2.- Bleed gaseous stream.
The entry of air when feeding the roaster, the 
presence of carbon in the pellets of concentrates led to 
the conclusion that C02 and N2 would build up in the 
recycled gaseous stream. Thus, a bleed stream should be 
set in order to avoid any species saturation in the 
recycled gaseous stream. Further, this bleed stream could 
then be treated in a plant for elemental sulfur recovery 
purpose.
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This suifurous gas treating plant could be as follows; 
The temperature of the bleed stream could be rfsed up to 
300 deg.C through an electric pre-heater before the gas 
enters a catalytic hydrogenation reactor where all species 
would be transformed to H2S , C02 and H20. The steam 
could then be condensed to water and the remaining H2S and 
CO2 could be separated in an absorption column. The 
absorbent (methyl diethanol amine) containing H2s could 
then be regenerated and the H2S sent to a sulfur plant.
The C02 could be sent to a stack after being incinerated 
if desired.
It might be also interesting to produce S02 through a 
roaster and combined it with the H2S produced through a 
Claus reactor for elemental sulfur recovery purposes.
All those preceeding considerat ions require further 
i nvest i gat i on.
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7.- PRELIMINARY ECONOMIC INVESTIGATION.
The purpose of this chapter is to investigate the 
economic viability of the process. The sulfur market was 
first briefly reviewed in section 7.1. In section 7.2 
some conclusions were drawn concerning the economic of the 
process and the eventual further work which could follow 
this study to perform an economic evaluation of it.
7.1.- Sulfur market.
In 1982, world consumption of sulfur was 50.5 million 
metric tons and world production of 51 million metric 
tons. For the USA these figures were respectively 13.7 
and 12.1 million metric tons in 1979. Unless mentioned, 
all the information concerning the sulfur market came from 
"USBM: minerals fact & problems ***.
7.1.1.- Principal uses of sulfur.
In 1982, 90% of world elemental sulfur production was 
converted to sulfuric acid (USA 1979, 84%) and 507, of this 
produced acid was used for phosphatic fertilizer 
production (USA 1979, 60%). The other uses are the 
followi ng.
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a) Uses of sulfur.
Besides agricu1ture, which also consumes elemental 
sulfur and gypsum as a plant nutrient and a soil 
conditioner, sulfur was used under different forms in the 
following sector of the economy. The figures appearing on 
the next page represented the percentages of sulfur 
consumption in USA in 1979 (see Table 9).
Industry 7. of Total Conspt. form of sulfur
Agr i cu1ture 607. H2504
Plastic & synthetic 
products 37.
h 2s o 4 &
CS2
Paper products 37. so2
Pa i nts 3% h 2s o 4
Non-ferrous metal 
product ion 67. h 2s o4
Petroleum refining 37. h 2s o 4
Iron & steel 
production 2 % H2so4
Battery storage 27. h 2s o 4
Others 18%
TABLE 9 s Sulfur consumption by industry: US 1979
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In the remaining 187. of US consumption of 1979 are 
included the explosive, soap, detergent, pecticide 
industries, the vulcanization of rubber and the medicine. 
Besides these uses, new uses were developed for sulfur.
Most of the sectors of the economy should increase 
their sulfur consumption by year 2000 ( 1% to 77. annual 
growth rate ), except for the paints and iron and steel 
production where hydrochloric acid will substitute 
sulfuric acid use.
b) New uses for sulfur.
Two areas of research have shown considerable promise 
of large scale commercial applications; those are sulfur 
asphalt paving composition and sulfur concrete materials.
Sulfur asphalt paving was projected to be about 10 
million metric tons of sulfur consumption in year 2000 for 
highway surfacing.
Sulfur concrete should also increase the demand for 
sulfur by 1 million metric tons in year 2000.
c) Use outlook.
Finally, in year 2000 the probable world demand for 
sulfur should be 142 million metric tons at a growth rate 
of 4.67. with a cumulative demand of just over 2 billion
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metric tons between 1978 and 2000. For the USA these 
figures should be respective1y 34 million metric tons and 
480 million metric tons.
7.1.2.- Production, supply and reserves.
The following figures concern the US sulfur production 
in 1979.
a ) Production and supply.
In 1979, 33.7% of elemental sulfur US production came 
from the treatment of hydrocarbons, in this case elemental 
sulfur is a by-product of hydrocarbons production. Sulfur 
is also a by-product of the metallurgy industry and 
accounted for 13.8% of US production. In both cases 
sulfur so-produced is called "recovered sulfur". Frash 
sulfur, which comes from elemental sulfur deposits, 
accounted for 52.5% of US production. It can be noticed 
that recovered sulfur was 47.57# of US production in 1979, 
which represents 41% of US demand for sulfur.
In the year 2000 all existing Frash sulfur sources 
will account for a small percentage of US supply. It is 
predicted that at that time 85% of sulfur production will 
depend directly on the hydrocarbons production.
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b) Reserves.
In 1979 world reserves of recovered sulfur and Frash 
sulfur were estimated at 1590 million metric tons (US? 175 
million metric tons). Thus the present exploitable 
reserves are not adequate to cover the anticipated 
cumulative demand to the year 2000 which is over 2 billion 
metric tons. Nevertheless, it is expected that by that 
time new discoveries will be made and technologies will be 
i mproved.
Resources which could exploited with technological 
improvements are the following ; tar sands deposits, 
pyrite deposits and petroleum deposits. These resources 
represent 155 million tons in the USA and 4.5 billion tons 
in the a 11 worId.
Other resources exist which includes the vast 
identified sulfur resources in coal (80 billion metric 
tons for the all world and 20 billion tons in USA).
Gypsum and anhydrite deposits have been only partially 
identified at 50 million tons in USA and 100 million tons 
in Europe for the deposits classified as suitable raw 
material for sulfur production using current technologies. 
Additional identified resources of gypsum and anhydrite 
which could be recoverable with improved technology would 
form an almost unlimited sulfur resource. Oil shale
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deposits represent also a huge source of sulfur.
7.1.3.- Conclusions on the sulfur market investigation.
In 1974 and 1979 the hydrocarbon market crisis induced 
sharp rises on the elemental sulfur prices. That can be 
seen on the following time-price relationship for sulfur. 
Prices are in actual dollars for elemental sulfur f.o.b. 
(free on board) at the mine or at the plant.
Years 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977
Prices 17.56 28.42 44.91 45.72 44.38
Years 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982
Prices 45.17 55.75 89.06 111.48 114.5
(1) & (22)Time-price relationship for sulfur
Generally, huge stock piles are made to overcome 
shortage but it is not always enough as it was the case in 
1974 and 1979 when the demand for elemental sulfur 
increased abruptly.
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As previously stated, in the year 2000 it has been 
estimated that 85% of sulfur production will depend 
directly on the hydrocarbons market. Thus,
diversification of elemental sulfur sources could be
\ .
strategical1y important to avoid sharp elemental sulfur 
price rises in the future. Moreover, this production of 
elemental sulfur from hydrocarbon compound should not be 
enough to offset the cumulative demand by year 2000. 
Finally, production of elemental sulfur from other sources 
than hydrocarbons is of interest. This is the purpose of 
this study using pyrites as an elemental sulfur source.
7.2.- Conclusions on the preliminary economic 
i nvest i gat i on.
The purpose of an economic evaluation would be to 
check the viability of the investigated process.
Some further work should be conducted leading to cash 
flow calculations for given operation time period.
7.2.1.— Plant dimensioning for capital cost determination.
The size of each piece of equipment should be 
determined as well as the kind of material required 
recalIing that some corrosion problem might appear.
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The design of the bleed gas stream treating plant 
should be more throughoutly investigated.
The size of the hydro-electric power plant should also 
be determined.
Finally, the overall plant capital cost investment 
could then be evaluated.
7.2.2.- Other costs.
The operating costs should also be determined 
recalling that pyrite pellets need to be formed and that 
pure oxygen is used in the process.
Labor costs and maintenance costs should be calculated 
as wel1 as overhead costs.
7.2.3.- Cash flow calculations.
Finally, some cash flow calculations could be done on 
a before and after taxes basis over a given period of 
time.




In this chapter, the results of this investigation are 
summarized and some discussions are conducted.
8.1.- Result summary.
In section 8.1, results concerning the roasting 
conditions, the roaster design and the plant functioning 
are recalled.
8.1.1.- Operating conditions.
The investigation conducted in chapter 4 of this 
engineering report led to the following conclusions:
a ) Optimum roasting temperature.
The figures of chapter 4 showed that for a constant 
steam excess (as defined in section 4.2.2), that is for a 
given iron sulfide conversion, the optimum roasting 
temperatures is about 1290 deg.C. But if the comparison 
of the various roasting temperature is conducted 
considering a constant steam rate, the process energy 




The roaster inlet oxygen rate must be carefully 
controlled. Little variations of it would lead to 
important variations of the roaster off-gas constraint 
which is H 2 /(2 *S0 2 -H 2 S)= 1 . More precisely, small 
increases of oxygen rate would lead to important decreases 
of the sulfur recovery coefficient.
This argument does not consider the presence of carbon 
in the roaster feed. If carbon was present it would be 
transformed to CO and C0 2  which would build up in the 
roaster after several recyclings of the roaster off-gas. 
Furthermore, carbon would consume some of the oxygen and 
would create more reducing conditions which might lead to 
an increase of the hydrogen concentration in the off-gas. 
Thus, the H 2 /(2 *S0 2 “H 2 S) ratio would increase and the 
oxygen rate could be increased involving a decrease of the 
roaster energy consumption. Nevertheless, the presence of 
carbon in the roaster feed would induce the formation of 
species such as CS 2  and COS in the roaster off-gas. These 
species would then be reduced with the hydrogen contained 
in the off-gas to CO and C0 2  and H2S through the catalytic 
hydrogenation reactor. Finally, this presence of carbon 
would induce a new constraint on the roaster off-gas 
composition equivalent to the one previfeusly mentioned on
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the Hg/(2 *S0 2 “-H2 S) ratio. An investigation should be 
conducted to determine the exact roaster off-gas 
compos i t i on constra i nt wi th carbon present wh i ch wou 1 d 
depend on the carbon content in the roaster feed and in 
the recycled gas stream composition.
c ) Sulfur content in the feed.
The comparison of the roaster consumption for 
different roaster feeds (pyrite, pyrrhotite, troi 1 ite) led 
to the followings. When pyrrhotite is fed into the 
roaster instead of pyrite the overall process net energy 
consumption decreases several hundred kcal per kg of feed 
(see figure 13.1 & 13.3). On the other hand, operating at 
900 deg.C while injecting 7.433 moles H20 per mole of FeS 2  
might 1 ead to an incomplete iron sulfide oxidation. Thus, 
some FeS would be present in the roaster residue. These 
two preceeding arguments led to the conclusion that 
recyc 1 i ng the roaster res i due to the roaster feed wou 1 d on 
one hand decrease the roaster energy consumption and on 
the other one should guarantee a more complete iron 
sulfide oxidation.
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d) Determination of the operating conditions.
Recalling that the investigated process is viable at 
the lowest roasting temperature, the following operating 
conditions were proposed for the process start-up running:
Roasting temperature : 900 deg.C
Roaster inlet steam rate : 7.433 moles H^O/mole FeS 2
Roaster inlet oxygen rate : 2/3 mole 02/mole FeS 2
Under these conditions, it was shown that the process 
(according to the assumptions set throughout this study) 
should be autogeneous. Nevertheless, the iron sulfide 
oxidation still remains a problem recalling that the iron 
sulfide oxidation is more complete at the highest roasting 
temperature. The proposition of a roaster solid residue 
recycled stream might overcome this problem as well as the 
argument of the following section.
It should be emphasized these operating conditions 
represent ones of the most favorable as far as the process 
net energy consumption is concerned.
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8.1.2.- Considerations on the plant.
Several results were found about some roaster 
requirements, and about the overall process.
a) Roaster design.
In chapter 6  (section 6 .6 ), a brief investigation was 
conducted concerning the roaster design requirements. The 
followings were concluded.
A counter current flow reactor would allow for getting 
a better iron sulfide oxidation on one hand and would 
decrease the roaster energy consumption on the other one.
Three different zones must exist inside the roaster. 
The first one wherein the thermal pyrite decomposition 
occurs should be located at the top of the roaster. The 
second one wherein the oxidation of pyrrhotite with steam 
occurs should be located at the middle of it. Finally, 
the third one wherein the oxidation of the remaining iron 
sulfide occurs with oxygen should be located at the bottom 
of the roaster (see section 6 .6 .2 , figure 15.1).
Actually, some technical problems might appear for the 
realization of this third zone roaster with only one 
roaster. Thus, two roasters in series could be used. In 
the first one which could be a shaft-type furnace, the 
first two zones would exist and steam (or the recycled
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gaseous stream) would be injected into it. In the second 
one which could be a rotary kiln, the third zone would be 
represented and oxygen would be injected into it. In this 
second roaster the overall reaction should be exothermic 
while the overall reaction in the first roaster should be 
endothermic. Thus, electric power supply should be 
considered on the shaft furnace only. A resistance 
furnace or a capacitance furnace might be used.
Recalling that the process must be insulated, some 
sealings should be set up on the process insulation weak 
points.
A dust collector should be set at the roaster off-gas 
ex i t .
The pyrite pellet feeder should be investigated and 
for instance a bel 1 and hooper feeder as the one use in 
iron blast furnaces or a sealed screw feeder could be used 
(see figure 15.2 section 6.6.3).
b) Presence of other species.
It was mentioned earlier that nitrogen coming from the 
feeding of the roaster would build up in the process. 
Likewise the presence of Carbon in the roaster feed would 
induce the formation of carbon dioxide which would build 
up in the circuit. These two preceeding arguments led to
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the necessary presence of a bleed stream to avoid 
saturation of the recycled gaseous stream with nitrogen or 
carbon dioxide. This bleed stream could then be sent to a 
gas treating plant where elemental sulfur could be 
produced. The rate of this bleed stream should then be 
determined.
In real pyrite concentrates some other metal sulfides 
are generally present. Some of them being volatile, a hot 
cottrell should be placed before the catalytic 
hydrogenation reactor to trap them and avoid catalyst 
contamination and condensation of metal sulfides in the 
liquid sulfur condenser.
8 .2 .- Discussions.
In this section the viability of the process is 
di scussed.
8 .2 .1 .- Importance of the assumptions.
As In any study, the assumptions set at the beginning 
of it may totally change the results and the conclusions 
of an investigation.
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This search for the best operating roasting 
temperature can be performed through two different ways. 
The first one is to consider a given iron sulfide 
conversion ratio which corresponds to a given steam excess 
(as defined in section 4.2.2) and to compare the energetic 
results obtained with different roasting temperatures.
This was done in chapter 4 (sections 4.2.3 to 4.3.4). In 
this case the optimum temperatures lie between 1250 and 
1300 deg.C. The second one is to consider a given steam 
rate and to compare the results obtained for different 
roasting temperatures. This was done in section 4.3.5 and 
led to the conclusion that the process consumes less 
energy when operating at the lowest temperature. When 
this second way is chosen, the iron sulfide oxidation 
ratio is not the same for every temperatures and increases 
with increasing temperature.
Nevertheless, the problem of the iron sulfide 
conversion can be solved by other ways than increasing the 
roasting temperature. The use of a second roaster (third 
roaster zone) mentioned previously might be a way. The 
existence of a recycled roaster residue stream might be 
another one. Finally, even though the iron sulfide 
oxidation is not complete, a third roaster where oxygen is 
injected into it might be considered. The sulfur dioxide
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then produced could be sent to the gas treating plant and 
there combined with the produced hydrogen sulfide in a 
catalytic Claus reactor to produce elemental sulfur.
8.2.2.- Operating conditions.
The process might be economic if the following 
operating conditions can be viable. The roasting 
temperature should be in the range 900-1000 deg.C. The
steam rate should be in the range 5-8 moles H 2 0/mole FeS^. 
The oxygen rate should be about 2/3 mole per mole FeS2 . 
It must be recalled that only 507# was considered for the 
electricity production efficiency coefficient (energy 
recovery coefficient). Moreover, the existence of a 
roaster recycled residue stream was not considered. In
this case, the roasting temperature might be increased 
recalling that for pyrrhotite the process is autogeneous 
assuming a 2  zone counter current flow reactor for a 
roasting temperature of 1290 deg.C (see section 5.2.2).
The presence of carbon in the roaster feed could 
totally change the results in process steady-state 
running.
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8.2.3.- Necessity of further work.
As mentioned earlier, the viability of the process is 
greatly dependant on the viabi 1 ity of the proposed 
roasting conditions.
The two main gas-solid reactions occuring inside the 
roaster for a roasting temperature lower than 1100 deg.C 
are the followings:
FeS(s) + 4/3 H 2 0(g) = 1/3 Fe 3 0 4 (s) + H 2 S(g) + 1/3 H 2 (g) 
FeS(s) + 5/3 0 2 (g) = 1/3 Fe 3 0 4 <s) + S0 2 (g)
Assuming the oxidation of FeS with 0 2  is total and 
recalling 2/3 mole 0 2  are injected inside the roaster per 
mole of FeS 2  leads to the conclusion that at the maximum 
40 Mo 17, of the pyrite fed into the roaster can be oxidized 
with oxygen. Thus, the oxidation of FeS with H20 must be 
at least completed at 607. (for a FeS 2  mole basis). 
Furthermore, recal1ing that a relatively high oxygen 
partial pressure is desired inside the roaster third zone 
(or second roaster) a higher FeS-oxidation yield with H20 
should be prefered.
At temperatures greater than 1100 deg.C this FeS 
oxidation with steam should have a yield greater than 6 6 % 
(FeO being formed).
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Finally some experimental work should be done to find 
out if this oxidation with steam and oxygen could occur 
under the proposed operating conditions (see section 
9.2.1).
8.2.4.- Flowsheet of the plant.
The investigated plant must be completed with a gas 
treating plant and an electricity plant.
Moreover, it was seen that the investigated pyro-plant 
must be completed with a dust collector and a hot 
cottrelI.
It was also mentioned that hydrogen sulfide could be 
produced though the bleed stream gas treating plant.
Then, if another roaster is set between the pyrite 
roaster(s) and the fluid bed cooler and if oxygen is 
injected into it, some sulfur dioxide could be produced 
and combined with the hydrogen sulfide produced at the 
bleed stream treating plant to form elemental sulfur in a 
Claus reactor.





















Figure 16 : Flowsheet of the plant
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9*“ SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK
This chapter focusses on the work that could be done 
following this study. The principal points of interest 
are on the thermodynamic calculations that could still be 
done, on the roaster, on the plant and on the economic 
calculations. The most important point is certainly to 
perform some experimental work.
9.1.- Thermodynamic calculations.
Some thermodynamic calculations could be done directly 
without modifying the computer programs, some others would 
require some improvement in the computer programs.
9.1.1.- Without modifyino the computer programs.
The thermodynamic calculations conducted in chapter 6  
could also be done when pyrrhotite or troilite are fed 
into the roaster. This would allow one to calculate the 
energy requirement of the process when the feed contains 
less sulfur then pyrite concentrates. This should be 
particularly interesting if a recycled residue stream is 
i nvest i gated.
Some other roasting temperatures could be interesting 
to investigate if some experimental work lead to the
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choice of another roasting temperature instead of 900 
deg.C .
The oxygen variation flow rate on the roaster energy 
consumption results should be investigated.
The influence of SiC^ could be investigated as far as 
the process energetic calculations are concerned.
9.1.2.- Improvements in the computer programs.
Real pellet feed composition should be investigated as 
welI as real oxygen concentration. The presence of carbon 
in the roaster feed should be considered for the 
equilibration of gaseous species and for the formation of 
some solid carbonated species. Thus, the presence of 
volatile metal sulfide species as wel 1 as the recycled 
gaseous stream saturation problem could be more exactly 
investigated. The bleed stream rate could then also be 
determined.
The simulation of a 3-zone reactor zone could be done 
in order to confirm theoretically the fact that the iron 
sulfide oxidation can be total when operating at 900 deg.C 
with only 7.433 moles/mole of pyrite. Likewise, the 
simulation of 2  roasters in series ( for instance shaft 
furnace and rotary kiln ) could be performed.
The existence of a recycled residue stream could be
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also investigated leading to the determination of
operating conditions.
9.2.- Roaster design.
In this section is included the experimental work that 
could be done for kinetic study and roaster design 
purposes.
9.2.1.- Experimental work.
A thermogravimeter could be used to evaluate the feed 
weight evolution as a function of the roasting time. A 
special gas alimentation circuit would have to be set up 
allowing to inject of different kind of gaseous species or 
of gaseous species mixture into the roaster (H^O, H^S,
SC^, N 2 » C>2 * H 2 » CO, CO 2 ). A steam generator would have 
to be included in the circuit. The roaster could be an 
electric furnace containing a mul 1 ite tube for instance. 
Some batch experiments could then be conducted in order to 
investigate the kinetic rate of pyrite pellet oxidation 
with steam and oxygen. The special gas alimentation 
circuit wouId a 1 1 ow the simu 1 ation of the different 
reactor zones and the recycled gaseous stream injection 
into the roaster. The off-gas composition analysis could 
be done by gaseous chromatography for instance.
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9.2.2.- Roaster investigation.
It was mentioned In section 6 . 6  that the roaster 
design would greatly influence the viability of the 
investigated process. Three zones are required in the 
roaster for the oxidation of iron sulfides to be completed 
totally.
a) Roaster design.
The design of the roaster should be investigated 
theoretica11y and experimentally. The use of 2 roasters 
in series could also be investigated, steam being injected 
in the first roaster and oxygen in the second one.
The presence of carbon in the roaster pellet feed 
could actually favor this oxidation. Carbon dioxide in 
the roaster would re-equilibrate the off-gas composition 
favoring the formation of hydrogen. Thus, the oxygen rate 
might eventually be increased.
The residue from the roaster could eventually be 
recycled to the roaster, this way the sulfur content in 
the roaster feed would decrease and the reactor would 
require less energy as seen in chapter 4. The temperature 
profi 1 in the roaster should also be studied as well as 
the actual gas and residue composition throughout the 
roaster.
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The mean of feeding and of discharge should also be 
investigated recalling that air entry or gas exit must be 
avoided. In other words, sealings would have to be set on 
different places to guarantee a good isolation of the 
roaster.
Norman mentioned the use of bell and hooper
system to feed the pyrite pellet as used in iron blast 
furnace. Sealed screw feeder could also be investigated.
b) Pe11i t i z i no. aaa1omerat i on.
In order to make suitable pellets, the ore must
usually be ground to about 90% at minus 325 MESH. Pellets
are made by mixing a small quantity of binder (usually
bentonite) with finely ground concentrates and balling.
The mixture is generally made in rotating drums or
saucerlike disks. The moisture content of the mix must be
closely controlled and is usually between 9% and 10%. The
"green pellets”, usually 3/8 to 1/2 inch in diameter are
then hardened in gas or oil fired furnace or kiln at about
1300 deg.C. Finished pellets have relatively high
compressive strength and withstand the abrasion of
(23)handling and transport better than sinter . As
mentioned previously, the pelletizing of iron sulfide 
concentrates should be more throughoutly Investigated.
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9.3.- Plant investigation.
The investigated process corresponds to a 
pyro-meta 1 1 urgica 1 plant and it was seen earlier that this 
plant must be completed with an electricity plant, a gas 
treating plant and eventually an oxygen production plant. 
The overall plant could also be completed with a furnace 
for the pelletizing of pyrite concentrates and a furnace 
for the production of steam in start-up operations.
9.3.1.- Pvro-plant and gas treating plant.
Each piece of equipment of the investigated process 
should be investigated separately leading to a 
dimensioning of them. Fluid mecanic and heat transfert 
studies should be conducted.
The treatment of the recycled gaseous stream should be 
investigated. All sulfur species would have to be 
transformed to hydrogen sulfide before condensing steam. 
Hydrogen sulfide and carbon dioxide would have to be 
separated. Finally, H 2 S should be stored and treated for 
elemental sulfur recovery. An eventual roaster might 
exist for the production of SO^ (eventually set after the 
pyrite roaster(s)) which could be then combined with H 2 S 
in a Claus reactor for the production of elemental sulfur.
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9.3.2.- Electricity and oxygen plant.
The existence of an electricity plant is a requirement 
for the process to be economic. Thus, the formation of 
electricity with steam should be investigated.
An oxygen plant is not necessary for the process to be 
viable, but some economic calculations should be conducted 
to evaluate if it is more economic to produce oxygen or to 
buy i t .
9.4.- Economic investigation.
In chapter 7 a  brief economic investigation was 
conducted and some further work proposed for cash flow 
calculation purposes.
If experiments lead to the conclusion that the process 
is viable, then dimensioning and listing of the plant 
pieces of equipment should be done. Thus, the plant 
capital cost investment and operating costs could be 
determined leading to cash flow calculations over given 
period of times. It can be noticed that the overall plant 
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APPEND ICE A
PHASE STABILITY DIAGRAMS FOR THE FE-S-0 SYSTEM
Equilibria involving two condensed phases are best
shown in a phase stability or predominance area diagram.
For a meta1-su1fur-oxygen system, if the equilibrium
between two condensed phases are represented on a graph of
log(P(S02)) versus log(P(02)) these equilibria will plot a
straight lines at a constant temperature. In this type of
diagram, the condensed phases are considered to be pure,
with no solid solubi1ity occuring between phases. The
steps required to construct such a kind of diagrams have
(24)been out 1ined by Kellog and Basu
The Fe-S-0 sytem is comprised of the following
condensed phases: Fe, FeS, FeS2 , Fe 3 04 , Fe 2 03 , FeO, FeS0 4
and Fe^CSO,,)-..2 4 3
A.I.- Selection of thermodvnamic data
A literature search was conducted leading to the 
collection of thermodynamic data for the Fe-S-0 system and 
especially of standart Gibbs Energies of formation 
(AG^2gB) These data directly from the work of
Li are collected in Table 10 which appear at the end of 
this appendix.
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A.2.- Use of the phase stability diagrams.
Phase stability diagrams can be used to indicate which 
products are most likely to be formed as the roasting 
reactions proceed toward equilibrium.
The straight Iines represent the equilibrium between 
two condensed phases. Any area between straight lines 
represents the stability region of one condensed phase.
At the intersection of two straight lines is the point 
where three condensed phases can coexist. The phase 
stability diagram indicates for a given temperature, the 
condensed phase which will be in equilibrium with a gas of 
given and S0 2  concentratrions. On the next few pages 
appear some examples of phase stability diagram for the 
Fe-S-0 system. The investigated temperature were 
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Figure 17.1 : Phase Stability Diagram for the Fe-S-0
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Figure 17.2 : Phase Stability Diagrams for the Fe-S-0
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Figure 17.3 : Phase Stability Diagrams for the Fe-S-0
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Figure 17.4 : Phase Stability Diagrams for the Fe-S-0
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Figure 17.5 : Phase Stability Diagrams for the Fe-S-0
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APPEND IGE B 
FLOWCHARTS OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAMS.
In order to do the thermodynamic calculations involved 
in this study several computer programs were developed 
leading to the simulation of the process.
A presentation of the computer programs was done in 
section 4.1. These programs were written in basic and 
performed on Apple lie microcomputer.
The 5 main programs involved in this study are the 
foI Iow i ng.
"HELLO” : Presentation program containing the main menu.
"ROASTER”: Mass balance calculations of the roasting
process (roaster, fluid bed cooler, boiler- 1 , 
boilei— 3 and heat exchanger).
"STREAM-ENTHALPY": Heat balance calculations of the
roasting process.
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"CLAUS": Mass and heat balance calculations of the second 
part of the process (hydrogenation reactor, 
boiler 2 , claus reactor and liquid sulfur).
"FE-S-O DIAGRAMS": Graphic representation of the roasting
cond i t i ons.
A catalog of the diskette is( given below:
A 005 HELLO 
B 003 CHAIN 
T 002 DATA 
A 084 REACTOR 
A 056 CLAUS 
A 067 STREAM-ENTHALPY 
B 037 AMPERGRAPH 
A 026 FE-S-0 DIAGRAMS 
T 002 DATA I 
B 005 AMPERDUMP
The first column defined the kind of program (A: 
basic, B: binary, T: text file), while the second column 
defines the dimension of the program.
. DATA is the data file of the REACTOR, 
STREAM-ENTHALPY and CLAUS programs.
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. DATA1 is the data file of the FE-S-0 DIAGRAMS 
program.
. AMPERGRAPH allows to pass in graph modes.
. AMPERDUMP allows to print out a graph on a printer.
. CHAIN is a binder program which stored all the data 
involved in the binded programs.
.AMPERDUMP, AMPERGRAPH and CHAIN are three Apple 
Softwares commercially available.
In the diskette, the CLAUS program is chained to the 
STREAM-ENTHALPY program which is chained to the ROASTER 
program.
On the next pages, a flowchart of the diskette and of each 
program appear. This is, for the HELLO, REACTOR, 
STREAM-ENTHALPY, CLAUS and FE-S-0 diagrams programs (see 
figures 18.1 to 18.6).
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1. Catalog of the diskette
2. Run REACTOR
3. Run FE-S-0 DIAGRAMS
4. Exit the menu

















Figure 18.2 : Flowchart of the HELLO program.
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Figure 18.3 : Flowchart of the program REACTOR
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REACTOR — * CHAIN » STREAM-ENTHALPY
C
HCic
Calculate enthalpy of 
the streams 
. Stream 1 
. Stream 17 
3
h 2o
Stream  ? solid feed 
Stream 4 ? Off-gas 
stream 5 ; low-grade oxide 
stream 6 ; high-grade oxide 
stream 8 ? hot air out of FBC 
Mole air out
Stream 12? off-gas prior Hydrog. 
Stream 11? off-gas prior Heat 
exchanger 
Stream 2- ? recycled inlet stream 
to roaster, enthalpy and temp-
Calculate reactor imbalance and 
heat loss
Calculate Heat exchanger heat 
transfered and heat'loss
Calculate boiler-1 heat loss 
and water rate
Calculate Fluid bed cooler 
imbalance and heat loss
Calculate roasting process 
imbalance
PRINT OUT RESULTS
MENU 1. Call CLAUS program
2."Run REACTOR





Figure 18.4 : FLOWCHART OF STREAM-ENTHALPY
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S TREAM-ENTHALPY +  CHAIN
|CLAUS
 ________________Calculate enthalpy of stream 12 
roaster off-gas prior Hydrog.
Calculate gas composition after 
catalytic hydrogenation_________
Calculate stream 13 enthalpy 
prior Claus r e a c t o r _______
SUBROUTINE
• SUBROUTINE
Calculate energy produced 
through boiler-2 
Calculate rate of water stream 18
Equilibrate Claus off-gas^ 
Composition -> SUBROUTINE
Calculate S(l) recovery
Calculate condenser off-gas 
enthalpy stream 15__________
Calculate liquid sulfur 
enthalpy stream 16_____
Calculate energy produced 
through condenser & water 
rate stream 20
Calculate overall process NEC
PRINT OUT RESULTS
MENU 1. Back to main menu
2. Run REACTOR
3. Exit menu
Figure 18.5 : FLOWCHART OF THE CLAUS PROGRAM
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^START^— > Load AMPERGRAPHf r Link AMPERDUMP
DO YO 
Want a har 
copy of the 
raph ?
Yes Input data data file
* ........... f section DATAl





700 < T < 929 C
Roaster temp. 
930 < T < 1204 C
Roaster temp. 
1205 < T <  1400 C
DETERMINE : Scale, frame & phase boundary 







MENU : l.Back to Main Menu
2. Re-run Fe-S-0 diagrams
3. Exit menu
Figure 18.6 : FLOWCHART OF FE-S-0 DIAGRAMS
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APPEND ICE C 
LISTING OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAMS
On the next pages, the listing of the HELLO, REACTOR, 
STREAM-ENTHALPY, CLAUS and FE-S-0 DIAGRAMS programs are 
presented.
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C1.- Listing of the "HELLO" program.
This program is a presentation program. It 
contains the main menu of the diskette and some details 

































380 PRINT : .
390 PRINT :











HIT * RETURN' TO CONTINUE, PLEASE...
HOME PRINT INVERSE PRINT
THIS DISKETTE CONTAINS THERMODYNAMIC 
CALCULATIONS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF 
SULFUR FROM THE ROASTING OF PYRITE 
WITH STEAM AND OXYGEN
NORMAL : PRINT
HIT f RETURN1 TO CONTINUE, PLEASE ...








- A CATALOG OF THE DISKETTE ? "
- TO RUN THE PROGRAM REACTOR ?"
- TO RUN THE PROGRAM 
FE-S-0 DIAGRAMS ?
- TO EXIT THE MENU ?
- MORE DETAILS ABOUT THE 
DIFFERENT PROGRAMS ?
PRINT
PLEASE, SELECT '1', »2», *3*, '4»
"1" THEN .500 
"2" THEN 490 
"3" THEN 480 
"4" THEN 1840 
"5" THEN 520
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4 8 0 P R I N T  : P R I N T  C H R $  ( 4 ) , " R U N  F E - S - 0  D I A G R A M S "
4 9 0 P R I N T  : P R I N T  C H R $  ( 4 ) , " R U N  R E A C T O R "
5 0 0 G O S U B  1 1 0
5 1 0 GO T O 2 5 0
5 2 0 P R I N T  : H OME : P R I N T  : I N V E R S E
5 3 0 P R I N T  " DO YOU W A N T  MO R E  D E T A I L S  A B O U T • n
5 4 0 P R I N T  * n
5 5 0 P R I N T  " 1 . -  T H E  * R E A C T O R 1 P R O G R A M ? n
5 6  0 P R I N T  " 2 . -  T H E  ' S T R E A M - E N T H A L P Y ' it
5 7 0 P R I N T  " P R O G R A M  ? it
5 8 0 P R I N T  " 3 . -  T H E  ' C L A U S *  P R O G R A M ? it
5 9 0 P R I N T  " 4 . -  T H E  ' F E - S - 0  D I A G R A M S ' it
6 0 0 P R I N T  " P R O G R A M  ? it
6 1 0 P R I N T  " 5 . -  O R ,  DO Y OU W A N T  TO GO B A C K  TCI "
6 2 0 P R I N T  " T H E  M A I N  ME N U  ? n
6 3 0 P R I N T  : N O R M A L  : P R I N T
6 4 0 P R I N T  " P L E A S E ,  S E L E C T  »1 * ,  ' 2 » ,  * 3 ' ,  ' 4 » OR it
6 5 0 P R I N T  " ' 5 *  .............. it
6 6 0 G E T  M U
6 7 0 I F  M 1 $  = " 1 "  T H E N  7 3 0
6 8 0 I F  M U  = " 2 "  T H E N  1 1 4 0
6 9 0 I F  M U  = " 3 "  T H E N  1 3 7 0
7 0 0 I F  M U  = " 4 "  T H E N  1 6 3 0
7 1 0 I F  M 1 $  = " 5 "  T H E N  2 5 0
7 2 0 G O T O 5 2 0
7 3 0 P R I N T  : H OME  : P R I N T  : I N V E R S E
7 4 0 P R I N T  " • i  T H E  ' R E A C T O R '  P R O G R A M  • « it
7 5 0 P R I N T  : N O R M A L  : P R I N T
7 6 0 P R I N T  " T H I S  P R O G R A M  P E R F O R M S  T H E it
7 7 0 P R I N T  " M A S S - B A L A N C E  C A L C U L A T I O N S  ON T H E it
7 8 0 P R I N T  " I R O N  S U L F I D E  R O A S T E R .  I T  C O N T A I N S ti
7 9 0 P R I N T  " T H E  I N P U T  D A T A  S E C T I O N  W H I C H C A L L S it
8 0 0 P R I N T  " T H E  D A T A  F I L E  P R O G R A M  ' D A T A ' . T H I S it
8 1 0 P R I N T  " S E C T I O N  I S  T H E  I N P U T  D A T A  S E C T I O N ti
8 2 0 P R I N T  " F O R  T H E  ' R E A C T O R ' ,  ' S T R E A M - E N T H A L P Y * it
8 3 0 P R I N T  " A N D  ' C L A U S *  P R O G R A M S .  A T  T H E E N D  OF n
8 4 0 P R I N T  " E A C H  R U N ,  ' R E A C T O R '  C A L L S  A D A T A n
8 5 0 P R I N T  " F I L E  C A L L E D  ' D A T A 1 ' .  T H I S  L A T T E R it
8 6  0 P R I N T  " C O N T A I N S  D A T A  F O R  ' F E - S - 0  D I A G R A M S it
8 7 0 P R I N T  " W H I C H  A R E  T H E N  U P D A T E D . it
8 8 0 P R I N T  : I N V E R S E  : P R I N T
8 9 0 P R I N T  " H I T  ' R E T U R N *  T O  C O N T I N U E ,  P L E A S E . . . it
9 0 0 G E T  M 3 $
9 1 0 P R I N T  : N O R M A L
9 2 0 P R I N T  " A S P E C I A L  M E N U  A T  T H E  E N D  OF n








1 0 0 0
P R I N T  "  
P R I N T  "  
P R I N T  "  
P R I N T  "  
P R I N T  "  
P R I N T  "  
P R I N T n -
1 0 1 0 P R I N T it
1 0 2 0 P R I N T it
1 0 3 0 P R I N T ti
1 0 4 0 P R I N T n
1 0 5 0 , P R I N T it
1 0 6  0 P R I N T it
1 0 7 0 P R I N T it
1 0 8 0 P R I N T it
1 0 9 0 P R I N T •*
1 1 0 0 P R I N T ti
1 1 1 0 P R I N T ••
1 1 2 0 G E T  M 7 $
1 1 3 0 G O T O  5 2 0
1 1 4 0 P R I N T ••
1 1 5 0 P R I N T n
1 1 6 0 P R I N T ••
1 1 7 0 P R I N T n
1 1 8 0 P R I N T n
1 1 9 0 P R I N T tt
1 2 0 0 P R I N T it
1 2 1 0 P R I N T it
1 2 2 0 P R I N T it
1 2 3 0 P R I N T n
1 2 4 0 P R I N T ti
1 2 5 0 P R I N T it
1 2 6 0 P R I N T it
1 2 7 0 P R I N T it
1 2 8 0 P R I N T n
1 2 9 0 P R I N T ti
1 3 0 0 P R I N T it
1 3 1 0 P R I N T ••
1 3 2 0 P R I N T n
1 3 3 0 P R I N T 0•
1 3 4 0 G E T  M4 $
1 3 5 0 P R I N T n
1 3 6 0 GO T O 5 2 0
1 3 7 0 P R I N T ••
1 3 8 0 P R I N T n
1 3 9 0 P R I N T ••
1 S T R E A M - E N T H A L P Y * ,  OR T O R UN  
* F E - S - 0  D I A G R A M S * ,  OR T O  R E - R U N  
1 R E A C T O R * ,  T O E X I T  T H E  P R O G R A M  
S E Q U E N C E ,  OR T O  GO B A C K  TO T H E  
M A I N  M E N U .
• R E A C T O R *  C A N  P R E F O R M S  C A L C U L A T I O N S * *  
F O R  A P E R F E C T  M I X I N G  T Y P E  R E A C T O R  
OR F O R  A C O U N T E R - C U R R E N T  F L O W  
R E A C T O R .  D I F F E R E N T  F E E D S  C A N  B E  
U S E D  ( F E S x ,  x s 1 ,  1 . 1 *  OR 2  & S I 0 2 ) * *  
T H I S  P R O G R A M  C AN  C A L C U L A T E  T H E  
M I N I M U M  S T E A M  R A T E  R E Q U I R E D  T O G E T  
A N  I R O N  O X I D E  AS A S T A B L E  P H A S E  I N  
T H E  R O A S T E R  R E S I D U E  D E P E N D I N G  ON 
ON T H E  T Y P E  OF R E A C T O R  A S S U M E D .
I N V E R S E  : P R I N T
H I T  * R E T U R N '  T O C O N T I N U E ,  P L E A S E . . .
N O R M A L
P R O G R A M  • •  *»
HOME  : P R I N T  : I N V E R S E  
• «  T h e  * S T R E A M - E N T H A L P Y *
N O R M A L  : P R I N T
T H I S  P R O G R A M  P E R F O R M S  T H E  *»
H E A T - B A L A N C E  C A L C U L A T I O N S  F O R  T H E  ** 
T H E  R O A S T I N G  P R O C E S S  W H I C H  I N C L U D E S  ** 
T H E  R O A S T E R ,  T H E  F L U I D  B E D  C O O L E R ,  *» 
T H E  B O I L E R  # 1  A N D  T H E  H E A T - E X C H A N G E R * *  
T H I S  P R O G R A M  C A N  O N L Y  B E  R U N N E D  F R O M "  
T H E  R E A C T O R  P R O G R A M  A N D  I N C L U D E S  T H E "  
P R I N T  O U T  S E C T I O N  OF T H E  M A S S  A N D  "  
H E A T - B A L A N C E  C A L C U L A T I O N S  ON T H E  "  
R O A S T I N G  P R O C E S S .  "
A S P E C I A L  M E N U  A T  T H E  E N D  OF T H I S  "
P R O G R A M  A L L O W S  TO C A L L  T H E  * C L A U S *  "
P R O G R A M ,  T O  R E - R U N  '  R E A C T O R » ,  T O GO "  
B A C K  T O T H E  M A I N  M E N U  OR T O  E X I T  T H E "  
I N V E R S E  : P R I N T
H I T  * R E T U R N *  T O  C O N T I N U E .  P L E A S E   "
N O R M A L
P R O G R A M  S E Q U E N C E .  "
H OME  : P R I N T  : I N V E R S E
• •  T H E  ' C L A U S '  P R O G R A M  
N O R M A L  : P R I N T
A R T H U R  LAKES LIBRARY 
C O L O R A D O  SCHOOL of MINES 
G O L D E N , COLORADO 8 0 4 0 1
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1 4 0 0 P R I N T n
1 4 1 0 P R I N T it
1 4 2 0 P R I N T it
1 4 3 0 P R I N T n
1 4 4 0 P R I N T n
1 4 5 0 P R I N T «
1 4 6 0 P R I N T n
1 4 7 0 P R I N T it
1 4 8 0 P R I N T n
1 4 9 0 P R I N T n
1 5 0 0 P R I N T it
1 5 1 0 P R I N T it
1 5 2 0 P R I N T it
1 5 3 0 P R I N T it
1 5 4 0 P R I N T it
1 5 5 0 P R I N T n
1 5 6 0 P R I N T it
1 5 7 0 P R I N T ti
1 5 8 0 P R I N T •
1 5 9 0 P R I N T it
1 6 0 0 P R I N T ••
1 6 1 0 G E T  M 5 $
1 6 2 0 GOTO 5 2 0
1 6 3 0 P R I N T ••
1 6 4 0 P R I N T ti
1 6 5 0 P R I N T ••
1 6 6 0 P R I N T it
1 6 7 0 P R I N T n
1 6 8 0 P R I N T it
1 6 9 0 P R I N T tt
1 7 0 0 P R I N T n
1 7 1 0 P R I N T n
1 7 2 0 P R I N T n
1 7 3 0 P R I N T ti
1 7 4 0 P R I N T ti
1 7 5 0 P R I N T ti
1 7 6 0 P R I N T ti
1 7 7 0 P R I N T it
1 7 8 0 P R I N T n
1 7 9 0 P R I N T ••
1 8 0 0 P R I N T it
1 8 1 0 P R I N T ••
1 8 2 0 G E T  M 6 $
1 8 3 0
1 8 4 0
G O T O 5 2 0  
E N D
T H I S  P R O G R A M  P E R F O R M S  T H E  M A S S  A N D  "  
H E A T - B A L A N C E S  C A L C U L A T I O N S  F O R  T H E  *» 
S U L F U R O U S  G A S  T R E A T M E N T  P R O C E S S  "  
W H I C H  I N C L U D E S  T H E  C A T A L Y T I C  "
H Y D R O G E N A T I O N  R E A C T O R ,  T H E  B 0 I L E R # 2 "  
T H E  C L A U S  R E A C T O R  A N D  T H E  L I Q U I D  "  
S U L F U R  C O N D E N S E R .  I T  D O E S  A L S O  T H E  "  
O V E R A L L  P R O C E S S  H E A T - B A L A N C E  
C A L C U L A T I O N S ,  T H E  S U L F U R  R E C O V E R Y  
Y I E L D  C A L C U L A T I O N S  A N D  S O O N . . .
T H I S  P R O G R A M  C A N  O N L Y  B E  C A L L E D  
T H E  * S T R E A M - E N T H A L P Y '  P R O G R A M  A N D  
I N C L U D E S  A P R I N T  O U T  R E S U L T S  
S E C T I O N .  A M E N U  A T  T H E  E N D  OF  T H I S  
P R O G R A M  W I L L  A L L O W  YOU T O G O - B A C K  
TO T H E  M A I N  M E N U ,  T O  R U N  ’ R E A C T O R 1 
OR T O  E X I T  T H E  P R O G R A M  S E Q U E N C E .
I N V E R S E  : P R I N T
H I T  ’ R E T U R N ’  T O C O N T I N U E ,  P L E A S E . . .
N O R M A L
H OME  : P R I N T  : I N V E R S E  
• *  T H E  ’ F E - S - 0  D I A G R A M S ’  P R O G R A M  * •  **
N O R M A L  : P R I N T
T H I S  P R O G R A M  D R A WS  A P H A S E  S T A B I L I T Y "  
D I A G R A M  F O R  T H E  F E - S - 0  S Y S T E M  A T  T H E  "  
R O A S T E R  O P E R A T I N G  T E M P E R A T U R E .
T H E  R O A S T E R  O P E R A T I N G  C O N D I T I O N S  A R E  
S HOWN T H R O U G H  A L I T T L E  S P O T .
T H I S  P R O G R A M  C A N  B E  R U N N E D  F R O M  T H E  
’ R E A C T O R *  P R O G R A M  OR F R O M  T H E  M A I N  
M E N U .  I T  C O N T A I N S  A N  I N P U T  D A T A  
S E C T I O N  W H I C H  C A L L S  A D A T A  F I L E  
N A M E D  » D A T A 1 ’ .  F I N A L L Y ,  A M EN U  A T  T H E "  
E N D  OF  T H I S  P R O G R A M  A L L O W S  T O G O - B A C K "  
T O  T H E  M A I N  M E N U ,  T O  R E - R U N  I T  OR T O "  
T O  E X I T  T H E  P R O G R A M  S E Q U E N C E .  ”
I N V E R S E  :  P R I N T
H I T  ’ R E T U R N ’  T O C O N T I N U E ,  P L E A S E . . .  "  
N O R M A L
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C2 .- Listing of the "REACTOR" program.
This program performs the mass-balance 
calculations for the first part of the plant.
100 DIM D(7,7) ,Z(7,1 ) ,F (7 ,1)
110 DIM E(7,7),G(7,7), R( 7)
120 DIM K(10),1(25)




170 DF$ r "DATA":PN$ = "OPEN" : RE$
"CLOSE":D$ = "DELETE"
180 V$ = "WRITE":CR$ = CHR$ (4 )
190 GOTO 810
200 FOR I = 1 TO M
210 N2 = I
220 N9 = I - 1
230 IF I = 1 THEN 330
240 FOR J1 = 1 TO N9
250 T8 = D ( I 9 J1 )
260 IF J1 = 1 THEN 310
270 N3 = J1 - 1
280 FOR J2 = 1 TO N3
290 T8 = T8 - G(I,J2 ) • EC J2, J1 )
300 NEXT J2
310 G(19 J1) = T8 / E(J1 , J1)
320 NEXT J1
330 FOR L1 = N2 TO M
340 IF I = 1 THEN 410
350 T9 = D (1 9 L1 )
360 FOR L2 = 1 TO N9
370 T9 = T9 - G( I , L2 ) • E(L2, L 1 )
380 NEXT L2
390 E( 1 9 L1) = T9
400 GOTO 420
410 E(I,L1) = D (1 9 L1)
420 NEXT L 1
430 NEXT I
440 R( 1) = F (1 ,1 )
450 FOR I = 2 TO M
460 T8 = F( I 9 1)
470 N9 = I - 1
480 FOR J = 1 TO N9
490 T8 = T8 - R(J) * G (I, J)
"READ":CL$ =
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5 0 0  N E X T  J  
5 1 0  R ( I ) = T 8  
5 2 0  N E X T  I
5 3 0  Z ( M , 1 )  = R ( M )  /  E ( M , M )
5 4 0  N9  = M -  1
5 5 0  F O R  I  = N9 T O 1 S T E P  -  1
5 6 0  T 8  = R ( I )
5 7 0  N 2  s I  +  1
5 8 0  F O R  J  = N 2  T O M
5 9 0  T 8  = T 8  -  ZC J , 1 )  •  E ( I , J )
6 0 0  N E X T  J
6 1 0  Z ( I , 1 )  = T 8  /  E ( I , I )
6 2 0  N E X T  I  
6 3 0  Z Z  s  F R E  ( 0 )
6 4 0  R E T U R N
6 5 0  A = -  1 . 9 8 7  *  T
6 6 0  K ( 1 )  = 1 . 3 3 1 0 3 8 2 1  +  . 0 1 4 6 3 4 5 4 3 7  1 T +  5 . 6 8 4 6 4 6 9 7 E  -  
0 7  •  ( T  *  2 )  -  2 2 1 9 . 9 8 8 3 6  /  T  -  1 . 9 6 6 9 8 2 2 E  -  0 3  *  T  •  
L O G  ( T )
6 7 0  K C 1 )  = E X P  ( 2 . 3 0 2 5 8 5 1  *  K ( 1 ) )
6 8 0  K ( 2 )  = -  1 1 5 0 3 9 . 0 7 8  +  3 * 3 2 3 2 4  « T *  L O G  ( T )  -
3 . 9 8 9 8 4 E  -  0 3  •  T 
6 9 0  K ( 2 )  = K ( 2 )  /  A
7 0 0  K ( 3 )  = -  4 0 8 6 9 . 5 9 6 6  +  2 . 0 1 3 7 1  *  T  *  L OG ( T )  +
7 . 2 6 1 6 3  •  T
7 1 0  K ( 3 )  = E X P  ( K ( 3 )  /  A )
7 2 0  K ( 4 )  = 2 1 9  . 6 3 3 3 9 9  -  1 . 5 6 5 4 2 2 1 9  *  T  -  . 6 . 3 8 1 3 0 4 8 5 E  -
0 5  *  ( T  *  2 )  -  1 4 9 1 5 . 0 1 7 6  /  T +  . 2 0 9 1 7 1 0 4 7  *  T  *  L OG 
( T )
7 3 0  K ( 5 )  = 3 6 6 . 3 9 4 4 2 4  -  2 . 5 2 9 5 4 6  *  T  -  9 . 6 8 9 6 4 8 5 3 E  -  0 5  
• ( 1 ^ 2 ) +  1 6 1 8 1 . 1 9 5 4  /  T  +  . 3 3 5 1 6 8 5 0 5  *  T *  L O G  ( T )
7 4 0  K ( 6 )  = -  2 9 9 . 3 4 6 9 8 4  +  2 . 2 1 6 2 8 8 4 3  *  T  +  9 . 6 6 3 4 2 7 2 E
-  0 5  *  ( T  "  2 )  +  6 2 0 5 8 . 4 9 9 6  /  T  -  . 2 9 8 9 9 7 0 8 5  *  T *  L O G  
( T )
7 5 0  K ( 7 )  = -  2 1 7 . 4 5 3 5 4  +  1 . 9 9 1 7 9 9  *  T  +  9 . 6 6 5 0 4 1 E  -  0 5
•  ( T  ~ 2 )  +  3 2 8 5 3 . 0 7  /  T -  . 2 7 3 3 6 1 2 7 5  •  T  •  L O G  ( T )
7 6 0  R E T U R N
7 7 0  P R I N T
7 8 0  P R I N T  « T Y P E  »Y»  OR ' N '  »
7 9 0  G E T  A $
8 0 0  R E T U R N
8 1 0  P R I N T  : H OME  : I N V E R S E  : P R I N T
8 2 0  P R I N T  " T H I S  P R O G R A M  C A L C U L A T E S  T H E  C O M P O S I T I O N "
8 3 0  P R I N T  " O F  T H E  G A S  G E N E R A T E D  B Y  P Y R O - H Y D R O L Y S I S "
8 4 0  P R I N T  " O F  P Y R I T E  W I T H  S T E A M  A N D  O X Y G E N  . . .  "
8 5 0  P R I N T  : N O R M A L
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8 6 0 P R I N T  "
8 7 0 G E T  F $
8 8 0 P R I N T  :
8 9 0 P R I N T  "
9 0 0 P R I N T  :
9 1 0 P R I N T  :
I N P U 1 n
9 2 0 P R I N T  "
9 3 0 P R I N T  "
9 4 0 P R I N T  "
9 5 0 P R I N T  "
9 6 0 P R I N T  "
9 7 0 P R I N T  "
9 8 0 P R I N T  "
9 9 0 P R I N T  "
1 0 0 0 P R I N T  "
1 0 1 0 P R I N T  "
1 0 2 0 P R I N T  »
1 0 3 0 P R I N T  "
1 0 4 0 P R I N T  "
1 0 5 0 P R I N T  "
1 0 6 0 P R I N T  "
1 0 7 0 P R I N T  "
1 0 8 0 P R I N T  "
1 0 9 0 P R I N T
1 1 0 0 P R I N T  :
1 1 1 0 G E T  B 2 $
1 1 2 0 P R I N T  :
1 1 3 0 P R I N T  :
1 1 4 0
tt
P R I N T  :
1 1 5 0 P R I N T  "
1 1 6 0 P R I N T  "
1 1 7 0  
ft
P R I N T  :
1 1 8 0 G E T  AO $
1 1 9 0 I F  A 0 $
1 2 0 0 I F  AO $
1 2 1 0 G O T O 11
1 2 2 0 P R I N T  :
1 2 3 0 P R I N T  "
1 2 4 0 P R I N T  "
1 2 5 0 P R I N T  "
1 2 6 0 P R I N T  "
1 2 7 0 P R I N T  "
1 2 8 0 G E T  C 0 $
-  T Y P E  '  R E T U R N  f TO C O N T I N U E  "
I N V E R S E  : P R I N T
A S S U M P T I O N S  «
N O R M A L
P R I N T  "  -  T H I S  P R O G R A M  C O N T A I N S  T H E
D A T A  S E C T I O N  F O R  T H E  * C L A U S  * A N D "  
T H E  * S T R E A M - E N T H A L P Y  1 P R O G R A M S .  "
-  2 R O A S T E R  T Y P E S  C A N  B E  A S S U M E D  "
A P E R F E C T  M I X I N G  T Y P E  A N D  A "
C O U N T E R - C U R R E N T  F L O W  T Y P E  "
-  3  I R O N  S U L F I D E S  C A N  B E  F E D  I N T O  "  
T H E  R O A S T E R .  T H I S  I S ,  P Y R I T E  F E S 2 , "  
P Y R R H O T I T E  F E S 1 . 1 4 ,  T R O I L I T E  F E S .  "
S OME  S I 0 2  ( I N E R T )  C A N  B E  F E D  I N T O  "  
T H E  R O A S T E R  A L S O .  "
-  T H E  R O A S T E R  I N L E T  M O L E S  OF O X Y G E N  "  
C A N  O N L Y  T A K E  2  V A L U E S  : . 5  & . 6 6 6 7 "  
M O L E / M O L E  OF F E S X .  "
-  F O R  T H E  M O L E  N U M B E R  OF I N L E T  S T E A M "  
2  C H O I C E S  A R E  A V A I L A B L E  : "
TO I N P U T  T H E  E X A C T  M O L E  N U M B E R  "  
TO I N P U T  A R A N G E  ( M I N I  & M A X I  ) "
P R I N T  "  -  T Y P E  * R E T U R N  * TO C O N T I N U E  "
H OME
I N V E R S E
P R I N T  "  DO YOU W A N T  :
1 . -  T O U S E  O N L Y  T H E  D A T A  S T O R E D  ? "
2 . -  T O I N S E R T  S OME  NEW V A L U E S  ? "  
P L E A S E  T Y P E  • 1 »P R I N T  " OR
n  ̂n 
it 2  it
T H E N  1 2 2 0  
T H E N  1 2 2 0
P R I N T
DO Y OU W A N T  T O S I M U L A T E  : »
1 . -  A P E R F E C T - M I X I N G  T Y P E  R E A C T O R  ? "
2 . -  A C O U N T E R - C U R R E N T  F L O W  R E A C T O R  ? "n
P L E A S E ,  S E L E C T  » 1 »  OR * 2 *  . . .  "
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1290 IF CO* = "1" THEN 1380
1300 IF CO* = "2" THEN 1320
1310 GOTO 1220
1320 PRINT : PRINT : PRINT " IN THE CASE OF A 
COUNTER-CURRENT-FLOW "
1330 PRINT " REACTOR, THIS ONE IS DIVIDED IN 2 "
13^0 PRINT " PARTS, THE TEMPERATURE IS ASSUMED "
1350 PRINT " UNIFORM IN.ALL THE REACTOR "
1360 PRINT : PRINT " HIT * RETURN * TO CONTINUE,
PLEASE. "
1370 GET C4*
1380 PRINT : PRINT
1390 IF CO* = "1" THEN RT* = " PERFECT MIXING TYPE 
REACTOR"
m o o  IF CO* = "2" THEN RT* = " COUNTER-CURRENT FLOW
REACTOR DIVIDED IN 2 ZONES"
1410 IF AO* = "1" THEN 1580
1420 PRINT " ABOUT THE STEAM MOLE NUMBER INJECTED "
1430 PRINT " INTO THE ROASTER, DO YOU WANT : "
1440 PRINT " 1.- TO INPUT THIS NUMBER ? "
1450 PRINT " 2.- TO INPUT A RANGE ( UPPER AND "
1460 PRINT " LOWER LIMITS ) AND CALCULATE "
1470 PRINT " THE MINIMUM MOLE NUMBER TO GET "
1480 PRINT " AN IRON OXIDE AS STABLE PHASE ?"
1490 PRINT : PRINT " PLEASE, TYPE *1* OR *2*
it
1500 GET I*
1510 IF I* = "1" THEN 1540
1520 IF I* = "2" THEN 1540
1530 GOTO 1490
1540 PRINT : PRINT
1550 PRINT : PRINT " TYPE • RETURN » TO CONTINUE "
1560 GET U*
1570 PRINT " •*••«••• INPUT DATA SECTION •**»•« "
1580 PRINT CR*;PN*;DF*
1590 PRINT CR*;RE*;DF*




1640 PRINT ; NORMAL
1650 IF AO* = "1" THEN 3580
1660 PRINT " DATA STORED IN DATA FILE :"
1670 PRINT




1 7 1 0  




1 7 6 0  
1770 
1 78 0  
1790 
1 8 0 0  
1 8 1 0  
1 8 2 0  
1 83 0  
1840 
1 8 5 0  
1 8 6 0  
1 8 7 0  
1880  
1890  
1 9 0 0  
1 9 1 0  
) — » 




1 9 6 0  
1970 
1 980  
1990 
2 0 0 0  
2 0 1 0  
2 0 2 0  






















































MOL  FESX = 1(1)
S T O I C H .  X= * ; I ( 10 ) 
MOL  S I 0 2  = B ; I ( 2 ) 
MOL  0 2  = w ; I ( 3 )










MOL(H20-MAX)= w ; I(13) 





T ( R E A C T O R )  = B ; I ( 5 )  
T(02-IN) = ";1(7)
T ( F E E D - I N ) = " ; I ( 8 )  
P(R E A C T O R )  = " ; I ( 9 )
n  F L U I D  B E D  C O O L E R  D A T A ------------------- "
"  T E M P .  ( D E G . C ) :  T ( C O O L E R )  = w ; I ( 1 1 )
: I N V E R S E  : P R I N T
"  H I T  * R E T U R N  * T O  C O N T I N U E ,  P L E A S E . . .  "
: N O R M A L
t t -S T E A M  O U T  OF B O I L E R S  ( 1 , 2  A N D  3
"  T E M P .  ( D E G . C )  = " ; I ( 1 8 )
"  P R E S .  ( A T M )  = B ; I ( 1 9  )
"  —  S T R E A M S  TO H E A T  E X C H A N G E R   "
w T E M P . ( S T E A M  I N  D E G . C )  = B ; I ( 6 )
B T E M P . ( O F F - G A S ,  D E G . C )  = B ; I ( 1 6 )
n O F F - G A S  B E F O R E  H Y D R O G .  D A T A  —  B 
B T E M P . ( D E G . C ) : T ( O F F - G A S ) = " ; I ( 1 2 )
i t -O F F - G A S  B E F O R E  C L A U S  R E A C T O R  - - n
B T E M P .  ( D E G . C )  = B ; I ( 1 7 )
: P R I N T  B ----------  S T E A M  O U T  OF  C O N D E N S O R  ---------
TEMP. (DEG.C) s B ;1(20) 
PRES. (ATM.) = *;1(21) 
INVERSE
PRINT B TYPE * RETURN* TO CONTINUE »
HOME PRINT
BD0 YOU WANT TO UPDATE SOME DATA ? 
















































P R I N T
P R I N T it R E A C T O R  ( & S T R E A M S  O U T  ) T E M P E R A T U R E  ? "
P R I N T ti T E M P .  = " ; I ( 5 )  ; "  D E G . C "
G O S U B 7 7 0
I F  A $ = " N "  T H E N  2 2 0 0
I N P U T tt T E M P . ( D E G . C )  = " ; I ( 5 )
P R I N T •• P R I N T
P R I N T n F E E D - I N  ;  (  F E S X - S I 0 2  ) ? "
P R I N T
P R I N T n MO L  F E S X - I N  = " ; I ( 1 ) ; "  M O L E "
P R I N T
P R I N T n S T O C H I O .  X = " 5 1 (1 0 )
P R I N T
P R I N T n MOL  S I 0 2 - I N  s  "  ; 1 ( 2 ) ; "  M O L E "
G O S U B 7 7 0
I F  A $ r " N "  T H E N  2 4 7 0
I N P U T tt MOL  F E S X - I N  = " ; I ( 1 )
P R I N T
P R I N T it C H O O S E  B E T W E E N  ; "
P R I N T tt X = 2 (  P Y R I T E  ) , "
P R I N T tt X = 1 .1 4  ( P Y R R H O T I T E  ) ,"
P R I N T tt X = 1 ( T R O I L I T E  ) . "
P R I N T
I N P U T tt S T O I C H I O . X = "; I ( 10 )
I F  1 ( 1 0 ) = 2 T H E N  2 4 4 0
I F  1 ( 1 0 ) = 1 . 1 4  T H E N  2 4 4 0
I F  1 ( 1 0 ) = 1 T H E N  2 4 4 0
P R I N T tt YOU M U S T  I N P U T  ONE OF T H E  P R O P O S E D  V A L U E S
PRINT " PLEASE, TRY AGAIN I "
GOTO 2320 
PRINT
INPUT " MOL SI02-IN = ";I(2)
PRINT " TOTAL MOLES = w ;I(1) + 1(2)
PRINT : PRINT
PRINT " MOLE OXYGEN IN : ?
PRINT
PRINT " MOL 02-IN = ";I(3);" MOLE" 
GOSUB 770
IP A* = "N" THEN 2540
INPUT * MOL 02-IN = *;I(3>
PRINT * 02/FESX * ";I(3) / 1(1)
PRINT : PRINT
PRINT " MOLE STEAM IN : ?"
IF II = "2" THEN 2620
PRINT " MOL H20-IN = w ;I (4);" MOLES "
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2590 PRINT " MOL S02-IN = ";I(22);n MOLES"
2600 PRINT " MOL H2S-IN = ";1(23)JB MOLES"
2610 GOTO ;2650
2620 PRINT
2 63 0 PRINT " UPPER LIMIT ( MAX : 100 ) = ";K 13)
2640 PRINT " LOWER LIMIT ( MIN : 5 ) = w ; K  14)
2650 PRINT
2660 GOSUB 770
2670 IF A$ - i»N" THEN 2760
2680 IF 1$ = "2" THEN 2740
2690 INPUT ■ MOL H20-IN = ";1(4)
2700 INPUT " MOL S02-IN = " ;I(22)
2 71 0 INPUT " MOL H2S-IN = ";1(23)
2720 PRINT " H20/02 = ";I(4) / 1(3)
2730 GOTO 2760
2740 INPUT " M0L-H20 IN (MAX) = w ; I(13)
2750 INPUT " M0L-H20 IN (MIN) = ";I(14)
2 76 0 PRINT : PRINT
2770 PRINT " OXYGEN IN TEMPERATURE : ?«
2780 PRINT " TEMP. = ";I(7);n DEG.C"
2790 GOSUB 770
280 0 IF A$ - «N" THEN 2820
281 0 INPUT " TEMP(DEG.C) = " ; I(7)
2820 PRINT : PRINT
2 830 PRINT " FEED IN TEMPERATURE : ?n
2840 PRINT " TEMP. = ";I(8 );" DEG.C"
2850 GOSUB 770
2 86 0 IF A$ - «Nn THEN 2880
2870 INPUT » TEMP(DEG.C) = " ; I(8 )
2880 PRINT : PRINT
2890 PRINT " REACTOR PRESSURE : ?"
2900 PRINT " PRES. = " ; K 9 ) ; n ATM."
291 0 GOSUB 770
2 920 IF A$ = "N" THEN 2940
2930 INPUT " PRES.(ATM.) = " ; I(9)
2940 PRINT : PRINT ; PRINT " FLUID BED COOLER
TEMPERATURE : ? "
2950 PRINT " TEMP. = ";I(11);■ DEG.C n
2 96 0 GOSUB 770
2970 IF A$ - »n " THEN 2990
2980 INPUT » TEMP. (DEG. C)s ■ j K H )
2990 PRINT : PRINT
3000 PRINT " BOILERS STEAM OUT TEMP. & PRES. : ?
3010 PRINT " TEMP. = ■;1 (1 8 )5" DEG.C m
3 02 0 PRINT " PRES.(ATM) = " 5I(19)
3030 GOSUB 770
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3040 IF A$ - itNn THEn 3070
3050 INPUT " TEMP.(DEG.C) = "51(18)
3060 INPUT " PRES.(ATM) = " ; I (-19)
3070 PRINT : PRINT
3080 PRINT " OFF-GAS TEMPERATURE PRIOR HEAT-EXCH. ?
3090 PRINT " TEMP. = " ; I (16);" DEG.C"
3100 " PRINT " TEMP. MUST BE IN THE RANGE
n ;I(6); ;I(5)
3110 PRINT " DEG.C."
3120 GOSUB 770
3130 IF A* - »N" THEN 3180
3140 INPUT " TEMP.(DEG.C) = " ; I(16)
3150 IF 1(16) > 1(6) THEN 3180
3160 IF 1(16) < 1(5) THEN 3180
3170 GOTO 3070
3180 PRINT : PRINT
3190 PRINT " HEAT-EXCHANGER STEAM-IN FROM S-COND. ?
3200 PRINT " TEMP. = ";I(6);" DEG.C"
3210 GOSUB 770
3220 IF A$ -  n N "  T H E N 3240
3230 INPUT " TEMP(DEG.C ) = ";I(6)
3240 PRINT : PRINT : PRINT " ROASTER OFF- GAS
TEMPERATURE BEFORE CATALYTIC HYDROGENATION ?"
3250 PRINT " TEMP. = ";I(1 2 ) DEG.C"
3260 GOSUB 770
3270 IF At = "N" THEN 3290
3280 INPUT " TEMP.(DEG.C) = " ; I(12)
3290 PRINT : PRINT
3300 PRINT " OFF-GAS TEMP. PRIOR CLAUS REACTOR ?"
3310 PRINT " TEMP. = ";I(17)J" DEG.C"
3320 GOSUB 770
3330 IF At = "N" THEN 3350
3340 INPUT " TEMP. (DEG.C) = " ; I(17)
3350 PRINT : PRINT
3360 PRINT " CONDENSOR STEAM OUT : TEMP. & PRESS. ?
3370 PRINT " TEMP. = ";I(20);" DEG.C"
3380 PRINT " PRES. = ".51(21)5* ATM. "
3390 GOSUB 770
3400 IF A$ - »N" THEN 3430
3410 INPUT " TEMP.(DEG.C) = ";I(20)
3420 INPUT " PRES. (ATM.) = *'51(21)
3430 PRINT : INVERSE : PRINT







3 4 9 0  P R I N T  C R $ ; W $ ; D F $




3540 PRINT : INVERSE
3550 PRINT " IS ALL DATA CORRECT ? ( Y OR N ) "
3560 GET A1$
3570 IF A1$ = wNn THEN 1120 
3580 PRINT : NORMAL
3590 PRINT " DO YOU WANT TO PRINT OUT THE INPUT DATA?»
3600 PRINT : PRINT " TYPE *Y» OR 'N1, PLEASE... " 
3610 GET C1$
3620 IF C1$ r "N" THEN 4300 
3630 PRINT
3640 PRINT CR$;"PR#1"
3650 PRINT CHR$ (12)




STEAM AND OXYGEN " 
3690 PRINT " 
SULFUR RECOVERY .. 
3700 PRINT »
n AT HIGH TEMPERATURES FOR
IRON SULFIDE ROASTING WITH
n
3710 PRINT : HTAB 4 
3720 PRINT : PRINT " 








R O A S T E R  T Y P E  
« ; R T $
R O A S T I N G  T E M P E R A T U R E
PYRITE ROASTER n
« ;I(5)5" DEG.C"
3790 PRINT " 
* ; I ( 9 ) A T M . "  
3800 PRINT





F E S X  = * 5 1 ( 1 ) 5 "  M O L E S "  
S T O I C H I O .  X  = "  ; I ( 1 0 )  
S I 0 2  = " ; I ( 2 ) ; "  M O L E S "
INLET STREAMS; 1, 2 & 3 :"
3 8 5 0 P R I N T it T E M P E R A T U R E  = " ; I ( 8 ) ; "
D E G . C ir
3 8 6 0 P R I N T it O X Y G E N  = n ; I ( 3 ) 5 "  M O L E S "
3 8 7 0 P R I N T it T E M P E R A T U R E  = ■ ; I ( 7 ) J "
D E G . C n
3 8 8 0 I F  1 $ = " 2 "  T H E N  3 9 4 0
3 8 9 0 P R I N T it R E C Y C L E D  G A S E O U S  S T R E A M  : "
3 9 0 0 P R I N T it H 2 0  = " ; I ( 4 ) ; "  M O L E S "
3 9 1 0 P R I N T it S 0 2  = "  ; I  ( 2  2 ) M O L E S "
3 9 2 0 P R I N T n H 2 S  = " ; 1 ( 2 3 ) M O L E S "
3 9 3 0 P R I N T it T O T A L s  " ; I ( 4 )  +  1 ( 2 2 )  +
1 ( 2 3 ) M O L E S it
3 9 4 0 P R I N T it M O L E  R A T I O S
3 9 5 0 P R I N T n 02 /  F E S X  = "51(3) / I(D
3 9 6 0 I F  1 $ = " 2 "  T H E N  3 9 8 0
3 9 7 0 P R I N T it H 2 0  /  0 2  = "  ; I ( 4 )  /  1 ( 3 )
3 9 8 0 P R I N T •• H T A B  9
3 9 9 0 P R I N T n + + + + + +  F L U I D  B E D  C O O L E R  + + + + + +  "
4 0 0 0 H T A B  1 4
4 0 1 0 P R I N T it O P E R A T I N G  T E M P E R A T U R E  s  " ; I ( 1 1 ) ; "  D E G . C "
4 0 2 0 P R I N T • H T A B  9
4 0 3 0 P R I N T it + + + + + +  B O I L E R S  1 ,  2 ,  3 & S - C O N D E N S E R
+ + + + + n
4 0 4 0 H T A B  1 4
4 0 5 0 P R I N T n P R O D U C E D  S T E A M  T E M P E R A T U R E  = " ; I ( 1 8 ) ; "
D E G .  C n
4 0 6 0 H T A B  1 4
4 0 7 0 P R I N T n P R O D U C E D  S T E A M  P R E S S U R E  = " ; I ( 1 9 ) ; n B A R S "
4 0 8 0 P R I N T .. H T A B  9
4 0 9 0 P R I N T !t + + + + + +  H E A T - E X C H A N G E R  + + + + + +  "
4 1 0 0 H T A B  1 4
4 1  1 0 P R I N T II H E A T  E X C H A N G E R  I N L E T  R E C Y C L E D  S T R E A M  :
S T R E A M  1 7 "
4 1 2 0 H T A B  1 4
4 1 3 0 P R I N T II T E M P E R A T U R E  = » j l ( 6 ) ; »  D E G . C "
4 1 4 0 H T A B  1 4
4 1 5 0 P R I N T n O F F - G A S  TO H E A T - E X C H A N G E R  : S T R E A M  11 ”
4 1 6 0 H T A B  1 4
4 1 7 0 P R I N T it T E M P E R A T U R E  = « ; I ( 1 6 ) ; «  D E G . C "
4 1 8 0 H T A B  1 4
4 1 9 0
99
P R I N T N O F F - G A S  P R I O R  C A T A L .  H Y D R O G .  : S T R E A M  1 2
4 2 0 0 H T A B  1 4
4 2 1 0 P R I N T II T E M P E R A T U R E  s  » ; I ( 1 2 ) ; "  D E G . C "
4 2 2 0 P R I N T .. H T A B  9
4 2 3 0 P R I N T II ♦ + + + + +  C L A U S  R E A C T O R  ♦ + + + + + +  «
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4 2 4 0  H T A B  1 4
4 2 5 0  P R I N T  n O F F - G A S  B E F O R E  C L A U S  R E A C T O R  : S T R E A M  14  n
4 2 6 0  H T A B  1 4
4 2 7 0  P R I N T  " T E M P E R A T U R E  = " ; I ( 1 7 ) ; n D E G . C "
4 2 8 0  P R I N T
4 2 9 0  P R I N T  : P R I N T  C H R *  ( 4 ) ; " P R # 0 "
4 3 0 0  X = 1 ( 1 0 )
4 3 1 0  I F  C O *  = " 2 "  T H E N  X = 1
4 3 2 0  I F  X = 2  T H E N  Z = 1
4 3 3 0  I F  X = 1 . 1 4  T H E N  Z = . 7 7 0 2 2 7 2
4 3 4 0  I F  X = 1 T H E N  Z = . 7 3 2 7 4 4 3
4 3 5 0  M ( 6 , 1 )  = 1 ( 3 )
4 3 6 0  I F  A O *  = " 1 "  T H E N  4 3 8 0  
4 3 7 0  I F  1 $  = " 2 "  T H E N  4 4 0 0  
4 3 8 0  M ( 5 » 1 )  = 1 ( 4 )
4 3 9 0  GOT O 4 4 3 0  
4 4 0 0  MA = 1 ( 1 4 )
4 4 1 0  MB = 1 ( 1 3 )
4 4 2 0  M ( 5 , 1  )  = ( M A  +  M B )  /  2  
4 4 3 0  M ( 7 i 1 )  = I ( 1 ) : M ( 8 , 1 )  = 1 ( 2 )
4 4 4 0  MF = 1 ( 1 )  •  1 1 9 . 9 7 5  «  Z +  1 ( 2 )  •  6 0 . 0 8 6  
4 4 5 0  T ( 1 , 1 )  = 1 ( 7 )
4 4 6 0  T ( 1 7  » 1 )  = 1 ( 6 )
4 4 7 0  E1 = 1 ( 1 5 )
4 4 8 0  T ( 3  > 1 )  =  1 ( 8 )
4 4 9 0  T1 = 1 ( 5 )
4 5 0 0  P = 1 ( 9 )
4 5 1 0  I F  C O *  = " 1 "  T H E N  R T  = 1
4 5 2 0  I F  C O *  = " 2 "  T H E N  R T  = 2
4 5 3 0  T ( 4 , 1 )  = T1  
4 5 4 0  T ( 5 , 1 )  = T1 
4 5 5 0  T ( 6 , 1 )  = 1 ( 1 1 )
4 5 6 0  M ( 1 1 , 1 )  = M ( 7 i 1 )  /  2
4 5 7 0  MH = M ( 1 1 , 1 )  •  1 5 9 . 6 9 4  +  M ( 8 , 1 )  •  6 0 . 0 8 4 8  
4 5 8 0  T ( 1 1 y 1 )  = 1 ( 1 6 )
4 5 9 0  T ( 1 0 , 1 )  = 1 ( 1 8 )
4 6 0 0  T ( 1 2 , 1 )  = 1 ( 1 2 )
4610 T(13 »1) = 1(17)
4 6 2 0  T ( 1 4 , 1 )  = 1 ( 2 0 )
4630 P3 = 1(21)
4 6 4 0  T ( 1 5 i 1 )  = 1 ( 1 8 )
4 6 5 0  P 4  = 1 ( 1 9 )
4 6 6 0  PC = . 0 5  
4 6 7 0  PR = . 5
4 6 8 0  P R I N T  : H O M E  : P R I N T  : I N V E R S E
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4 6 9 0  P R I N T  " . . .  S T A R T  C A L C U L A T I O N S  . . .  "
4 7 0 0  P R I N T  : N O R M A L  
4 7 1 0  P R I N T
4 7 2 0  P R I N T  "  O P E R A T I N G  T E M P E R A T U R E  = " ; T 1 ; "  D E G . C "
4 7 3 0  I F  A 0 $  = " 1 "  T H E N  4 7 8 0
4 7 4 0  I F  1 $  = " 1 "  OR C1 = 1 T H E N  4 7 8 0
4 7 5 0  M ( 5 y 1 )  = ( M A  +  M B )  /  2
4 7 6 0  1 5  = 0
4 7 7 0  1 5  = 1 5  +  1
4 7 8 0  P R I N T  : P R I N T  "  • *  I T E R A T I O N  N U M B E R  : « •  "
4 7 9 0  I F  A 0 $  = " 1 "  T H E N  4 8 4 0  
4 8 0 0  I F  1 $  = " 1 "  OR C1 = 1 T H E N  4 8 4 0  
4 8 1 0  P R I N T
4 8 2 0  P R I N T  "  T E M P .  = " ; T 1 ; "  D E G . C "
4 8 3 0  P R I N T  "  1 5 =  " ; 1 5
4 8 4 0  P R I N T  : P R I N T  " M ( 0 2 )  = " ; M ( 6 , D
4 8 5 0  I F  A 0 $  = " 1 "  T H E N  4 8 9 0
4 8 6 0  I F  1 $  = " 1 "  OR C1 = 1 T H E N  4 8 9 0
4 8 7 0  P R I N T  " M A =  » ; M A ; "  M B = " ; MB
4 8 8 0  P R I N T  » P $ =  " ; P $
4 8 9 0  P R I N T  " M (  H2  0 )  = " ; M ( 5 , D  
4 9 0 0  I F  F 1  > 0  T H E N  4 9 3 0  
4 9 1 0  I F  T1 < 1 0 8 0  T H E N  5 0 3 0  
4 9 2 0  G O T O  4 9 4 0  
4 9 3 0  I F  B1  = 1 T H E N  5 0 3 0  
4 9 4 0  B1 = 1
4 9 5 0  M ( 9 f 1 )  = M ( 7 , 1 ) : M ( 1 0 , 1 ) = 0
4 9 6 0  X (  1 , 1 ) = M ( 7 9 1 )  •  (X -  1 )  ■/  2  +  I E  -  0 7
4 9 7 0  X ( 2 , 1 )  = 1 E  -  0 7
4 9 8 0  X ( 3  » 1 )  = M ( 6 , 1 ) *  2 /  3 +  1 ( 2 2 )
4 9 9 0  X ( 4  9 1 )  = M ( 7 9 1 )  -  ( M ( 6 , 1 )  •  2  /  3 )  +  1 ( 2 3 )
5 0 0 0  X (  5 9 1 ) = M (  5 9 1 ) -  ( M ( 7 , D  -  ( M ( 6 , 1 )  * 2 / 3 ) )
5 0 1 0  GOT O 5 1 0 0  
5 0 2 0  REM 
5 0 3 0  B1 = 2
5 0 4 0  M ( 1 0  9 1 )  = M ( 7  9 1 )  /  3 : M ( 9 9 1 )  s  0
5 0 5 0  X (  1 , 1  )  = M (  7 » 1  ) (X -  1 )  /  2  ♦  1 E  -  0 7
5 0 6 0  X ( 3  9 1 )  = M ( 6  9 1 )  •  3  /  5 +  1 ( 2 2 )
5 0 7 0  X ( 4 ,  1 ) = M ( 7  9 1 )  -  ( M ( 6  9 1 )  •  3 /  5 )  +  1 ( 2 3 )
5 0 8 0  X ( 5 , 1  ) = M ( 5 9 1 ) -  ( M( 7 , 1 ) -  ( M ( 6 , 1 )  * 3 / 5 ) )
5 0 9 0  X ( 2 9 1 ) = ( M( 7 , 1 ) -  ( M ( 6 , 1 ) •  3 /  5 ) )  /  3 
5 1 0 0  A 1 = M ( 9 , 1 )  /  4 +  M ( 1 0  9 1 )  /  2  
5 1 1 0  Y1  = X *  M ( 7 , 1 )  ♦  1 ( 2 2 )  +  1 ( 2 3 )
5 1 2 0  Y 2  = 2  *  ( M ( 5 , 1 )  +  1 ( 2 3 ) )
5 1 3 0  Y 3  = M ( 5 , 1 )  +  2  •  M ( 6 , 1 )  + 2  •  1 ( 2 2 ) -  M ( 9 , 1 )  -  
( M ( 1 0  9 1 )  •  4 )
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5 1 4 0  D ( 1  , 1  ) r  2 : D ( 1 , 3 )  -  1 : D ( 1 , 4 )  = 1
5 1 5 0  D ( 2 , 2 )  = 2  : D ( 2  , 4  ) = 2 : D ( 2 , 5 )  = 2
5 1 6 0  D ( 3  » 3 )  = 2 : D ( 3 > 5 )  = 1
5 1 7 0  F O R  J  = 1 T O 5
5 1 8 0
5 1 9 0
5 2 0 0
I F  X ( J , 1 ) =
N E X T  J 
T = T1 +  2 7 3  
5 2 1 0  1 6  = 0 
5 2 2 0  G O S U B  6 5 0  
5 2 3 0  MR = 6 0 . 0 8 4 8  *  
2 3 1 . 5 3 8 6  •  M ( 1 0 , 1 )  
5 2 4 0  P R I N T  »
5 2 5 0  M1 = 0 
5 2 6 0  F O R  J :  1 T O  5 
5 2 7 0  M1 = M1 +  X ( J , 1 )  
5 2 8 0  N E X T  J 
5 2 9 0  D ( 4 , 1 )
5300 D (4,2)
5 3 1 0  D ( 4  , 4  )
5 3 2 0  D ( 5 , 1 )
5 3 3 0  D ( 5 , 3 )
5 3 4 0  D ( 5 , 4 )
5 3 5 0  D ( 5  » 5 )
0  T H E N  X ( J , 1 )  = 1 E  -  0 5
M ( 8 , 1 )  +  7 1 . 8 4 6 4  •  M ( 9 , 1 )  +  
1 6  = " ; I 6
K( 3) • (X(2 ,1 ) * 2)
2 * K(3 )  • X ( 2 , 1 )  •  X ( 1 , 1 )
-  2 « M1 •  X (  4 , 1 )
-  1 . 5  *  S QR  ( X ( 1 , 1 ) )  •  ( X ( 5 , 1 )  *  2)
K ( 1 )  *  S QR  (Ml) •  ( X ( 4 , 1 )  *  2)
2 *  K ( 1 )  *  X ( 4 , 1 )  *  S Q R  ( M 1 ) *  X ( 3 , 1 )
- 2 •
5 3 6 0  I F  D ( 4 , 4 )  = 0 
5 3 7 0  I F  D ( 5 » 5 )  = 0
-  ( 2  •  X ( 3 1 1 )  +  X ( 5 9 1 )  -  Y 3 )
- (K (3) * (X (2,1 ) * 2) • X ( 1 , 1 )  - M1 »
-  ( K ( 1 )  •  S Q R  ( M 1 ) •  X ( 3  » 1 )  •  ( X ( 4 , 1 )  
*  1 . 5 )  •  ( X ( 5 , 1 )  *  2 ) )
5380 F (1,1) = - (2 
5390 F (2,1) = - (2 
-  Y 2 )
5400 F (3,1) =
5410 F (4,1) =
( X ( 4 ,1 ) * 2))
5420 F (5,1) =
2) - (X(1,1)
5430 M = 5 
5440 GOSUB 200 
5450 L = 0
5460 FOR J = 1 TO 5 
5470 X(J,1) = X(J,1) + Z(J,1) 
5480 I F  X(J,1) > 0 THEN 5510 
5490 X(J,1) = 1E - 05 
5500 GOTO 5520
5510 I F  ABS (Z(J,1) / X ( J , D )
5520 L = L *► 1
5530 NEXT J
5540 16 s 16 + 1
5550 I F  16 > 50 THEN 5580
X ( 5 , 1 )  •  ( X ( 1 , 1 )  *  1 . 5 )
T H E N  D ( 4  9 4 )  = 1 E  -  07 
T H E N  D(5 i 5 )  = 1 E  -  07
•  X ( 1  , 1 )  +  X ( 3 9 1 )  +  X ( 4 , 1 )  -  Y 1 )
•  X (  2 ,1 ) +  2 •  X (  4 , 1  ) +  2 •  X (  5 , 1  )
< .001 THEN 5530
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5560 IF L > 0 THEN 5240
5570 GOTO 5620
5580 PRINT : INVERSE
5590 PRINT " ITERATION NUMBER ";I6
5600 PRINT « THERE IS CERTAINLY A MISTAKE SOMEWHERE I
it
5610 PRINT : NORMAL : PRINT 
5620 M1 = 0 
56 30 FOR J = 1 TO 5 
5640 HI s Ml + X(J,1)
5650 NEXT J
5660 X(6 ,1 ) = LOG (M1) + 2  • LOG (X(5,1) / X(2,1)) -
K(2)
5670 X(6 ,1) = EXP (X (6 ,1))
5680 P1 = ( LOG (X ( 6 ,1 ) • P / M1)) / LOG (10)
5690 P2 = LOG (X(3,1) * P / M1) / LOG (10)
5700 IF M(6,1) = .5 THEN 5730
5710 DO = ABS (5 • PI - 3 • P2 + K(5))
5720 GOTO 5740
5730 DO = ABS (1.5 • P 1 .- P2 + K(4))
5740 DO = EXP ( - 2.3025851 * DO)
5750 IF C1 = 1  THEN 6300
5760 Q1 = LOG (M1) / 2 + LOG (X(3,1)) - 3 • LOG
(X(6,1)) / 2 - LOG (P) / 2
5770 Q1 = Q1 / LOG (10)
5780 Q2 = 2 * LOG (M1) «► 3 * LOG (X(3,D) - 5 * LOG
(X (6,1)) - LOG (P) • 2 
5790 Q2 = Q2 / LOG (10)
5800 Q3 = LOG (M1) / 2 - LOG (X(6,1)) / 2 - LOG (P)
/ 2
5810 Q3 = Q3 / LOG (10)
5820 IF Q3 < K (6) THEN 5970
5830 IF Q1 < K(4) THEN 5870
5840 P$ = " FeS »
5850 C = 1 
5860 GOTO 6110 
5870 P$ = B FeO *
5880 C = 0
5890 IF B1 s 1 THEN 6110
5900 PRINT : INVERSE : PRINT
5910 PRINT " WARNING !! THE STABLE OXIDE PHASE IS «
5920 PRINT » FEO INSTEAD OF FE304 AS ASSUMED *»
5930 PRINT : NORMAL : PRINT
5940 M(6,1) = M(6 f1) - .1667
5950 F1 = 1
5960 GOTO 4940
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5970 IF Q2 < K(5) THEN 6010 
5980 P$ = ** FeS •»
5990 C = 1 
6000 GOTO 6110 
6010 P$ = ■» Fe304 *»
6020 C = 2
6030 IF B1 r 2 THEN 6110
6040 PRINT : INVERSE : PRINT
6050 PRINT " WARNING !! THE STABLE OXIDE PHASE IS »
6060 PRINT *» FE304 INSTEAD OF FEO AS ASSUMED «
6070 PRINT : NORMAL : PRINT
6080 M(6,1) = M(6,1) + .1667
6090 F 1 = 2
6100 GOTO 5020
6110 IF A0$ = "1" OR 1$ r "1" THEN 6240 
6120 IF C = 1 THEN 6180 
6130 IF D = 1 THEN 6240 
6140 MB = M(5,1)
6150 M(5,1) = (MA + MB) / 2
6160 IF ABS (MB - MA) < 1E - 04 THEN 6210
6170 GOTO 4770 
6180 MA = M(5 i1)
6190 M(5,1) = (MA + MB) / 2
6200 GOTO 4770
6210 M(5,1) = MB + 1(15)
6220 D = 1
6230 GOTO 4770
6240 PRINT : HOME : PRINT
6250 IF C0$ = "2" THEN 6400
6260 GOTO 6300
6270 X = 1(10)
6280 C1 = 1
6290 GOTO 4320
6300 PRINT : INVERSE : PRINT
6 3 1 0 P R I N T n DO YOU W A N T •• it
6 3 2 0 P R I N T n 1 . -  TO C A L L  * S T R E A M - E N T H A L P Y * ? n
6 3 3 0 P R I N T n 2 . -  TO R U N  ' F E - S - 0  D I A G R A M S * ? tt
6 3 4 0 P R I N T it 3 . -  TO R E - R U N  ‘ R E A C T O R *  ? R
6 3 5 0 P R I N T it 4 . -  TO E X I T  T H E  P R O G R A M  ? R
6 3 6 0 P R I N T R 5 . -  TO P E R F O R M  A C O M P L E T E  R U N ? R
6 3 7 0 P R I N T •• N O R M A L  : P R I N T
6 3 8 0  P R I N T  : P R I N T  » S E L E C T  1 ,  2 ,  3 ,  4 OR 5 P L E A S E . . .n
6 3 9 0  G E T  B 1 $
6 4 0 0  P R I N T  : N O R M A L  : P R I N T  
6 4 1 0  I F  C 0 $  = " 2 "  T H E N  X = 1 ( 1 0 )
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6420 IF C1 = 1 THEN 6540





















































P1s PRINT P2 
T1: PRINT M(5,1) 
X: PRINT RT 
CR$;CL$;"DATA1"







«2 " « 3  ii
_ n n 
s it 5 «
300
1 "
" HEAT BALANCE CALCULATIONS 
" CALLING • STREAM-ENTHALPY ' 
: PRINT " PLEASE WAIT ....
PRINT : NORMAL : PRINT 
PRINT CR$;« BLOAD CHAIN,A520"
CALL 520" STREAM-ENTHALPY "
GOTO 6710
PRINT " CALLING 1 FE-S-0 DIAGRAMS ' ...
PRINT " PLEASE, WAIT .......
PRINT : PRINT CR$;« RUN FE-S-0 DIAGRAMS" 
END
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C3.- Listing of the "STREAM-ENTHALPY" program.
this program performs the heat balance 
calculations for the first part of the plant.
100 HF(1) - 30840:H F (2) = 0:HF(3) = - 70947
110 HF(4) = - 4880:HF(5) = - 57798:HF(6) = 0:HF(12) =
0
120 HF(7) = - 41000:HF(8) = - 217100
130 HF(9) = - 65020:HF(10) = - 267900:H F(11) = -
197300
140 HF(17) = - 68315
150 GOTO 720
160 C (1) = 8.72 • (T - 298) ♦ 8E - 05 • ((T A 2) - (298 
A 2)) + 9E + 04 • (1 / T - 1 / 298)
170 RETURN
180 C (2) = 6.52 * (T - 298) + 3.9E - 04 • ((T A 2) -
(298 A 2)) - 1.2E + 04 • (1 / T - 1 / 298)
190 RETURN 
200 REM
210 C (3) = 10.38 * (T - 298) + 1.27E - 03 • ((T A 2) -
(298 A 2)) + 1.42E + 05 • (1 / T - 1 / 298)
220 RETURN 
230 REM
240 C (4) = 7.81 • (T - 298) + 1.48E - 03 * ((T A 2) -
(298 A 2)) + 4.6E + 04 • (1 / T - 1 / 298)
250 RETURN
260 C (5) = 7.17 1 (T - 298) + 1.28E - 03 * ((T A 2) -
(298 A 2)) - 8E + 03 • (1 / T - 1 / 298)
270 RETURN
280 C (6) = 7.16 • (T - 298) + 5E - 04 * ((T A 2) - (298
A 2)) + 4E + 04 • (1 / T - 1 / 298)
290 RETURN
300 IF X = 1 THEN 420
310 IF X = 2 THEN 400
320 IF T > 500 THEN 350
330 C (7) = 1.14 • (7.338 • (T - 298) + 7.5403E - 03 *
((T A 2) - (298 A 2)) - 8027.251 • (1 / T - 1 / 298))
340 GOTO 490 
350 IF T > 1000 THEN 380
360 C(7) = 1.14 * (11.42 • (T - 500) + 8.18E - 05 • ((T
A 2) - (500 A 2)) - 853693 • (1 / T - 1 / 500) +
2708.5)
370 GOTO 490
380 C (7) = 1.14 • ( - 21.46 • (T - 1000) •*■ .011114 •




400 C (7) = 17.88 • (T - 298) + 6.6E - 04 * ((T * 2) -
(298 * 2)) + 3.05E + 05 * (1 / T - 1 / 298)
410 GOTO 490
420 IF T > 411 THEN 450
430 C(7) = 5.19 • (T - 298) + 13.2E - 03 * ((T * 2) - 
(298 * 2))
440 GOTO 490
450 IF T > 598 THEN 480
460 C (7) = 17.4 * (T - 411) + 1644
470 GOTO 490
480 C (7) = 12.2 • (T - 598) + 1.19E - 03 * ((T ~ 2) -
(598 * 2)) + 4898 
490 RETURN
500 IF T > 523 THEN 530
510 C(8) = 4.28 * (T - 298) + 10.53E - 03 * ((T * 2) -
(298 ~ 2))
520 GOTO 540
530 C(8) = 17.39 * (T - 523) + 1.55E - 04 * ((T * 2) - 
(523 * 2)) + 9.9E + 05 • (1 / T - 1 / 523) + 2908.1543 
540 RETURN
550 C (9) = 12.38 * (T - 298) + 8.1E - 04 • ((T * 2) - 
(298 * 2)) + 3•8E + 04 • (1 / T - 1 / 298)
560 RETURN
570 IF T > 900 THEN 600
580 C(10) = 21.88 • (T - 298) + 24.1E - 03 * ((T * 2) -
(298 * 2))
590 GOTO 610
600 C(10) = 48 • (T - 900) + 30552.584 
610 RETURN
620 IF T > 950 THEN 650
630 C (11) = 23.49 • (T - 298) + 9-3E - 03 • ((T ~ 2) -
(298 * 2)) + 3.55E + 0 5 *  (1 / T - 1 / 298)
640 GOTO 690
650 IF T > 1050 THEN 680
660 C (11) s 36 • (T - 950) + 22065.262
670 GOTO 690
680 C (11) = 31.70 • (T - 1050) + 8.8E - 04 « ((T * 2) - 
(1050 * 2)) + 25665.262 
690 RETURN
700 C (12) = 6.66 • (T - 298) + 5.1E - 04 • ((T * 2) - 
(298 2))
710 RETURN
720 I s 1(1,1) + 273
730 GOSUB 280
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740 H ( 6 ) = HF ( 6 ) + C(,6)
750 SH(1) = M(6 ,1 ) • H(6)
760 SC(1) = M(6,1) • C(6)




810 H(5) = HF(5) + C(5)
820 H(4) = HF(4) + C(4)
830 H (3) = HF(3) + C(3)
840 SH(17) = 1(4) • H(5) + 1(22) * H(3) +1 ( 2 3 )  • H(4)
850 SF(17) = 1(4) • HF(5) + 1(22) • HF(3) + 1(23) •
HF(4) .
860 SC(17) = 1(4) • C(5) + 1(22) • C(3) + 1(23) 1 C(4)
870 T = T(3»1) + 273
880 GOSUB 300
890 IF X = 2 THEN Y = 1
900 IF X s 1.14 THEN Y = .70084
910 IF X = 1 THEN Y = .592683
920 H(7) = HF(7) * Y + C(7)
930 GOSUB 500
940 H (8) = HF(8) + C(8)
950 SH(3) = M(7,1) • H(7) + M(8,1) • H(8)
960 SF(3) = M(7 »1) • HF(7) + M(8,1) • HF(8)
970 SC(3) = M(7 »1) • C(7) + M(8,1) • C(8)
980 T = T(4,1) + 273
990 GOSUB 160
1000 H( 1 ) = HF(1 ) + C(-1)
1010 GOSUB 180
1020 H(2) = HF(2) + C(2)
1030 GOSUB 210
1040 H(3) = HF(3) + C(3)
1050 GOSUB 240
1060 H(4) = HF(4) + C(4)
1070 GOSUB 260
1080 H(5) = HF(5) + C(5)
1090 FOR I = 1 TO 5
1100 SH(4) = SH(4) + X(I,1) • H(I)
1110 SF(4) = SF(4) + X(I,1) • HF(I)
1120 SC(4) = SC(4) + X(If1) • C(I)
1130 NEXT I
1140 T = T(5,1) + 273
1150 GOSUB 550
1160 H(9) = C(9) + HF(9)
1170 GOSUB 570 
1180 H(10) = C( 10) + HF( 10)
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1190 GOSUB 500
1200 H(8) = C(8) + H F (8)
1210 SH(5) = M (9,1) * H(9) + M(10,1) « H(10) + M(8,1) • 
H( 8)
1220 S F (5) = M(9 ,1 ) * HF(9) + M(10,1) • HF(10) + M(8,1) 
• H F (8)
1230 SC(5) = M(9 ,1 ) • C(9) + M( 10 ,1 ) • C ( 1 0) + M( 8
C( 8)
1240 T = T( 6 ,1) + 273
1250 GOSUB 620
126 0 H (11) = C (11) + HFC11)
1270 GOSUB 500
1280 H( 8) = C( 8) HF( 8)
1290 SH(6) = M (11,1) • H( 11 ) + H( 8 ,1) • H( 8)
1300 SF(6 ) = M(11 ,1) • HF(11 ) + M(8,1) • HF(8)
1310 SC(6) = M( 11 ,1) • C(11) + M(8,1) • C (8)
1320 SH(8) = SH(5) - SH(6)
1330 SC(8) = SH( 8)
1340 T = 1(11) + 273
1350 GOSUB 280
1360 GOSUB 700
1370 M(12 ,1 ) = (SH( 8) + A1 * C (6 ) - HL(2)) / (21 •
/ 79 + C (1 2 ) )
1380 A2 = M( 12,1) • 21 / 79 - A1
1390 A3 = M( 12,1 ) + A2
1400 T = T(12,1) + 273
1410 GOSUB 160
1420 H ( 1 ) = HF(1) + C(1)
1430 GOSUB 180
1440 H( 2 ) = HF(2) + C(2)
1450 GOSUB 210
1460 H( 3 ) = HF(3) + C(3)
1470 GOSUB 240
1480 H( 4 ) = HF(4) + C(4)
1490 GOSUB 260
1500 H( 5 ) = HF(5) + C(5)
1510 SH(12) = 0:SF(12) = 0:SC(12) = 0
1520 FOR I s 1 TO 5
1530 SH(12) = SH(12) + X(I,1) • H( I )
1540 S F (12 ) = SF(12) + X(I,1) *  H F (I)
1550 SC(12) = SC(12) + X(I,1) • C(I)
156 0 NEXT I







1630 FOR I = 1 TO 5
1640 SC(11) = SC(11) + X(I,1) • C(I)
1650 SF(11) = SF(11) + X(I,1) * HF(I)
1660 NEXT I
1670 SH(11) = SC(11) + SF(11)
1680 SH(2) = SH(17) + (SH(11) - SH(12)) • (1 - PC)
1690 SC(2) = SH(2) - (HF(5) * M(5,1) + 1(22) • HF(3) +
1(23) • HF(4))
1700 A4 = (2.8643 * M(5,1) + 3.9333 • 1(23) + 3.1683 * 
1 (2 2)) / 1000
1710 A5 = (6.9831 • M(5,1) + 6.9614 • 1(23) + 9.7830 * 
1(22))
1720 A6 = (M(5»1) • (6.9831 + 2.8643 • 298 / 2000) +
1(23) * (6.9614 + 3.9333 • 298 / 2000) + 1(22) •
(9.7830 + 3.1683 • 298 / 2000)) * 298 + SC(2)
1730 T(2 ,1) = ( - A5 + SQR ((A5 * 2) + 2 • A4 • A6)) /
A4 - 273
1740 HT = SH(4) + SH(5) - SH(1) - SH(2) - SH(3)
1750 HL(1) = PC • ABS (HT)
1760 HP(1) = SH(12) - SH(11)
1770 HL(4) = PC * ABS (HP(1))
1780 HP(5) = SH(T1) - SH(4)
1790 HL(3) = PC * ABS (HP(5))
1800 T = T(10,1) + 273 
1810 GOSUB 260
1820 M(1,1) = - (HP(5) + HL(3) + HL(1)) / (C(5) +
H F (5) - HF(17))
1830 HP(2) = SH(6) - SH(5)
1840 HL(2) = PC • ABS (HP(2))
1850 HP(3) = - SC(6)
1860 HL(10) = - (HP(2) + HL(2)) • PC
1870 M(14,1) = - (HP(2) + HL(10)) / (C(5) + HF(5) -
H F (17) )
1880 HP(4) = HT + HP(5) + HP(2)
1890 HL(7) = HL(1) + HL(2) ♦ HL(3) + HL(10)
1900 M(5,1) = 1(4) + 1(22) + 1(23)
1910 PRINT CHR$ (4);"PR#1«
1920 PRINT : PRINT CHR$ (12)
1930 PRINT » #••*§•••••••• RESULTS : PANT PART-1
l l l l l l l t i l l t f  n
1940 PRINT
1950 PRINT ■ ++++++++++++ PYRITE ROASTER : STREAMS
1,2,3,4 & 5 ++++++++"
1960 PRINT
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1970 PRINT " ---   STREAM 1 : PURE OXYGEN
_____________  n
1980 IF F1 = 0 THEN 2040
1990 IF F1 = 1 THEN 2020
2000 PRINT " WARNING ! THE STABLE OXIDE PHASE IS FE304
INSTEAD OF FEO AS ASSUMED.."
2010 GOTO 2030
2020 PRINT 11 WARNING ! THE STABLE OXIDE PHASE IS FEO 
INSTEAD OF FE304 AS ASSUMED.."
2030 PRINT " THE ROASTER INLET OXYGEN MOLE NUMBER HAS 
BEEN CHANGED !!.."
2040 PRINT " RATE = ";M(6,1);" MOLES"
2050 PRINT " = ";M(6 i1) • 22.4E - 03?"
STANDART CUBIC METERS "
2060 PRINT " = ";M(6,1) * 22.4E - 03 /
273 • (T(1 ,1) + 273)jn ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT 
"5 T(1,1);" DEG.C"
2070 PRINT " TEMP. = ";T(1,1);" DEG.C "
2080 PRINT » ENTHALPY = «;SH(1);" CALORIES "
2090 PRINT
2100 PRINT " -------  STREAM 2 : RECYCLED GASEOUS
STREAM ------"
2110 PRINT " COMPOSITION :"
2120 PRINT " H20 = ";I(4) • 100 / M(5,1);* VOL$"
2130 PRINT " S02 = ";I(22) • 100 / M(5,1);" VOL*"
2140 PRINT " H2S = ";I(23) * 100 / M(5,1);" VOL*"
2150 PRINT " RATE = ";I(23) + 1(22) + 1(4);" MOLES"
2160 PRINT " r *;M(5t1) * 22.4E - 03;"
STANDART CUBIC METERS"
2170 PRINT " = ";M(5»1) » 22.4E - 03 /
273 * (273 + INT (T(2,1)));" ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT "; 
INT (T(2,1));" DEG.C"
2180 PRINT " TEMP. = "; INT (T(2,1));" DEG.C"
2190 PRINT " ENTHALPY = »;SH(2);« CALORIES "
2200 PRINT " SENS. HEAT = «;SC(2);" CALORIES "
2210 PRINT
2220 PRINT " MOLE RATIO : H20/02 = »;M(5,1) /
M( 6 ,1)
2230 PRINT
2240 PRINT " -------------STREAM 3 : FEED IN
2250 PRINT " COMPOSITION IN WTJt : "
2260 PRINT " FeSX = *;M(7t1);" MOLES =
";M (7,1) • 11997.5 • Z / MF;« VT%”
2270 PRINT " SI02 = ";M(8,1);» MOLES r








18 / (119.975 • Z • M(7»1))
2340 PRINT
2350 PRINT " ------------- STREAM 4_________________ n
2360 IF 16 > 50 THEN 2390
2370 PRINT " CONVERGENCE ACHIEVED' IN ";16;"
ITERATIONS."
2380 GOTO 2400
2390 PRINT " CONVERGENCE 'NOT ACHIEVED', RESULTS 
INEXACT I !"
FEED RATE = »;MF;" GRAMS "
TEMP. = ** ;T( 3 »1 ) ; n DEG.C"
ENTHALPY = ";SH(3);" CALORIES" 
SENS. HEAT = ";SC(3);n CALORIES "
WEIGHT RATIO : H20/FESX = ";M(5,1) •
OFF-GAS
2400 PRINT " COMPOSITION IN VOL$ . n •
2410 PRINT " S2 = " ;X(1,1);" MOLES s n X(1 ,1)
1 0 0  / M 1 ;" VOL*"
2420 PRINT " H2 s " ; X(2,1 ) ; " MOLES s it X(2,1)
1 0 0  / M 1 ;" VOL*"
2430 PRINT " S02 = " ; X ( 3 9 1 ) ;  " MOLES s it X(3,1)
1 0 0  / M 1 ;" VOL*"
2440 PRINT " H2S = " ; X (4 ,1 ) ; " MOLES s it X(4 ,1)
1 0 0  / M 1 ;" VOL*"
2450 PRINT " H2 0 s " ; X (5 9 1);" MOLES = it X(5 ,1)
1 0 0  / M 1 ;" VOL*"
2460 PRINT " 0 2 s " ; X ( 6 ,1 ); " MOLES = it X(6 ,1)
1 0 0  / M 1 ;" VOL*"
2470 PRINT : PRINT " DECIMAL LOGARITHM OF PARTIAL
PRESSURES
2480 PRINT " log P (02) = ";P1;" ATM."
2490 PRINT " log P(S02) = ";P 2 ;" ATM."
2500 PRINT : PRINT " MOLE RATIOS : "
2510 PRINT " H2/(2*S02-H2S) * ";X(2,1) / (2 • X(3,1)
- X ( 4 ,1 ))
2520 PRINT " H2S/S02 = «;X(4,1) / X (3,1)
2530 PRINT
2540 PRINT » OFF-GAS RATE = ";M1;" MOLES"
2550 PRINT " r ";M1 • 22.4E - 03;"
STANDART CUBIC METERS"
2560 PRINT " = ";M1 • 22.4E - 03 *
(T (4,1) + 273) / 273;" ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT 
" ;T(4,1);" DEG.C"
2570 PRINT " TEMP. = ";T(4,1);« DEG.C"












SENS. HEAT = ";SC(4);« CALORIES"
PRINT
PRINT













* 7184.64 / 
2700 PRINT 
" ;M(10 ,1) * 
2710 PRINT
• 6008.48 /
THE STABLE PHASE IN EQUILIBRIUM "
WITH THE ROASTER OFF-GAS IS 
A(FES) / A(FEXOY) = ";D0
" COMPOSITION IN WT* :"
" FeO = ";M(9 »1);ff MOLES
MR;" WTJt"
" Fe304 = " ;M(10,1);" MOLES
23153.86 / M R ;w WT*"
" S102 = " ; M(8,1 ) ; " MOLES
MR;" WT*«
";P$







RESIDUE RATE = 
TEMP. =
ENTHALPY = 
SENS. HEAT = 
PRINT
REACTOR ENERGY




CONSUMPTION = ";H T ;"











2800 PRINT " REACTOR HEAT LOSS = »;HL(1);" CALORIES" 
2810 PRINT " = ";H L (1) / M F ;"
KCAL/KG OF FEED"
2820 PRINT : PRINT
2830 PRINT " +++++
5,6,7 & 8 ++++++++"
2840 PRINT
2850 PRINT " -------------- STREAM
RESIDUE ------------- "
2860 PRINT " COMPOSITION IN WT % : "
2870 PRINT " FE203 = ";M(11,1);" MOLES
" ;M(11,1) • 15969.4 / MH;" WT$"
2880 PRINT « SI02 = ";M(8,1);" MOLES
";M(8,1) • 6008.48 / MH;" WT*"
2890 PRINT " R E S I D U E  RATE = »;MH;" GRAMS"
2900 PRINT " TEMP. = ";T(6,1);B DEG.C"
2910 PRINT " ENTHALPY = ";SH(6);" CALORIES "
2920 P R I N T "  SENS. HEAT s ";SC(6);" CALORIES
2930 PRINT
FLUID BED COOLER STREAMS
HIGH GRADE OXIDE
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2940 PRINT " ----------  STREAM 7 : COLD AIR-IN
2950 PRINT " COMPOSITION IN VOL % s"
2960 PRINT " 02 = ";A2 + A1;" MOLES = ";(A2 +
A1) • 100 / (M ( 12,1) • 100 / 79) ; " VOL %*
2970 PRINT " N2 = ";M(12,1);n MOLES = ";M(12,1)
• 100 / (M(12,1) + A1 + A2 ) ; " VOL *"
2980 PRINT » RATE = ";M(12,1) • 100 ✓ 79;" MOLES"
2990 PRINT " TEMPERATURE = 25 DEG.C "
3000 PRINT " ENTHALPY = 0 CALORIES »
3010 PRINT
3020 PRINT " ----------- STREAM 8 : HOT AIR-OUT
3030 PRINT " COMPOSITION IN VOL %
3040 PRINT " 02 = ";A2;" MOLES = ";A2 •
100 / A3;" VOL % "
3050 PRINT " N2 = ";M(12,1);" MOLES = ";M(12,1)
• 100 / A3;" VOL %*
3060 PRINT " RATE = ";A3;" MOLES"
3070 PRINT " = ";A3 * 22.4E - 03;" STANDART
CUBIC METERS"
3080 PRINT " = ";A3 • 22.4E - 03 • (1(11) +
273) / 273;" ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT «;I(11);" DEG.C" 
3090 PRINT " TEMPERATURE = ";I(11);n DEG.C"
3100 PRINT " ENTHALPY = ";SH(8);« CALORIES"
3110 PRINT " SENS.HEAT = «;SC(8);" CALORIES"
3120 PRINT
3130 PRINT " ENERGY PRODUCED THROUGH THE FLUID BED 
COOLER r " ;HP(2);" CALORIES"
3140 PRINT "
= ";HP(2) / MF;" KCAL/KG OF FEED"
3150 PRINT
3160 PRINT " FLUID BED COOLER HEAT LOSS = ";HL(2);"
CALORIES"
3170 PRINT » = ";HL(2) /
MF;" KCAL/KG OF FEED"
3180 PRINT : PRINT CHR$ (12)
3190 PRINT " ++++♦++++++++ BOILER-3 : STREAMS 8,22,23 
& 24 ++++++++++++++ "
3200 PRINT
3210 PRINT " ------------STREAM 22 : COLD WATER-IN
3220 PRINT " RATE = »;M(14,1);» MOLES"
3230 PRINT " = " ;M(14,1) • 18E - 03;" LITERS"
3240 PRINT » TEMPERATURE = 25 DEG.C "
3250 PRINT
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3260 PRINT "  STREAM 23 : PRODUCED STEAM
3270 PRINT " RATE r *»;M( 14 , 1 ) ; " MOLES"
3280 PRINT " = ";M ( 14 ,1 ) • 22.4E - 03;"
STANDART CUBIC METERS"
3290 PRINT " = " ;M ( 14 ,1 ) • 22.4E - 03 1
(T ( 10 ,1 ) + 273) / 273 / P 4 ;" ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT 
";T(10,1);» DEG.C AND »;P 4 ;" BARS"
3300 PRINT " TEMPERATURE = »;T(10,1);" DEG.C"
3310 PRINT
3320 PRINT "  STREAM 24 : COLD AIR OUT
3330 PRINT " RATE = ";A3;" MOLES"
3340 PRINT
3350 PRINT " ENERGY PRODUCED THROUGH BOILER-3 =
";HP(2) + HL (2);" CALORIES"
3360 PRINT " =
";(HP(2) + HL(2)) / M F ;" KCAL/KG OF FEED"
3370 PRINT " BOILER-3 HEAT LOSS = ";HL(10);" CALORIES"
3380 PRINT " = ";HL(10) / M F ;"
KCAL/KG OF FEED"
3390 PRINT " CORRECTED ENERGY PRODUCED (F.B.C. & 
BOIL-3) = " ;HP(2) + HL(2) + HL(10);« CALORIES"
3400 PRINT "
= ";C HP(2) + H L (2) + HL(10)) / M F ;" KCAL/KG OF FEED"
3410 PRINT
3420 PRINT «+++++++++++++ BOILER-1 : STREAMS 4,9,10 & 
3430 PRINT
3440 PRINT "  STREAM 9 : COLD WATER-IN ______n
3450 PRINT " RATE = ";M(1t1);» MOLES"
3460 PRINT " = ";M(1,1) * 18E - 03;" LITERS "
3470 PRINT " TEMPERATURE = 25 DEG.C "
3480 PRINT
3490 PRINT " ------------ STREAM 10 : HOT STEAM-OUT
3500 PRINT " RATE = ";M(1,1);» MOLES"
3510 PRINT " = " ;M(1,1) • 22.4E - 03;" STANDART
CUBIC METERS"
3520 PRINT » r " ;M(1,1) • 22.4E - 03 • (T(10,1)
+ 273) / 273 / P4;" ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT ;"T(10,1);» 
DEG.C AND ";P4;" BARS"
3530 PRINT " TEMPERATURE = ";T(10,1>;" DEG.C"
3540 PRINT " PRESSURE = ";P4;" BARS"
3550 PRINT
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3560 PRINT " ENERGY PRODUCED THROUGH BOILER-1 = 
n ;HP(5);" CALORIES"
3570 PRINT " =
";HP(5) / MF;" KCAL/KG OF FEED"
3580 PRINT
3590 PRINT " BOILER-1 HEAT LOSS = ";HL(3)j" CALORIES" 
3600 PRINT " = ";HL(3) / M F ;"
KCAL/KG OF FEED"
3610 PRINT
3620 PRINT " CORRECTED ENERGY PRODUCED = »;HP(5) +
H L (3) + HL(1);" CALORIES"
3630 PRINT " = " 5 (HP(5) +
HL(3) + HL(1)) / MF;« KCAL/KG OF FEED"
3640 PRINT » ---— ----------STREAM 11 : OFF-GAS PRIOR
HEAT-EXCHANGER -------- "
3650 PRINT " COMPOSITION ... (SEE STREAM 4 )
3660 PRINT " RATE = ";M1;" MOLES"
3670 PRINT " = ";M1 * 22.4E - 03?" STANDART
CUBIC METERS "
3680 PRINT " = " ;M1 • 22.4E - 03 • (T(11,1) +
273) / 273?" ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT "; INT (T(11,1));" 
DEG.C"
3690 PRINT " TEMPERATURE = "; INT (T(11,1));" DEG.C" 
3700 PRINT " ENTHALPY = «;SH(11);" CALORIES"
3710 PRINT " SENS.HEAT = ";SC(11);" CALORIES"
3720 PRINT : PRINT CHR$ (12)
3730 PRINT " +++++++++ HEAT-EXCHANGER : STREAMS 2,
11, 12 & 17 ++++++++"
3740 PRINT
3750 PRINT " --- - ------ STREAM 12 : ROASTER OFF-GAS
PRIOR HYDROG.-------- "
3760 PRINT " COMPOSITION ... ( SEE STREAM 4 )
3770 PRINT " RATE = ";M1;" MOLES"
3780 PRINT " = ";M1 • 22.4E - 03;" STANDART CUBIC
METERS"
3790 PRINT " = ";M1 • 22.4E - 03 • (T(12,1) +
273) / 273,*" ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT «;T(12,1);" DEG.C" 
3800 PRINT " TEMP. = ";T(12,1);« DEG.C"
3810 PRINT » ENTHALPY = «;SH(12);" CALORIES "
3820 PRINT " SENS. HEAT = «;SC(12);" CALORIES "
3830 PRINT
3840 PRINT « ----  STREAM 17 : RECYCLED GASEOUS STREAM
TO HEAT-EXCHANGER ----  "
3850 PRINT " COMPOSITION ( SEE STREAM 2...)
3860 PRINT " RATE - " ; M ( 5 , D ; "  MOLES"
3870 PRINT " = ";M(5 i1) • 22.4E - 03;" STANDART
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CUBIC METERS "
3880 PRINT " = " ; M ( 5 , D  * 22.4E - 03 • (T(17,1)
+ 273) / 273;" ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT ";T(17»1);"
DEG.C"
3890 PRINT " TEMPERATURE = w ;T(17 »1)?" DEG.C"
3900 PRINT " ENTHALPY = »;SH(17)5" CALORIES"
3910 PRINT " SENS.HEAT = ";SC(17);n CALORIES"
3920 PRINT
3930 PRINT " HEAT-EXCHANGER TRANSFERED HEAT =
";H P ( 1);" CALORIES"
3940 PRINT " = " ;HP(1)
/ MF;" KCAL/KG OF FEED"
3950 PRINT
3960 PRINT " HEAT-EXCHANGER HEAT LOSS = ";HL(4);« 
CALORIES"




4000 PRINT " ROASTING PROCESS NET ENERGY CONSUMPTION
• IT•
4010 PRINT " CONSIDERING NO HEAT-LOSS AND 100$ ENERGY 
RECOVERY :"
4020 PRINT » N.E.C. = »;HP(4) - HL(4);" CALORIES"
4030 PRINT " = ";(HP(4) - HL(4)) / M F ;"
KCAL/KG OF FEED"
4040 PRINT " HEAT LOSS = ";HL(7);n CALORIES"
4050 PRINT " = ";HL(7) / M F ;" KCAL/KG OF
FEED"
4060 PRINT " CONSIDERING ";PC • 100;" % HEAT LOSS AND 
100 % ENERGY RECOVERY "
4070 PRINT " N.E.C. = ";HP(4) + HL(7)j" CALORIES"
4080 PRINT " = ";(HP(4) + HL(7)) / MF ; "
KCAL/KG OF FEED"
4090 PRINT " CONSIDERING ";PC • 100;" % HEAT LOSS AND 
";PR • 100f" % ENERGY RECOVERY : "
4100 PRINT " N.E.C. = ";(HT + (HP(5) + HP(2) «► HL(7))
• PR);" CALORIES"
4110 PRINT " = ";(HT + (HP(5) + HP(2) + HL(7))
* PR) / MF;" KCAL.KG OF FEED"
4120 PRINT "
4130 PRINT : PRINT " ROASTING PROCESS NET ENERGY
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CONSUMPTION, "
4140 PRINT " ASSUMING 5% HEAT-LOSS AND 60 TO 90 % 
ENERGY RECOVERY "
4150 PRINT " PROCESS-1 (5$-60*) = " ;HT + (HP(5) +
HP( 2 ) + HL(7) ) • .6;" CALORIES"
4160 PRINT " = ";(HT + (HP(5) +
HP( 2 ) + HL(7) ) • .6) / MF;" KCAL/KG OF FEED n
4170 PRINT • PROCESS-1 (5*-70Jf) = " ;HT + (HP(5) +
HL( 7 ) ♦ HP(2 )) • .7;" CALORIES"
4180 PRINT " = ";(HT + (HP(5 ) +
HL( 7) + H P (2) ) • .7) / MF;" KCAL/KG OF FEED n
4190 PRINT " PROCESS-1 (5*-80*) = " ;HT + (HP(5)
HL( 7 ) + HP(2)) • .8;" CALORIES"
4200 PRINT " = ";(HT + (HP(5) +
HL( 7 ) + HL(2 ) ) • .8) / MF;" KCAL/KG OF FEED n
4210 PRINT " PROCESS-1 (5$-90Jt) = "; HT + (HP(5) +
HP( 2 ) + HL(7 ) ) * .9;" CALORIES"
4220 PRINT " = ";(HT + (HP(5 ) +
HL( 7 ) + HP(2 )) • .9) / MF;" KCAL/KG OF FEED n
4230 PRINT
4240 PRINT " A NEGATIVE VALUE DENOTES AN ENERGY 
PRODUCTION "
4250 PRINT " W H E N  A POSITIVE VALUE DENOTES AN ENERGY 
CONSUMPTION."
4260 PRINT " STANDART CUBIC METERS ARE DEFINED AS 1 
ATMOSPHERE AND 273 DEGREES KELVIN "
4270 PRINT " UNLESS SPECIFIED, ACTUAL CUBIC METERS ARE 
CALCULATED AT 1 ATMOSPHERE."
4280 PRINT : PRINT CHR$ C4);"PR#0"
4290 PRINT : HOME : PRINT
4300 IF RU$ - «!« Th e n  4490
4310 PRINT : INVERSE : PRINT
4320 PRINT " DO YOU WANT : n
4330 PRINT " 1. TO CALL THE CLAUS PROGRAM ? n
4340 PRINT " 2. TO RE-RUN THE REACTOR PROGRAM ? n
4350 PRINT " 3. TO GO-BACK TO THE MAIN MENU ? it
4360 PRINT " 4. TO EXIT THE PROGRAM SEQUENCE 7 it
4370 PRINT : NORMAL : PRINT
4380 PRINT " TYPE *1*1 * 2 * , f 3 * OR M * ,  PLEASE . . . n
4390 GET Z$
4400 IF Z$ r "1" THEN 4490
4410 IF Z$ = "2" THEN 4450
4420 IF Z$ = "3" THEN 4520
4430 IF Z$ = "4" THEN 4530
4440 GOTO 4380
4450 PRINT " LOADING • REACTOR ' P R O G R A M ..... it
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4460 PRINT : PRINT " PLEASE, WAIT ...«
4470 PRINT : PRINT CR$," RUN REACTOR"
4480 PRINT
4490 PRINT " CALLING » CLAUS » PROGRAM, PLEASE WAIT" 
4500 PRINT : PRINT CR$;" BLOAD CHAIN,A520"
4510 CALL 520" CLAUS "
4520 PRINT : PRINT CR$,"RUN HELLO"
4530 END
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C4.- Listing of the "CLAUS" program.
this program performs the mass and heat balance 
calculations for the second part of the plant.
100 DIM X1(7,1),Y(7,1)
110 GOTO 1340




150 D (1 ,1 )
160 D (1,5)





210 K (1) =
= 0 :D(3 1 5)
= 0:D(5»3)= 2 :D ( 1 ,2 )
= 8 :D ( 1  ,6 )
= 2 :D ( 3  »4)
= 2 : D ( 2 , 4 ) = 1 
= - 1 : D (6 ,1 ) =
- 17.2415753 - « t
0 :D(4,5) 
0:D(5 14) 
1 :D(1 ,3) 
7 :D(1,7) 
2
- 1:D(7 11) 
.0207136515
-  1 
T * LOG (T) +
K ( 1 ) )
* T * LOG (T) -
EXP (2.3025851 
2 2 0 K(8 ) = 150.774097 + .178577581 
1.37543718 • T
EXP (2.3025851 * K(8 ))
+ .145868708 * T « LOG (T) -
230 K(8) =
240 K(9) = 122.873561 
1.1235472 • T
250 K(9) = EXP (2.3025851 • K(9))
260 K(1 0 ) * 103.730989 + .122751853 * 
.945547149 • T
EXP (2.3025851 * K(10))
PRINT " *•« ITERATION NUMBER
PRINT " 13 = ";I3




300 M3 = 0 
310 FOR J =
320 M3 = M3 
330 NEXT J 
340 D (4,1) =
350 D (4,2) = K (1) 
360 D (4,3) =
370 D(4,4) =
380 IF D(4,
410 D(7 *7) = 
420 IF D(5 » 
430 IF D (6 9 
440 IF D(7, 
450 F (1 ,1 ) =
1 TO 7 
X1(J,1 )
- 1.5 • (XI(1,1)
* SQR (M3) •
.5 ) • (X 1 (4, 1 ) 
(X1(3,1) *2)
2)
2 • K(1) • SQR (M3) • X 1 ( 2 ,
2 * X1 (4 ,1) • (XI(1 ,1) A
4) s 0 THEN D(4,4 ) = 1 E - 07
4 • K( 8) • (X1(1,1) > 3)
3. 5 • K(9) • (XIC 1 ,1 ) * 2.5)
3 • K ( 1 0) • (XI(1 ,1 ) A 2)
5) s 0 THEN D (5 ,5 ) = 1 E - 07
6) r 0 THEN D(6 ,6) a. 1E - 07
7) = 0 THEN D( 7 ,7) = 1E - 07
• XI(3 ,1 )
1.5)
- ( 2 • XI (1 ,1 ) + X1 ( 2 ,1) + X1 ( 3 11 ) + 8 *
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X1 ( 5 * 1 ) + 7 * X1(6 ,1 ) + 6 » X 1 (7 ,1 ) - Y1)
460 F (311) = - (2 • X1(3»1) + 2 * X1(4,1) - Y2)
470 F (2,1) = - (2 • X 1(2,1) + X 1(4,1) - Y3)
480 F (4,1) = - ((K (1) • (M3 A .5) • (XI(3,1) * 2) «
X 1(2 11)) - ((X1(4 ,1 ) A 2) • (X1(1,1) A 1.5)))
490 F(5,1) = - (K (8) • (XI (1,1) * 4) - X1(5,D)
500 F (6 ,1) = - (K (9) • (X1(1,1) A 3.5) - X1(6,D)
510 F(7,1) = - (K (10) • (X1(1,1) A 3) - X1(7 >1))
520 M = 7
530 FOR I = 1 TO M 
540 N2 = I
550 N9 = I - 1
560 IF I = 1 THEN 660
570 FOR J1 = 1 TO N9
580 T8 = D (I ,J1)
590 IF J1 : 1 THEN 640
600 N3 = J1 - 1
610 FOR J2 : 1 TO N3
620 T8 = T8 - G(IiJ2) • E(J2,J1)
630 NEXT J2
640.0(1,J1) = T8 / E(J1,J1)
650 NEXT J1 
660 FOR L1 = N2 TO M
670 IF I = 1 THEN 740
680 T9 = D(I,L1)
690 FOR L2 = 1 TO N9
700 T9 = T9 - G(I * L2) • E(L2,L1)
710 NEXT L2 
720 E(I,L1) = T9 
730 GOTO 750 
740 E(I,L1) = D(I,L1)
750 NEXT L1 
760 NEXT I 
770 R(1) = P(1,1)
780 FOR I s 2 TO M 
790 T8 = F (I ,1)
800 N9 = I - 1
810 FOR J = A TO N9
820 T8 s T8 - R(J) • G(I,J)
830 NEXT J 
840 R(I) = T8 
850 NEXT I
860 Z(MV1) = R(M) / E(M,M)
870 N9 = M - 1
880 FOR I * N9 TO 1 STEP - 1
890 T8 = R (I)
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900 N2 = I + 1
910 FOR J = N2 TO M
920 T8 = T8 - Z(J,1) • E(IfJ)
930 NEXT J
940 Z(I,1) = T8 / E(I,I)
950 NEXT I 
960 ZZ = FRE (0)
970 L = 0
980 FOR J = 1 TO 7
990 X1(J,1) = X1(J,1) + Z(J,1)
1000 IF X1(J,1) > 0 THEN 1030 
1010 X1(J, 1) = 'IE - 05 
1020 GOTO 1040
1030 IF ABS (Z(J,1) / X1(J,1)) < .003 THEN 1050
1040 L = L + 1
1050 NEXT J
1060 13 = 1 3 + 1
1070 IF 13 > 50 THEN 1100
1080 IF L > 0  THEN 290
1090 GOTO 1140
1100 PRINT : INVERSE : PRINT
1110 PRINT " ITERATION NUMBER ";I3;" 11
1120 PRINT : PRINT " THERE IS CERTAINLY A MISTAKE
. . ! "
1130 PRINT : NORMAL : PRINT 
1140 M3 = 0 
1150 FOR J = 1 TO 7 
1160 M3 = M3 + X1(J,1)
1170 NEXT J
1180 RETURN
1190 C(1) = 8.72 * (T - 298) + 8E - 05 * ((T * 2) -
(298 * 2)) + 9E + 04 • (1 / T - 1 / 298)
1200 C (2) = 6.52 * (T - 298) + 3-9E - 04 • ((T A 2) -
(298 * 2)) - 1.2E + 04 * (1 / T - 1 / 298)
1210 C(3) = 10.38 • (T - 298) + 1.27E - 03 * ((T A 2) -
(298 * 2)) + 1.42E + 05 * (1 / T - 1 / 298)
1220 C (4) = 7.81 • (T - 298) + 1.48E - 03 # ((T * 2) -
(298 A 2)) + 4.6E + 04 • (1 / T - 1 / 298)
1230 C (14) = 42.7584583 • (T.- 298) + (1.00702866E -
03) / 2 • ((T " 2) - (298 * 2)) + 531243.155 * (1 / T - 
1 / 2 9 8 )
1240 C (15) = 37.0413 • (T - 298) + (.102159E - 02) / 2
• ((T * 2) - (298 * 2)) + 441570 • (1 / T - 1 / 298)
1250 C (16) = 31.3212 * (T - 298) + (.943083E - 03) / 2




1270 C (5) = 7.17 * (T - 298) + 1.28E - 03 * ((T A 2) - 
(298 * 2)) - 8E + 03 # (1 / T - 1 / 298)
1280 RETURN
1290 IF T > 388.36 THEN 1320 
1300 C(13) = 7.579 * (T - 298)
1310 GOTO 1330
1320 C (13) = 7.579 • (388.36 - 298) + 2.11560353 * 
388.36) + , 013809925*1 • ((T * 2) - (388.36)) / 2 - 
15108.4101 • (1 / T - 1 / 388.36)
1330 RETURN
1340 HF(1) = 30840:HF(3) = - 70947
1350 HF(4) = - 4880:HF(5) = - 57798
1360 HF(13) = 336:HF(17) = - 68315
1370 HF(14) = 24200:HF(15) = 23038.5:HF(16) = 21212
1380 T = T(12,1) + 273
GOSUB 1190 
GOSUB 127 0





X(1 ,1 ) 
X(3,1) 
X(4 ,1 ) 
X ( 5 »1 )
1390 
1400
1410 S F ( 12)
1420 FOR I  
1430 S F ( 12)
1440 SC(12)
1450 NEXT I  
1460 SH(12)
1470 Y ( 6 , 1 )
1480 Y ( 3 »1)
1490 Y ( 4 , 1 )
1500 Y(5 ,1)
1510 M2 = 0
1520 FOR I  s 3 TO 6
1530 M2 s M2 + Y ( I , 1 )
1540 NEXT I
1550 T = T ( 13 »1) + 273
1560 GOSUB 1190
1570 GOSUB 1270
1580 . FOR I  = 3 TO 5
1590 S F ( 13) = S F ( 13) +
1600 SC(13) = SC(13) +
1610 NEXT I
1620 S F ( 13) = SF(13 )  +
1630 SC( 13) = SC( 13)
1640 SH( 13) = SC( 13) *►





X ( 2 ,1 ) 
X ( 2 ,1 )
HF (I) 
C(I)
+ 2 • X (2 ,1) / 3
Y(1,1 ) 
Y(1,1 )
Y(6 ,1 ) 







1660 HL(5) = PC * 
HP(9))
1670 T = T(15 »1) • 
1680 GOSUB 1270
ABS ( - SF(13) + SH(12) + SC(13) -
273
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1690 M ( 2 ,1 ) = - (HP(9) + HL(5)) / (C(5) + HF(5) -
HF(17))
1700 AO = 90 • Y ( 3 , D  / 100
1710 X1(1,1) = 1E - 07
1720 X1(2,1) = Y(3 >1) - AO
1730 X1(3,1) = Y(4,1) - 2 * AO
1740 XI(4,1) = Y(5,1) + 2 • AO
1750 X 1(5,1) = (Y(6,1) + (3 • AO / 8)) / 2
1760 XI(6,1) = X1(5,1) • .9
1770 X1(7 »1) = X1(5,1) • .1
1780 T = T(17»1) ♦ 273
1790 13 = 0
1800 GOSUB 120
1810 M4 s M3 - (X1(1,1) +. X1 (511) + X1(6,1) + X1(7,D) 
1820 YS = 2 • XI(1,1) + 8  • X1(5,1) + 7 * X1(6,1) + 6 • 
X 1 ( 7 »1 )
1830 R1 = YS / (X « H(7 »1))
1840 W1 = YS • 32.064 / (M(7,1) * 119.975 * Z)
1850 T = T(17 #1) + 273 
1860 GOSUB 1190
1870 GOSUB 1270
1880 SC(14) = X 1(2,1) * C(3) + XI(3 ,1) # C (4) + XI(4,1) 
• C( 5)
1890 SF(14) = X 1(2,1) » HF(3) + XI(3,1) * HF(4) +
XI(4 ,1 ) • HF(5)
1900 SH(14) = SC(14) + SF(14)
1910 T = T(17 »1) + 273
1920 GOSUB 1290
1930 SC(15) = YS * C (13)
1940 SF(15) = YS • H F (13)
1950 SH(15) = SC(15) + SF(15)
1960 HP(6) = SH(15) + SH(14) - SH(13)
1970 HL(6) = PC * ABS (SH(13) + SC(15) + SC(14) -
SF(15 ) - SF(14) )
1980 T = T(14,1) + 273 
1990 GOSUB 1270
2000 M(3 f1) = - (HP (6 ) + HL(6 )) / (C(5) + HF(5) -
HF(17) )
2010 HP(7) = SH(14) + SH(15) - SH(12)
2020 HP(8) = HP(7) + HP(4)
2030 HL(8) = HL(5) + HL(6)
2040 HL(9) = HL(7) + HL(8)
2050 PRINT CHR$ (4);»PR#1»
2060 PRINT : PRINT CHR$ (12)




2090 PRINT " ++++++++++ CATALYTIC HYDROGENATION & 
BOILER-2 : STREAMS 12,13,18 & 19 ++++ "
2100 PRINT
2110 PRINT w ------------  STREAM 13 : OFF-GAS AFTER
HYDROG. & C O O L I N G -------"
2120 PRINT " COMPOSITION IN VOL % : "
2130 PRINT " S8 = ";Y(6,1);" MOLES =
"; Y(6 ,1) • 100 / M2;" VOL *"
2140 PRINT » S 02 = ";Y(3,1);" MOLES
"; Y( 3 , 1) • 100 / M2; " VOL * "
2150 PRINT " H2S = ";Y (4,1);" MOLES
" ; Y(4 , 1) * 100 / M2; " VOL % "
2160 PRINT " H20 = ";Y(5,1);" MOLES =
"; Y(5 , 1 ) * 100 / M2 ; " VOL $”
2170 PRINT " RATE = ";M2;" MOLES"
2180 PRINT " = " ;M2 * 22.4E - 03;" STANDART
CUBIC METERS"
2190 PRINT " = " ;M2 • 22.4E - 03 * (T(13,1)
273) / 273;" ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT ";T(13,1)j" DEG.C
2200 PRINT " TEMP. = " ;T(13,1);" DEG.C"
2210 PRINT " ENTHALPY = ";SH(13)5" CALORIES"
2220 PRINT " SENS. HEAT = ";SC(13)j" CALORIES"
2230 PRINT
2240 PRINT " STREAM 18 : BOILER-2 COLD
WATER - I N ----- --- n
2250 PRINT " RATE = ";M(2,1);« MOLES"
2260 PRINT " = " ;M(2,1) • 18E - 03;" LITER
2270 PRINT " TEMPERATURE = 25 DEG.C "
2280 PRINT
2290 PRINT " ---------- STREAM 19 : BOILER-2 HOT
ST E A M - O U T---------- ».
2300 PRINT " RATE = ";M(2,1);« MOLES"
2310 PRINT " = " ;M(2,1) * 22.4E - 03;"
STANDART CUBIC METERS"
2320 PRINT " = " ;M(2,1) * 22.4E - 03 •
(T(15,1) + 273) / 273 / P4 ; " ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT 
";T(15,1)J" DEG.C AND »;P4 ; " BARS."
2330 PRINT " TEMPERATURE = ";T(15,D;" DEG.C »
2340 PRINT » PRESSURE = " ; P4 ; " BARS"
2350 PRINT
2360 PRINT " HYDROG. ENERGY PRODUCTION THROUGH 
BOILER-2 = " ;HP(9)J" CALORIES"
2370 PRINT "
= ";HP (9) / MF;" KCAL/KG OF FEED"
2380 PRINT
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2390 PRINT " HYDROG. AND BOILER-2 HEAT LOSS =
" ;HL(5);" CALORIES"
2400 PRINT " = ";HL(5)
/ MF;" KCAL/KG OF FEED"
2410 PRINT
2420 PRINT " CORRECTED ENERGY PRODUCTION = n ;HP(9) + 
HL(5);" CALORIES"
2430 PRINT " = "; (HP( 9) +
HL(5)) / MF;" KCAL/KG OF FEED"
2440 PRINT : PRINT
2450 PRINT " +++++++ CLAUS REACTOR & CONDENSOR :
STREAMS 13,14,15,16,20 & 21 +++++"
2460 PRINT
2470 PRINT "      STREAM 14 : OFF-GAS
AFTER CLAUS REACTOR -------- "
2480 IF 13 > 50 THEN 2510
2490 PRINT " CONVERGENCE ACHIEVED IN ";I3;" 
ITERATIONS."
2500 GOTO 2520
2510 PRINT " CONVERGENCE ’NOT ACHIEVED*, RESULTS MUST 
BE INEXACT I!"
2520 PRINT " COMPOSITION IN VOL % :"
2530 PRINT n S2 - it X1 (1,1);" MOLES s
";X 1 ( 1 ,1 ) • 100 / M3; n VOL %*
2540 PRINT ft S6 _ n X 1 (7 * 1 ) 5 " MOLES =
" ; X 1 ( 7 ,1 ) • 100 / M3; », VOL % ”
2550 PRINT n S7 _ n XI(6 ,1 ) ;" MOLES s
";X 1 (6 ,1 ) • 100 / M3; it VOL % ”
2560 PRINT n S8 - it X1 (5,1); " MOLES s
";X 1 (5,1) « 100 / M3; n VOL % ”
2570 PRINT t! S02 _ it X1 (2,1) ; " MOLES s
";X 1 (2 ,1 ) • 100 / M3; it VOL *"
2580 PRINT ti H2S _ tt X1 (3,1); w MOLES = -
" ;X1(3 ,1 ) • 100 / M3; it VOL % n
2590 PRINT it H2 0 _ it X1 (4,1 ) ; " MOLES s
■;X1 (4 ,1 ) • 100 / M3; n VOL! n
2600 PRINT n RATE s " M3;w MOLES it




2640 PRINT " MOLES OF S FORMED = ";YS - 8 * Y(6,1); 
2650 PRINT
2660 PRINT " CLAUS REACTION YIELD = ";(YS - Y(6,1) • 
8) • 100 / Y1;" MOL % OF S FORMED / MOL OF S IN FEED" 
2670 PRINT : PRINT CHR$ (12)
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2680 PRINT »  -------
COND E N S O R   ------ ----








" ; X 1 ( 3 »1) •
2740 PRINT 




STREAM 15 : OFF-GAS AFTER 
TO BE COMPARED WITH STREAM
" COMPOSITION IN VOL % :"
11 ALL ELEMENTAL GASEOUS SULFUR 
TO S(L) "
= ";X1(2,1);« MOLES 
VOL t"
= "?X1(3,D;" MOLES 
VOL *"
= ";X1(4,1) ; " MOLES 
VOL *"
= «;M4;« MOLES"


















(T( 1 7 »1 ) +2770 PRINT " = ";M4 «
273) / 273;" ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT «;T(17,1);" DEG.C" 
2780 PRINT " TEMP. = ";T(17,1);" DEG.C"
2790 PRINT " ENTHALPY = ";SH(14);" CALORIES"
2800 PRINT " SENS.HEAT = ";SC(14);« CALORIES"
2810 PRINT " STREAM 17 ENTHALPY - STREAM 15 ENTHALPY = 
";SH(17) - SH(14)5" CALORIES"
2820 PRINT " =
SH(14)) / MF;" KCAL/KG OF FEED"";(SH(17) - 
2830 PRINT 
2840 PRINT « ---    STREAM 16 :LIQUID SULFUR




















% ( MOL 
PRINT " 




2950 PRINT " 
2960 PRINT " 
2970 PRINT " 
2980 PRINT 
2990 PRINT
RATE = " ; Y S ;" MOLES"
= ";YS * 32.064;" GRAMS" 
TEMP. = ";T(17,1)j" DEG.C" 
ENTHALPY = " ; SH(15)J" CALORIES" 
SENS.HEAT = ";SC(15)j" CALORIES"
SULFUR RECOVERY IN CONDENSOR = 
S(L) / MOL S IN FEED )
" ; R1 
"; W1
OF S(L) / KG OF FESX )
...  STREAM 20 : CONDENSOR COLD WATER
RATEn
TEMPERATURE = 25 DEG.C" 
it--------STREAM 21 : CONDENSOR HOT STEAM
= " JM(311);" MOLES"
= " ;M(3f1) • 18E - 03;" LITERS"
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O U T ---------"
3000 PRINT " RATE = ";M(3,1)j" MOLES"
3010 PRINT « = " ;M(3,1) • 22.4E - 03;"
STANDART CUBIC METERS "
3020 PRINT " = ";M(3,D • 22.4E - 03 *
(T (14,1) + 273) / 273 / P3;n ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT 
"; T (14 f 1) DEG.C AND " ; P3 ; " ATM."
3030 PRINT " TEMPERATURE = ";T(14,1);" DEG.C"
3040 PRINT
3050 PRINT » CLAUS REACTOR & CONDENSOR ENERGY 
PRODUCTION = " ;HP(6);" CALORIES"
3060 PRINT "
= " ;HP(6) / MF;" KCAL/KG OF FEED"
3070 PRINT
3080 PRINT " CLAUS REACTOR & CONDENSOR HEAT LOSS = 
";HL(6);" CALORIES"
3090 PRINT " =
";HL(6) / MF;" KCAL/KG OF FEED"
3100 PRINT
3110 PRINT " CONDENSER CORRECTED ENERGY PRODUCED =
";HP(6) ♦ HL(6);" CALORIES"
3120 PRINT " =
";(HP(6) + HL(6)) / M F ;" KCAL/KG OF FEED"
3130 PRINT : PRINT
3140 PRINT " ++++++++++++ PLANT PART-2 ENERGY BALANCE
3150 PRINT " ENERGY PRODUCTION = ";HP(7)j"
CALORIES"
3160 PRINT " = ";HP(7) / M F ;"
KCAL / KG OF FEED"
3170 PRINT
3180 PRINT " PROCESS PART-2 HEAT LOSS = ";HL(8);»
CALORIES"
3190 PRINT " = ";HL(8) / M F ;"
KCAL/KG OF FEED «
3200 PRINT : PRINT CHR$ (12)
3210 PRINT " +++++++♦++++ ENTIRE PROCESS ENERGY
BALANCE ♦++++++*►+♦++"
3220 PRINT " ASSUMING NO HEAT LOSS AND 100* ENERGY 
RECOVERY
3230 PRINT « NET ENERGY CONSUMPTION = »;HP(8);" 
CALORIES"
3240 PRINT " = ";HP(8) / M F ;"
KCAL / KG OF ROASTER FEED "
3250 PRINT " OVERALL PROCESS HEAT LOSS = ";HL(9);n 
CALORIES"
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3260 PRINT " = ";HL(9) / M F ;"
KCAL / KG OF FEED"
3270 PRINT " TOTAL ENERGY PRODUCED * «;HP(2) + HP(5) + 
HP(9) + HP(6 );" CALORIES"
3280 PRINT " = »;(HP(2) + HP(5)
+ HP(9) + HP(6 )) / M F ;" KCAL/KG OF FEED »
3290 PRINT
3300 PRINT " ASSUMING ";.PC • 100;" * HEAT LOSS AND
100* ENERGY RECOVERY "
3310 PRINT " OVERALL PROCESS NET ENERGY CONSUMPTION =
";HP(8 ) + HL(9);" CALORIES"
3320 PRINT " =
" 5(HP(8 ) + HL(9)) / MF;" KCAL/KG OF FEED"
3330 PRINT : PRINT " ASSUMING ";PC • 100;" * HEAT LOSS
AND ";PR • 100;" * HEAT RECOVERY
3340 PRINT " OVERALL PROCESS NET ENERGY CONSUMPTION =
";(HT + (HP(5) + HPC2) + HP(9) ♦ HP(6 ) + HL(9)) * PR);" 
CALORIES"
3350 PRINT " =
";(HT + (HP(5) + HP(2 ) + HP(9) + HP(6 ) + HL(9)) • PR) / 
M F ;" KCAL/KG OF FEED"
3360 PRINT
3370 PRINT " OVERALL PROCESS NET ENERGY CONSUMPTION
ASSUMING ";PR • 100;" * HEAT LOSS"
3380 PRINT " AND 60* TO 90* ENERGY RECOVERY"
3390 PRINT : PRINT " OVERALL PROCESS (5*-60*) = ";(HT
+ (HP(5) + HP(2 ) + HP(9) + HP(6 ) + HL(9)) * .6 );" 
CALORIES"
3400 PRINT " = ";(HT + (HP(5)
+ HP(2) + HP(6 ) + HP(9) + HL(9)) • .6 ) / M F ;" KCAL/KG 
OF FEED"
3410 PRINT " OVERALL PROCESS (5*-70*) r ";(HT + (HP(5) 
+ HL(9) + HP(2) + HP(6 ) + HP(9)) • •!);” CALORIES"
3420 PRINT " = ";(HT + (HP(5)
+ HL(9) + HP(2) + HP(6 ) + HP(9)) • .7) / M F ;" KCAL/KG 
OF FEED"
3430 PRINT " OVERALL PROCESS (5*-80*) s ";(HT + (HP(5) 
+ HP(2) + HP(9) + HL(9) +.HP(6 )) * .8 );" CALORIES"
3440 PRINT " = ";(HT + (HP(5)
HP( 2) + HP( 9) + HP( 6 ) + HLC 9)) * .8 ) / MF;» KCAL/KG 
OF FEED"
3450 PRINT " OVERALL PROCESS (5*-90*) = ";(HT + (HP(9)
+ HL( 9) + HP( 5) + HP( 2) + HP(6 )) • .9');" CALORIES"
3460 PRINT " = * 5 ('HT ♦ (HP(5)
+ HP(2) ♦ HP(9) + HP(6 ) ♦ HL(9)) * .9) / MF;" KCAL/KG 
OF FEED"
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3470 PRINT : PRINT
3480 PRINT " A NEGATIVE VALUE DENOTES AN ENERGY 
PRODUCTION *
3490 PRINT " WHEN A POSITIVE VALUE DENOTES AN ENERGY 
CONSUMPTION."
3500 PRINT
3510 PRINT " STANDART CUBIC METERS ARE DEFINED AS 1 
ATMOSPHERE AND 0 DEG.C "
3520 PRINT " UNLESS SPECIFIED, ACTUAL CUBIC METERS ARE 
CALCULATED AT 1 ATMOSPHERE."
3530 PRINT : PRINT CHR$ (4);»PR#0«
3540 PRINT : HOME : PRINT
3550 PRINT : INVERSE : PRINT
3560 PRINT " DO YOU WANT TO : "
3570 PRINT " 1.- GO BACK TO THE MAIN MENU ? "
3580 PRINT " 2.- RUN » REACTOR * ? "
3590 PRINT " 3.- EXIT THE PROGRAM SEQUENCE ? "
3600 PRINT : NORMAL : PRINT
3610 PRINT " PLEASE, SELECT * 1 *, '2' OR *3* ... "
3620 GET A4$
3630 IF A4$ = "1" THEN 3670 
3640 IF A4$ = "2" THEN 3680 
3650 IF A4$ = THEN 3700
3660 GOTO 3550
3670 PRINT : PRINT CHR$ (4),"RUN HELLO"
3680 PRINT : PRINT " LOADING * REACTOR1 ..PLEASE WAITn• • •
3690 PRINT : PRINT CR$," RUN REACTOR"
3700 END
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C5.- Listing of the "FE-S-0 DIAGRAMS" program.
This program draws a phase stability diagram 
for the Fe-S-0 system. the roasting conditions are
represented by a little window on each diagrams.
100 PRINT : HOME : PRINT
110 PRINT : INVERSE : PRINT
120 PRINT " THIS PROGRAM WAS DESIGNED TO SHOW it
130 PRINT » GRAPHICALLY THE IRON SULFIDE ROASTER «t
140 PRINT " OPERATING CONDITIONS. THESE ONES ARE it
150 PRINT " REPRESENTED BY A LITTLE WINDOW v
160 PRINT " APPEARING ON ANY FE-S-0 PHASE it
170 PRINT " STABILITY DIAGRAMS. n
180 PRINT : NORMAL : PRINT
190 PRINT : PRINT " HIT * RETURN1 TO CONTINUE, PLEASE "
200 GET A2$
210 TEXT : HOME :C$ = " it. •
INVERSE : HTAB 6: PRINT C$
22 0 FOR I = 1 TO 3: HTAB 6: PRINT " HTAB 34: PRINTn it. • NEXT I: HTAB 6: PRINT C$
230 NORMAL : VTAB 3: HTAB 8: PRINT
"AMPERDUMP-AMPERGRAPH LINK"
240 CR$ = CHR$ (4): R$ = CHR$ (?):B$ s "
250 PRINT CR$;"BLOAD AMPERDUMP"
260 DEF FN H(X) = INT (X / 256): DEF FN L(X) = X -
FN H(X) • 256
270 ADDRESS = 37500
280 POKE 967,76
290 POKE 968, FN L(ADDRESS)
300 POKE 969, FN H(ADDRESS)
310 VTAB 8: PRINT "AMPERDUMP IS NOW LOADED AND LINKED 
TO": PRINT : PRINT "AMPERGRAPH."
320 PRINT : HOME : PRINT 
330 ADDRESS = 24576
340 DEF FN H(X) s INT (X / 256): DEF FN L(X) = X - 
FN H(X) • 256
350 VTAB 20: INVERSE : HTAB 10: VTAB 19: PRINT "
": HTAB 10: PRINT " LOADING AMPERGRAPH VTAB 21:
HTAB 10: PRINT » "
360 FOR I = 19 TO 21: FOR J = 9 TO 32 STEP 23: HTAB J: 
VTAB I: PRINT "A": NEXT J: NEXT I: FOR I = 18 TO 22 
STEP 4: FOR J = 9 TO 32: VTAB I: HTAB J: PRINT 
NEXT J: NEXT I
370 POKE 1013,76: POKE 1014, FN L(ADDRESS + 832): POKE 
1015, FN H(ADDRESS + 832)
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380 POKE 232, FN L(ADDRESS): POKE 233, FN H(ADDRESS)
390 POKE 237,76: POKE 238, FN L(ADDRESS + 1152): POKE
239, FN H(ADDRESS + 1152)
400 POKE 973,76: POKE 974, FN L(ADDRESS + 996): POKE
975, FN H(ADDRESS + 996)
410 POKE 970,76: POKE 971, FN L(ADDRESS + 1112): POKE
972, FN H(ADDRESS + 1112)
420 NORMAL : PRINT CR$;"BLOAD AMPERGRAPH,A";ADDRESS
430 POKE ADDRESS + 1144, FN L(ADDRESS + 1164): POKE
ADDRESS + 1148, FN H(ADDRESS +11 6 4 )
440 POKE ADDRESS + 934, FN L(ADDRESS + 1164): POKE
ADDRESS + 938, FN H(ADDRESS + 1164)
450 INVERSE : VTAB 20: HTAB 11: PRINT " AMPERGRAPH
LOADED": NORMAL
46 0 FOR I = 19 TO 21: FOR J = 9 TO 32 STEP 23: HTAB
VTAB I: PRINT "&": NEXT J: NEXT I: FOR I = 18 TO 22
STEP 4: FOR: Ji = 9 TO 32: VTAB I: HTAB J: PRINT »&":
NEXT J: NEXT I: NORMAL




500 INPUT P1 : INPUT P2
510 INPUT T1 : INPUT M(5,1)
520 INPUT X: INPUT RT
530 PRINT CR*;CL*;"DATA1"
540 PRINT •• PRINT
550 PRINT n DATA STORED IN DATA FILE 'DATA1* "
560 PRINT
570 PRINT it LOG P(02) = ";P1;" ATM."
580 PRINT n LOG P(S02) = ";P2;" ATM."
590 PRINT n REACTOR TEMP. = »;T1;» DEG.C: "
600 PRINT ft FEED STOICHIO. = ";X
610 PRINT n ROASTER TYPE : ";RT;"-20NE"
620 PRINT •• INVERSE : PRINT
630 PRINT n DO YOU WANT TO UPDATE THE DATA ? "
640 PRINT •• NORMAL
650
n
PRINT •• PRINT « TYPE • Y' OR *N», PLEASE...
660 GET BO*
670 IF BO* s "N" THEN 800
680 PRINT • PRINT : PRINT
690 INPUT It LOG P(02) (ATM.) = «;P1
700 INPUT If LOG P(S02) (ATM.)= ■ ;P2
710 INPUT ft REACTOR TEMP. (DEG.C) = ";T1
720 PRINT •• PRINT • PYRITE, X = 2 ": PRINT "
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PYRRHOTITE, X = 1.14 ": PRINT " TROILITE, X =1 "
730 INPUT " ROASTER FEED STOICHIO., X s ";X
7*0 PRINT
750 PRINT " ROASTER 1-ZONE (1.) OR 2-ZONE (2.)"
760 PRINT " SELECT NUMBER INTO BRACKETS, PLEASE.. "
770 GET RT*
780 IF RT* = "1" THEN RT - 1
790 IF RT* = "2" THEN RT = 2
800 EO = 0 
810 T = T1 + 273
820 K (*) = 219.633399 - 1.56542219 * T - 6.38130485E -
05 * (T 2) - 14915.0176 / T + .209171047 » T * LOG
(T)
830 K( 5) = 366.394424 - 2.529546 • T - 9.68964853E - 05 
• (T * 2) + 16181.1954 / T + .335168505 * T * LOG (T) 
840 K (6) = - 299-346984 + 2.21628843 • T + 9.6634272E 
- 05 • (T * 2) + 62058.4996 / T - .298997085 • T • LOG 
(T)
850 K(7) = - 217.45354 + 1.991799 * T + 9.6650406E -
05 * (T * 2) + 32853.07 / T - .273361275 • T • LOG (T)
860 GOTO 1130
870 LX$ = " LOG P(02), ATM."
880 LY$ = " LOG P(S02), ATM."
890 & LABELAXES,1,1
900 A DRAW ,XA,.5
910 & DRAW ,XP,XP + K (7)
920 & PENUP
930 RETURN
940 & DRAW ,XB,.5
950 A DRAW ,XC,YC
960 A PENUP
970 RETURN
980 A DRAW ,XC,YC
990 A DRAW ,XC, - 5
1000 A PENUP
1010 RETURN
1020 LABEL$ = "FES2"
1030 A LABEL,LA,LB
1040 LABELS = "FES"
1050 A LABEL,LC,LD
1060 LABEL$ = "FE304"
1070 A LABEL,LE,LF
1080 IF T1 < 935 THEN 1110




1 120  
1 130  
1140 
1 1 5 0  
1160 
1 1 7 0  
DRAWN 
1180  
1 190  
1 2 0 0  
1 2 1 0  
1 2 2 0  
1230  
1240 
1 2 5 0  
1260 












IF K$ = 






WOULD YOU LIKE TO GET A HARD COPY OF " 
THE FE-S-0 PHASE DIAGRAM ON PRINTER ? " 
.. TYPE »Y* OR * N* PLEASE... "
PRINT " WARNING ! AFTER THE DIAGRAMS IS
ON THE MONITOR SCREEN, TYPE RETURN TO « 
CONTINUE. "
NORMAL : PRINT 
"N" THEN EO = 1 









PHASE STABILITY DIAGRAMS FOR 


































DEC. LOG P(S02) = ";P2
: PRINT : PRINT 
CR$;"PR#0"
HIMEM: 16383 
: NORMAL : PRINT 
K(7) + .5 
SD = (K(5) - 10 • K(6))
IF SD > - 5 THEN 1600
XC = - (3 + K(5) / 5)
XB = - K(5) / 5 + .3
YC = - 5
IF T1 > 800 THEN 1510 
& SCALE, - 19, - 11, - 5 







FESX, X = ";X
/ 3
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1510 & SCALE, - 17, - 9, - 5,.5
1520 XP - - 17
1530 GOSUB 870
1540 GOSUB 940
1550 LA = XA - 2•5:LB = - ,5
1560 LC = XC:LD = - 3
1570 LE = XB:LF = - 3
1580 GOSUB 1020
1590 GOTO 2080
1600 IF SD > .5 THEN 1920
1610 XC s - 2 • K(6 )
1620 XB = - K(5) / 5 + .3
1630 XC = SD
1640 XD - - 2 • (5 + K(4)) / 3
1650 XP = - 15
1660 IF T1 > 1175 THEN 1690 
1670 & SCALE, - 15, - 7, - 5,.5
1680 GOTO 1700




1730 & DRAW ,XC,YC
1740 & DRAW ,XD, - 5
1750 & PENUP
1760 LA = (XA + XP) / 2 - .7:LB = 0
1770 LC = X D : LD = - 3
1780 IF T1 > 1095 THEN 1880
1790 LE = XC + 1.5:LF = - 3
1800 IF T1 > 1020 THEN i860
1810 IF T1 > 950 THEN 1840
1820 LG = XC + .2:LH = XC
1830 GOTO 1900
1840 LG s XC + •2:LH = - 4.5
1850 GOTO 1900
1860 LG = XC - 1 :LH = XC - 2
1870 GOTO 1900
1880 LE s XC + •2:LF = - 3
1890 LG = XC - 1:LH = - 3.5
1900 GOSUB 1020
1910 GOTO 2080
1920 XC = - 2 * K(6 )
1930 XC = .5
1940 XE = - 2 • K(4) / 3 + 1 / 3
1950 XD = - 2 • ( 5 -+ K(4)) / 3






























































= -  1 2 . 7 : LB = 0
= XA - 1 . 5 :LD  = - 3
= XC + .2 :LF = - 3
= XE -  1:LH = - 4
GOSUB 1020 
GET G$
PRINT : PRINT 
IF EO = 1 THEN 2210 
PRINT : PRINT CR$;"PR#1" 
& * DUMPH(2)V(4)T(15)1


















IF A3$ = "1"
IF A3$ = "2"







HOME : PRINT : 
DO YOU WANT : "






TO THE MAIN MENU 
RE-RUN 1FE-S-0 DIAGRAMS* 














BACK TO THE MAIN 
ERASING MEMORIES 





APPEND ICE D 
SAMPLE RUNS
Two sample runs appear on the next pages. These ones 
correspond to the operating conditions proposed by Societe 
Nat i ona1e Elf Aqu i ta i ne ( Product i on ).
The first run simulates the process in start-up 
operating conditions.
The second run simulates the process in steady state 
operat i ng cond i t i ons.
These conditions are the followings:
. Roasting temperature: 1200 deg.C 
. Steam flow rate : 13.334 moles H^O/mole FeS 2  
(in start-up)
. Oxygen flow rate: 1/2 mole O^/mole ^ ^ 2
It can be noted that for the process to be autogeneous 
the following %energy recovery concerning the production 
of electricity are required:
a) Process start-up operation ? 83%
b) Process steady-state operation; 82%
Sample run in start-up operating condition.
IRON SULFIDE ROASTING VITR STEAM AND OXYGEN 
AT HIGH TEMPERATURES FOR SULFUR RECOVERY ...
••••»•»• SUMMARY OF INPUT DATA ••••••••
♦♦♦♦♦♦ PYRITE ROASTER 
ROASTER TYPE ;
COUNTER**CURRENT FLOW REACTOR DIVIDED IN 2 ZONES 
ROASTING TEMPERATURE * 1200 DEG.C 
OPERATING PRESSURE s 1 ATM.
INLET STREAMS; 1 , 2 4 3 :
FESX * 1 MOLES 
STOICHIO. X s 2 
SI02 * 0 MOLES 
TEMPERATURE s 25 DEG.C 
OXYGEN c .5 MOLES 
TEMPERATURE * 25 DEG.C 
RECYCLED GASEOUS STREAM :
B20 s 13.334 MOLES 
S02 s 0 MOLES 
H2S = 0 MOLES 
TOTAL= 13.334 MOLES 
MOLE RATIOS :
02 / FESX s .5 
H20 / 02 s 26.668
FLUID BED COOLER 
OPERATING TEMPERATURE s 327 DEG.C
+++++.». BOILERS 1, 2, 3 A S-CONDENSER + ++++ 
PRODUCED STEAM TEMPERATURE s 110 DEG.C 
PRODUCED STEAM PRESSURE s 4 BARS
****** HEAT-EXCHANGER 
HEAT EXCHANGER INLET RECYCLED STREAM : STREAM 17 
TEMPERATURE s 127 DEG.C 
OFF-GAS TO HEAT-EXCHANGER : STREAM 11 
TEMPERATURE s 900 DEG.C
OFF-GAS PRIOR CATAL. HYDROG. : STREAM 12 
TEMPERATURE s 327 DEG.C
♦♦♦♦♦■♦ CLAUS REACTOR *******
OFF-GAS BEFORE CLAUS REACTOR : STREAM 14 
TEMPERATURE * 200 DEG.C
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•iiiitiiiiiii RESULTS : PLANT PART-1 ••»•»•••••••
++++4+++++++ PTRITE ROASTER : STREAKS 1 ,2,3.4 & 5 ♦+♦++++
-------  STREAM 1 : PORE OXIGEN ------------
RATE a .5 MOLES
a .0112 STANDART CUBIC METERS 
* .012225641 ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT 25 DEG.C 
TEMP. a 25 DEG.C
ENTBALPT a 0 CALORIES
------  STREAM 2 : RECYCLED GASEOUS STREAM -----
COMPOSITION :
H20 a 100 VOL*
S02 a 0 VOL*
H2S a 0 VOL*
RATE a 13.334 MOLES
a .2966816 STANDART CUBIC METERS 
« 1.11595323 ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT 747 DEG.C 
TEMP. a 747 DEG.C
BNTHALPY a -685218.113 CALORIES 
SENS. HEAT a 85460.4192 CALORIES
MOLE RATIO : H20/02 a 26.668
------- ... STREAM 3 : PEED I N ----------------
COMPOSITION IN NT* :
FeSX a 1 MOLES a 100 UTS 
SI02 a o MOLES a 0 WT*
FEED RATE a 119.975 GRAMS 
TEMP. a 25 DEG.C
ENTHALPY a -1)1000 CALORIES 
SENS. HEAT a 0 CALORIES
HEIGHT RATIO : H20/FESX a 2.00051678
----------- STREAM 4 : OFF-GAS ----------------
CONVERGENCE ACHIEVED IN 5 ITERATIONS. 
COMPOSITION IN VOL* :
S2 a .343025459 MOLES a
H2 a .879128664 MOLES a
S02 a .731025915 MOLES a
H2S a .582923166 MOLES a
H20 a 11.8719482 MOLES a







DECIMAL LOGARITHM OF PARTIAL PRESSURES : 
log P(02) a -9.51096759 ATM. 




OFF-GAS RATE a 14.4080514 MOLES
a .322740351 STAIDART CUBIC METERS 
a 1.74137926 ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT 1200 DEG.C 
TEMP. a  1200 DEG.C
BNTHALPY a -569801.686 CALORIES
SENS. HEAT a 160503.03 CALORIES
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----------  STREAM 5 : OXIDE RESIDUE —
THE STABLE PHASE IN EQUILIBRIUM 
VITH THE ROASTER OFF-GAS IS : F«0
A(FES) / A(FEXOT) * .766120408
COMPOSITION IN NTS
FeO > 1 MOLES * 100 NTS
Fe304 * 0 MOLES * 0 NTS
S102 « 0 MOLES e 0 NTS
RESIDUE RATB * 71.8464 GRAMS 
TEMP. • 1200 DEG.C
ENTHALPY * -48889.6698 CALORIES 
SENS. HEAT > 16130.3302 CALORIES
REACTOR ENERGY CONSUMPTION s 107526.757 CALORIES
e 896.243028 KCAL/KG OF FEED
REACTOR HEAT LOSS » 5376.33787 CALORIES
c 44.8121514 ECAL/KG OF FEED
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ FLUID BED COOLER : STREAMS 5,6,7 * 8 ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
  STREAM 6 : HIGH GRADE OXIDE RESIDUE ------------
COMPOSITION IN NT S :
PE203 = .5 MOLES s 100 NTS
SI02 = 0 MOLES « 0 NTS 
RESIDUE RATE = 79.847 GRAMS 
TEMP. = 327 DEG.C 
ENTHALPY = -94141.7528 CALORIES 
SENS. HEAT * 4508.24715 CALORIES
--------------  STREAM 7 : COLD AIR-IN -------------
COMPOSITION IN VOL S :
02 s 4.4401868 MOLES * 21 VOL S
N2 * 16.7035599 MOLES e 79 VOL S
RATE = 21.1437467 MOLES
TEMPERATURE = 25 DEG.C 
ENTHALPY s 0 CALORIES
--------------  STREAM 8 : HOT AIR-OUT -------------
COMPOSITION IN VOL S :
02 * 4.1901868 MOLES e 20.0547411 VOL S
N2 s 16.7035599 MOLES * 79.9452589 VOL S
RATE * 20.8937467 MOLES
* .468019926 STANDART CUBIC METERS 
» 1.02861522 ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT 327 DEG.C 
TEMPERATURE * 327 DEG.C 
BNTHALPY « 45252.083 CALORIES 
SENS.HEAT > 45252.083 CALORIES
ENERGY PRODUCED THROUGH THE FLUID BED COOLER * -45252.083 CALORIES
* -377.179271 ECAL/XG OF FEED
FLUID BED COOLER HEAT LOSS * 2262.60415 CALORIES
> 18.8589635 KCAL/KG OF FEED
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BOILER-3 : STREAMS 8,22,23 A 24 ++4.+++++++++++
-----------  STREAM 22 : COLD WATER-IN --------
BATE b  3.84621482 MOLES
> .0692318667 LITERS 
TEMPERATURE * 25 DEG.C
-----------  STREAM 23 : PRODUCED STEAM -------
RATE * 3.84621482 MOLES
b  .086155212 STANDART CUBIC METERS
« .0302174416 ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT 110 DEG.C AND 4 BARS 
TEMPERATURE b  110 DEG.C
----------- STREAM 24 : COLD AIR OUT ----------
RATE * 20.8937467 MOLES
ENERGY PRODUCED THROUGH BOILER-3 = -42989.4789 CALORIES
* -358.320307 KCAL/KG OF FEED 
BOILER-3 BEAT LOSS * 2149.47394 CALORIES
s 17.9160154 KCAL/KG OF FEED 
CORRECTED ENERGY PRODUCED (F.B.C. A BOIL-3) * -40840.0049 CALORIES
e -340.404292 KCAL/KG OF FEED
BOILER-1 : STREAMS 4,9,10 A 11 + + + + + + + + + + + + + 4
------------ STREAM 9 : COLD WATER-IN -------------
RATE = 3.38284218 MOLES
e .0608911592 LITERS 
TEMPERATURE * 25 DEG.C
------------ STREAM 10 : HOT STEAM-OUT ------------
RATE = 3.38284218 MOLES
» .0757756648 STANDART CUBIC METERS
— .026576996 ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT ;110 DEG.C AND 4 BARS 
TEMPERATURE = 110 DEG.C 
PRESSURE = 4 BARS
ENERGY PRODUCED THROUGH BOILER-1 = -45564.3801 CALORIES
s -379.782289 KCAL/KG OF FEED
BOILER-1 HEAT LOSS = 2278.21901 CALORIES
c 18.9891145 KCAL/KG OF FEED
CORRECTED ENERGY PRODUCED * -37909.8233 CALORIES
« -315.981023 KCAL/KG OF FEED
------------  STREAM 11 : OFF-GAS PRIOR HEAT-EXCHANGER -------
COMPOSITION ... (SEE STREAM 4 )
RATE > 14.4080514 MOLES
b  .322740351 STANDART CUBIC METERS 
b  1.38671953 ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT 900 DEG.C 
TEMPERATURE b  900 DEG.C 
ENTHALPY b  -615366.066 CALORIES 
SENS.HEAT b  114938.65 CALORIES
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****+++++ HEAT-EXCHANGER : STREAMS 2, 11, 12 A 17 ********
---------- - STRBAM 12 : ROASTER OFF-GAS PRIOR HYDROG.-------
COMPOSITION ... ( SBE STREAM 4 )
RATE * 14.4080514 MOLES
> .322740351 STANDART CUBIC METERS 
« .709319453 ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT 327 DEG.C 
TEMP. > 327 DEG.C 
EHTHALPT « -693684.29 CALORIES 
SENS. HEAT - 36620.4262 CALORIES
— —  STRBAM 17 : RECTCLED GASEOUS STREAM TO HEAT-EXCHANGER ----
COMPOSITION ( SBE STREAM 2...)
RATE * 13.334 MOLES
s .2986816 STANDART CUBIC METERS
b .437628718 ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT 127 DEG.C
TEMPERATURE s 127 DEG.C 
ENTHALPY «= -759620.426 CALORIES 
SENS.HEAT s 11058.1064 CALORIES
HEAT-EXCHANGER TRANSFERED HEAT b -78318.2239 CALORIES
s -652.787863 KCAL/KG OF FEED
HEAT-EXCHANGER HEAT LOSS * 3915.91119 CALORIES
B 32.6393932 KCAL/KG OF FEED
ROASTING PROCESS NET ENERGY CONSUMPTION :
CONSIDERING NO HEAT-LOSS AND 1003 ENERGY RECOVERY : 
N.E.C. b 12794.383 CALORIES
b 106.642075 KCAL/KG OF FEED 
HEAT LOSS b 12066.635 CALORIES
b 100.576245 KCAL/KG OF FEED 
CONSIDERING 5 3 HEAT LOSS AND 100 3 ENERGY RECOVERY 
N.E.C. b 28776.9291 CALORIES
* 239.857713 KCAL/KG OF FEED 
CONSIDERING 5 3 HEAT LOSS AND 50 % ENERGY RECOVERY : 
N.E.C. b 68151.8433 CALORIES
s 568.050371 KCAL.KG OF FEED
ROASTING PROCESS NET ENERGY CONSUMPTION,
ASSUMING 53 HEAT-LOSS AND 60 TO 90 3 ENERGY RECOVERY 
PROCESS-1 (53-603) b  60276.8604 CALORIES
b 502.41184 KCAL/KG OF FEED 
PROCESS-1 (53-703) s 52401.8776 CALORIES
b 436.773308 KCAL/KG OF FEED 
PROCESS-1 (53-803) b 44526.8948 CALORIES
b 687.965364 KCAL/KG OF FEED 
PROCESS-1 (53-903) b 36651.912 CALORIES
b 305.496245 KCAL/KG OF FEED
A NEGATIVE VALUE DENOTES AN ENERGY PRODUCTION 
WHEN A POSITIVE VALUE DENOTES AN ENERGY CONSUMPTION.
STANDART CUBIC METERS ARE DEFINED AS 1 ATMOSPHERE AND 273 DEGREES KELVIN 
UNLESS SPECIFIED, ACTUAL CUBIC METERS ARB CALCULATED AT 1 ATMOSPBERE.
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itiitiiiiuiiii RESULTS : PLANT PART-2 •••••••••••••••••
CATALTTIC HTDROGBRATIOR A BOILER-2 : STRBAMS 12,13.18 A 19 ♦+■*■«■
.............. STREAM 13 * OPP-GAS AFTER HTDROG. A COOLING
COMPOSITION IN VOL t :
S8 > .0857563649 MOLES * .618833725 VOL %
S02 • .437983027 MOLES b 3.1605662 VOL %
R2S > .875966054 MOLES * 6.32113239 VOL t
B20 > 12.4580339 MOLES « 89.8994678 VOL t
RATE ■ 13.8577394 MOLES
b .310413363 STANDART CUBIC METERS 
b .537822419 ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT 200 DEG.C 
TEMP, b 200 DEG.C 
ENTHALPT s -732708.924 CALORIES 
SENS. HEAT s 20613.5149 CALORIES
---------  STREAM 18 : BOILER-2 COLD HATER-IN --------
RATE b 2.95014653 MOLES
s .0531026375 LITERS 
TEMPERATURE c 25 DEG.C
---------  STREAM 19 : BOILER-2 HOT STEAM-OUT --------
RATE b 2.95014653 MOLES
b .0660832822 STANDART CUBIC METERS
s .0231775614 ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT 110 DEG.C AND 4 BARS. 
TEMPERATURE s 110 DEG.C 
PRESSURE b 4 BARS
HTDROG. ENERGT PRODUCTION THROUGH BOILER-2 s -39024.634 CALORIES
b -325.273049 KCAL/KG OF FEED
HTDROG. AND BOILBR-2 BEAT LOSS b 5963.8149 CALORIES
s 49.7088135 KCAL/KG OF FEED
CORRECTED ENERGT PRODUCTION s -33060.8191 CALORIES
b -275.564235 KCAL/KG OF FEED
CLAUS REACTOR & CONDENSOR : STREAMS 13,14,15,16,20 A 21
-----------------  STREAM 14 : OFF-GAS AFTER CLAUS REACTOR -------
CONVERGENCE ACHIEVED IN 5 ITERATIONS.
COMPOSITION IN VOL % i
S2 b 1.53871228E-05 MOLES b 1 .12690357E-04
S6 b .0116383177 MOLES s .0852353102 VOL %
S7 B .105074433 MOLES b .769531478 VOL t
S8 b .116757465 MOLES b .855094265 VOL %
S02 b .0868528568 MOLES b .636082496 VOL I
H2S b .173705713 MOLES b  1.27216499 VOL %
H20 b  13.1602943 MOLES b 96.3817768 VOLK
RATE B 13.6543385 MOLES
.305857181 STANDART CUBIC METERS
MOLES OF S FORMED b 1.05339051
CLAUS REACTION TIELD b 52.6695255 MOL % OF S FORMED / MOL OF S IN FEED
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-------------- STREAM 15 : OFP-GAS AFTER CONDENSOR ------------
THIS STREAM ZS TO 8E COMPARED WITH STREAM 17 
COMPOSITION IN VOL % :
ALL ELEMENTAL CASEOUS SULFUR IS SUPPOSED TO CONDENSE TO S(L)
« .647U8566 VOL 6 
« 1.29429713 VOL %
* 98.0585543 VOL %
S02 * .0868528568 MOLES
B2S • .173705713 MOLES
B20 « 13.1602943 MOLES
RATE s 13.4208529 MOLES
b  .300627104 STANDART CUBIC METERS 
b .440479273 ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT 127 DEG.C 
TEMP, b 127 DEG.C 
ENTRALPT * >756495.174 CALORIES 
SENS.HEAT b 11153-1488 CALORIES
STREAM 17 BNTHALPY - STREAM 15 ENTHALPY s -3125.25171 CALORIES
b -26.0491912 KCAL/KG OF FEED
---------------  STREAM 16 :LIQUID SULFUR PRODUCED
RATE » 1 .73944143 MOLES 
» 55.77345 GRAMS 
TEMP, b 127 DEG.C 
ENTHALPY s 3737.5527 CALORIES 
SENS.HEAT = 3153.10038 CALORIES
SULFUR RECOVERY IN CONDEHSOR b 86.9720715 % ( MOL S(L) / MOL S IN FEED ) 
46.4875599 % ( KG OF S(L) / KG OF FESX )
------ STREAM 20 : CONDENSOR COLD HATER IN
RATE b 1.57191245 MOLES
b .0282944241 LITERS 
TEMPERATURE b 25 DEG.C
------ STREAM 21 : CONDENSOR HOT STEAM OUT---------
RATE b 1.57191245 MOLES
b .0352108389 STANDART CUBIC METERS
b  .0123495891 ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT 110 DEG.C AND 4 ATM. 
TEMPERATURE s 110 DEG.C
CLAUS REACTOR A CONDENSOR ENERGY PRODUCTION b  -20048.6978 CALORIES
s -167.107295 KCAL/KG OF FEED
CLAUS REACTOR A CONDENSOR HEAT LOSS b 2433.05979 CALORIES
s 20.2797232 KCAL/KG OF FEED
CONDENSER CORRECTED ENERGY PRODUCED b -17615.638 CALORIES
b -146.827572 KCAL/KG OF FEED
PLANT PART-2 ENERGY BALANCE ♦♦♦+♦•*•♦♦■*■♦•*•♦+ 
ENERGY PRODUCTION b -59073-3318 CALORIES
B -492.380344 KCAL / KG OF FEED
PROCESS PART-2 HEAT LOSS b 8396.87468 CALORIES
b 69.9885367 KCAL/KG OF FEED
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♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ entire process energt balance
ASSUMING NO BEAT LOSS AND 1001 ENERGT RECOVERT :
NET ENERGT CONSUMPTION * -42363.0376 CALORIES
* -353.096876 XCAL / EG OF ROASTER FEED 
OVERALL PROCESS BEAT LOSS > 20463*5096 CALORIES
* 170.564781 KCAL / KG OF FEED 
TOTAL ENERGT PRODUCED * -149869.795 CALORIES
b  -1249.3419 KCAL/KG OF FEED
ASSUMING 5 5 BEAT LOSS AND 1005 ENERGT RECOTERT
OVERALL PROCESS BET ENERGT CONSUMPTION b -21899.528 CALORIES
b -182.534094 KCAL/KG OF FEED
ASSUMING 5 5 BEAT LOSS AND 50 5 BEAT RECOVERT :
OVERALL PROCESS NET ENERGT CONSUMPTION b 42813.6147 CALORIES
b 356.854467 KCAL/KG OF FEED
OVERALL PROCESS NET ENERGT CONSUMPTION ASSUMING 50 5 BEAT LOSS 
AND 605 TO 905 ENERGT RECOVERT
OVERALL PROCESS (55-605) = 29870.9862 CALORIES
OVERALL PROCESS (55-705) =
s
OVERALL PROCESS (55-805) b
B
OVERALL PROCESS (55-905) b
248.976755 KCAL/KG OF FEED 
16928.3576 CALORIES 
141.099043 KCAL/KG OF FEED 
3985.72911 CALORIES 
33.2213304 KCAL/KG OF FEED 
-8956.89942 CALORIES 
-74.6563818 KCAL/KG OF FEED
A NEGATIVE VALUE DENOTES AN ENERGT PRODUCTION 
WBEN A POSITIVE VALUE DENOTES AN ENERGT CONSUMPTION.
STANDART CUBIC METERS ARE DEFINED AS 1 ATMOSPBERE AND 0 DEG.C 
UNLESS SPECIFIED, ACTUAL CUBIC METERS ARE CALCULATED AT 1 ATMOSPHERE.
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PHASE STAG 11.. TTY DIAGRAMS FOR THE FE-S-0 SYSTEM 
ROASTER TEMPERATURE = 3 200 DEG.C
DEC. ' LOG F (02) = -9.37274809 ATM.
DEC. LOG P (S02) = -1.42305826 ATM.
ROASTER FEED FESX, X * 2 





-14 -13 -12 -11 -10 -9 -6 -7 
LOG P<02> # ATM.
FIGURE 19.1 : Ctrputed phase stability diagram for the Fe-S-0
system in process start-up running conditions at 
1200 deg.C
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b) Sample run in steady state operating condition.
IRON SOLFXDE ROASTING WITH STEAM AND OZTGEN 
AT HIGH TEMPERATURES FOR SULFUR RECOVER! ...
•»•••••• SUMMARY OF INPUT DATA ••••••••
♦♦♦♦♦•♦• PYRITE ROASTER ******
ROASTER TYPE ;
COUNTER-CURRENT FLOW REACTOR DIVIDED IN 2 ZONES 
ROASTING TEMPERATURE e 1200 DEG.C 
OPERATING PRESSURE = 1 ATM.
INLET STREAMS; 1, 2 A 3 :
FESX * 1 MOLES 
STOICHIO. 1 = 2  
SI02 = 0 MOLES 
TEMPERATURE = 25 DEG.C 
OXYGEN = .5 MOLES 
TEMPERATURE s 25 DEG.C 
RECYCLED GASEOUS STREAM :
R20 * 13.1390656 MOLES
S02 * .0974672128 MOLES
R2S = .194934425 MOLES 
TOTAL= 13.4314672 MOLES 
MOLE RATIOS :
02 / FESX s .5
H20 / 02 e 26.2781312
FLUID BED COOLER 
OPERATING TEMPERATURE = 327 DEG.C
++++++ BOILERS 1, 2, 3 & S-CONDENSER +«••►+•*• 
PRODUCED STEAM TEMPERATURE s 110 DEG.C 
PRODUCED STEAM PRESSURE = 4 BARS
♦♦♦♦♦♦ HEAT-EXCHANGER ++•»++•«- 
HEAT EXCHANGER INLET RECYCLED STREAM ; STREAM 17 
TEMPERATURE = 127 DEG.C 
OFF-GAS TO HEAT-EXCHANGER : STREAM 11 
TBMPERATURE = 900 DEG.C
OFF-GAS PRIOR CATAL. HTDROG. : STREAM 12 
TBMPERATURE c 327 DEG.C
****** CLAUS REACTOR *******
OFF-GAS BEFORE CLAUS REACTOR : STREAM 14 
TEMPERATURE = 200 DEG.C
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H M l f i H i i t i  RESULTS : PLANT PART-1 #••••••••*••
PTRZTE ROASTER : STREAMS 1,2,3.A A 5
-----------  STREAM 1 : PORE OXYGEN ------------
RATE b  .5 MOLES
> .0112 STANDART CUBIC METERS 
b  .0122256*1 ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT 25 DEG.C 
TEMP. * 25 DEG.C
ENTHALPY b 0 CALORIES
-------  STREAM 2 : RECYCLED GASEOUS STREAM -----
COMPOSITION :
H20 s 97-8230105 VOL*
S02 * .72566318* VOL*
H2S = 1.*5132636 VOL*
RATE s 13.*31*672 MOLES
b .30086*866 STANDART CUBIC METERS 
s 1.12300842 ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT 7*6 DEG.C 
TEMP. s 7*6 DEG.C
ENTHALPY b >680975.327 CALORIES
SENS. HEAT s 86302.6731 CALORIES
MOLE RATIO : B20/02 = 26.86293*5
----------- STREAM 3 : FEED IN----------
COMPOSITION IN NT* :
FeSX = 1 MOLES s 100 NT*
SI02 = 0 MOLES b 0 NT*
FEED RATE b 119.975 GRAMS 
TEMP. r 25 DEG.C
ENTHALPY b -A 1000 CALORIES 
SENS. HEAT b 0 CALORIES
HEIGHT RATIO : H20/FESX = 2.01513991
-----------  STREAM * : OFF-GAS ----------------
CONVERGENCE ACHIEVED IN 5 ITERATIONS. 
COMPOSITION IN VOL* :
S2 s .427**6671 MOLES b
H2 b .8955029*7 MOLES b
S02 b .777670*15 MOLES s
H2S s .659837881 MOLES s
H20 b 11.7786592 MOLES s




* .5383628 VOL* 
81.0135795 VOL*
b  2.92516915E-08 VOL*
DECIMAL LOGARITHM OF PARTIAL PRESSURES : 
log P(02) s -9.5338*902 ATM. 
log P(S02) b  -1.2717*2*6 ATM.
MOLE RATIOS :
H2/(2*S02-H2S) b  .999999998 
B2S/S02 b ,8*8*80113
OFF-GAS RATE b 14.5391171 MOLBS
b .325676223 STANDART CUBIC METERS 
b  1.75722006 ACTUAL CUBIC METBRS AT 1200 DEG.C 
TEMP. b 1200 DEG.C
ENTHALPT b -563921.638 CALORIES 
SENS. HEAT b 162072.2*3 CALORIES
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----------  STREAM 5 : OXIDE RESIDUE -
TEE STABLE PEASE IN EQUILIBRIUM 
WITH TEE ROASTER OFF-GAS IS : FeO
A(FES) / A(FBXOY) = .671498215
COMPOSITION IN WTf :
FeO * 1 MOLES s 100 NTS
Fe304 > 0 MOLES « 0 VTf
SI02 « 0 MOLES « 0 NT*
RESIDUE RATE « 71.8464 GRAMS 
TEMP. « 1200 DEG.C
ENTBALPT * -48889.6698 CALORIES 
SENS. BEAT c 16130.3302 CALORIES
REACTOR ENERGT CONSUMPTION s 109164.02 CALORIES
= 909.889723 KCAL/KG OF FEED
REACTOR BEAT LOSS » 5458.20098 CALORIES
c 45.4944862 KCAL/KG OF FEED
+++++++++++++ FLUID BED COOLER : STREAMS 5,6,7 A 8 ++++++++
  STREAM 6 : HIGH GRADE OXIDE RESIDUE ------------
COMPOSITION IN NT % :
FE203 «= .5 MOLES *= 100 NT*
SI02 = 0 MOLES = 0 NT*
RESIDUE RATE = 79.847 GRAMS 
TEMP, s 327 DEG.C 
ENTHALPY = -94141.7528 CALORIES 
SENS. HEAT = 4508.24715 CALORIES
--------------- STREAM 7 : COLD A I R - I N--------- ---
COMPOSITION IN VOL * :
02 * 4.4401868 MOLES = 21 VOL %
N2 = 16.7035599 MOLES e 79 VOL *
RATE = 21.1437467 MOLES
TEMPERATURE = 25 DEG.C 
ENTBALPT * 0 CALORIES
--------------  STREAM 8 : HOT AIR-OUT -------------
COMPOSITION IN VOL % :
02 » 4.1901868 MOLES * 20.0547411 VOL f
N2 = 16.7035599 MOLES e 79.9452589 VOL t
RATE = 20.8937467 MOLES
= .468019926 STANDART CUBIC METERS 
« 1.02861522 ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT 327 DEG.C 
TEMPERATURE * 327 DEG.C 
ENTHALPY • 45252.083 CALORIES 
SENS.HEAT » 45252.083 CALORIES
ENERGT PRODUCED THBOUGB THE FLUID BED COOLER • -45252.083 CALORIES
« -377.179271 KCAL/KG OF FEED
FLUID BED COOLER HEAT LOSS ■ 2262.60415 CALORIES
> 18.8589635 KCAL/KG OF FEED
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♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦«.♦♦ BOILER-3 : STREAMS 8,22,23 A 24 ++++++++++++++
-----------  STREAM 22 : COLD VATER-IN  -------
RATE s 3.84621482 MOLES
« .0692318667 LITERS 
TEMPERATURE s 25 DEG.C
----------  STREAM 23 : PRODUCED STEAM --
RATE • 3.84621482 MOLES
* .086155212 STANDART COBIC METERS
b .0302174416 ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT 110 DEG.C AND 4 BARS 
TEMPERATURE b  110 DEG.C
----------- STREAM 24 : COLD AIR OUT ----- ----
RATE s 20.8937467 MOLES
ENERGY PRODUCED THROUGH BOILER-3 = -42989.4789 CALORIES
b  -358.320307 KCAL/KG OP FEED 
BOILER-3 HEAT LOSS b 2149.47394 CALORIES
s 17.9160154 KCAL/KG OF FEED 
CORRECTED ENERGY PRODUCED (F.B.C. A BOIL-3) b -40840.0049 CALORIES
b -340.404292 KCAL/KG OF FEED
BOILER-1 : STREAMS 4,9,10 & 11
----------- STREAM 9 : COLD VATER-IN --------------
RATE b 3.41177906 MOLES 
s .061412023 LITERS 
TEMPERATURE b 25 DEG.C
------------ STREAM 10 : HOT STEAM-OUT ------------
RATE s 3.41177906 MOLES
b .0764238509 STANDART CUBIC METERS
b .026804336 ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT ;110 DEG.C AND 4 BARS 
TEMPERATURE b 110 DEG.C 
PRESSURE b 4 BARS
ENERGY PRODUCED THROUGH BOILER-1 s -45991.9004 CALORIES
b -383-3457 KCAL/KG OF FEED
BOILER-1 HEAT LOSS s 2299.59502 CALORIES
b  19.167285 KCAL/KG OF FEED
CORRECTED ENERGY PRODUCED b  -38234.1044 CALORIES
S -318.683929 KCAL/KG OF FEED
------------  STREAM 11 : OFF-GAS PRIOR HEAT-EXCHANGER -------
COMPOSITION ... (SEE STREAM 4 )
RATE b  14.5391171 MOLES
b  .325676223 STANDART CUBIC METERS 
» 1.3993341 ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT 900 DEG.C 
TEMPERATURE b  900 DEG.C 
ENTHALPY b  -609913.538 CALORIES 
SENS.HEAT b  116080.343 CALORIES
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♦ HEAT-EXCHANGER : STREAMS 2, 11, 12 A 17 +♦+++++♦
----------  STREAM 12 : ROASTER OFF-GAS PRIOR HTDROG.-------
COMPOSITION ... ( SEE STREAM 4 )
FATE « 14.5391171 MOLES
c .325676223 STANDART CUBIC METERS 
* .715771919 ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT 327 DEG.C 
TEMP. « 327 DEG.C 
ENTHALPY = -689006.074 CALORIES 
SENS. BEAT ■ 36987.8069 CALORIES
   STREAM 17 : RECYCLED GASEOUS STREAM TO HEAT-EXCHANGER ----
COMPOSITION ( SEE STREAM 2...)
RATE = 13.4314672 MOLES
* .300664866 STANDART CUBIC METERS 
= .440827643 ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT 127 DEG.C 
TEMPERATURE » 127 DEG.C 
ENTHALPY * -756113.236 CALORIES 
SENS.HEAT = 11164.764 CALORIES
HEAT-EXCHANGER TRANSFERED HEAT = -79092.5359 CALORIES
= -659.241808 KCAL/KG OF FEED
HEAT-EXCHANGER HEAT LOSS * 3954.6268 CALORIES
* 32.9620904 KCAL/KG OF FEED
ROASTING PROCESS RET ENERGY CONSUMPTION :
CONSIDERING NO HEAT-LOSS AND 1005 ENERGY RECOVERY : 
N.E.C. r 13965.4093 CALORIES
c 116.402662 KCAL/KG OF FEED 
HEAT LOSS - 12169.8741 CALORIES
: 101.43675 KCAL/KG OF FEED 
CONSIDERING 5 5 HEAT LOSS AND 100 5 ENERGY RECOVERY 
N.E.C. = 30089.9102 CALORIES
s 250.801502 KCAL/KG OF FEED 
CONSIDERING 5 5 HEAT LOSS AND 50 5 ENERGY RECOVERY : 
N.E.C. * 69626.9649 CALORIES
* 580.345613 KCAL.KG OF FEED
ROASTING PROCESS RET ENERGY CONSUMPTION,









514.436791 KCAL/KG OF FEED 
53812.143 CALORIES 
448.527969 KCAL/KG OF FEED 
45904.7321 CALORIES 
699.449734 KCAL/KG OF FEED 
37997.3212 CALORIES 
316.710324 KCAL/KG OF FEED
A NEGATIVE VALUE DENOTES AN ENERGY PRODUCTION 
WHEN A POSITIVE VALUE DENOTES AN ENERGY CONSUMPTION.
STANDART CUBIC METERS ARE DEFINED AS 1 ATMOSPHERE AND 273 DEGREES KELVIN 
UNLESS SPECIFIED, ACTUAL CUBIC METERS ARE CALCULATED AT 1 ATMOSPHERE.
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»•••• RESULTS : PLART PART-2 •••«••»••••••••••
CATALTTIC HTDROGENATION A BOILER-2 : STREAMS 12,13.18 A 19 ♦
---------------  STREAM 13 : OPP-GAS APTER HTDROG. A COOLING
COMPOSITION IN VOL * :
S8 6 .106861668 MOLES = .767682678 VOL %
S02 ' * .479169433 MOLES . 3.44230145 VOL %
H2S « .958338864 MOLES . 6.88460286 VOL t
H20 8 12.3756612 MOLES • 88.905413 VOL f
RATE 8 13-9200311 MOLES
8 .311808697 STANDART CUBIC METERS
8 .540239977 ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT 200 DEG
TEMP. S 200 DEG.C
ENTHALPY = -730535.248 CALORIES 
SENS. HEAT = 20839.4914 CALORIES
--------  STREAM 18 : BOILER-2 COLD VATER-IN --------
RATE = 3.14927097 MOLES
= .0566868774 LITERS 
TEMPERATURE s 25 DEG.C
------ - STREAM 19 : BOILER-2 HOT STEAM-OUT --------
RATE s 3.14927097 MOLES
= .0705436697 STANDART CUBIC METERS
= .0247419647 ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT 110 DEG.C AND 4 BARS. 
TEMPERATURE = 110 DEG.C 
PRESSURE = 4 BARS
HTDROG. ENERGT PRODUCTION THROUGH BOILER-2 = -41529.1738 CALORIES
= -346.148563 KCAL/KG OF FEED
HTDROG. AND BOILER-2 HEAT LOSS & 6236.86653 CALORIES
* 51.9847179 KCAL/KG OF FEED
CORRECTED ENERGT PRODUCTION = -35292.3073 CALORIES
= -294.163845 KCAL/KG OF FEED
«.♦♦♦ ♦♦♦ CLAUS REACTOR A CONDENSOR : STREAMS 13.14.15,16.20 A 21
------    STREAM 14 : OFF-GAS AFTER CLAUS REACTOR -------
CONVERGENCE ACHIEVED IN 5 ITERATIONS.
COMPOSITION IN VOL % :
S2 8 1 .94412843E-05 MOLES s 1 .41907934E-04
S6 8 .0133751256 MOLES = .0976291699 VOL %
S7 8 .120815464 MOLES r .881869358 VOL %
S8 8 .134250213 MOLES = .979933742 VOL f
S02 8 .0974673505 MOLES « .711444273 VOL t
H2S 8 .194934699 MOLES c 1.42288853 VOL %
H20 8 13.1390653 MOLES > 95.906 0931 VOL*
RATE 8 13.6999276 MOLES
8 .306878379 STANDART CUBIC METERS
MOLES OF S FORMED «- 1.14510625
CLAUS REACTION H E L D  * 49.9522521 MOL % OF S FORMED / MOL OF S IN FEED
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-------------- STREAM 15 s OFF-GAS AFTER COHDEHSOR ----------------
THIS STREAM IS TO BE COMPARED WITH STREAM 17
COMPOSITION IN TOL t :
ALL ELEMENTAL GASEOUS SULFUR IS SUPPOSED TO CONDENSE TO S(L)
S02 * .0970673505 MOLES * .725664201 TOL %
B2S > .194934699 MOLES * 1.45132839 TOL t
H20 e 13.1390653 MOLES * 97.6230075 TOL t
RATE > 13.4314674 MOLES
b .300864669 STANDART CUBIC METERS 
b  .440827647 ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT 127 DEG.C 
TEMP, b 127 DEG.C
ENTHALPT = -756113.231 CALORIES
SENS.HEAT s 11164.7641 CALORIES
STREAM 17 ENTHALPT • STREAM 15 ENTHALPY b -5.12695313E-03 CALORIES
b -4.27335122E-05 KCAL/KG OF FEED
  STREAM 16 :LIQUID SULFUR PRODUCED ---------------
RATE B  1.99999959 HOLES
b 64.1279868 GRAMS 
TEMP, s 127 DEG.C
ENTHALPY b 4297.41625 CALORIES
SENS.HEAT b 3625.41639 CALORIES
SULFUR RECOTERT IN CONDENSOR b 99.9999794 % ( MOL S(L) / MOL S IN FEED )
b 53.4511247 % ( KG OF S(L) / KG OF FESX )
------  STREAM 20 : CONDENSOR COLD WATER IN ----------
RATE b 1.67202245 MOLES 
b .030096404 LITERS 
TEMPERATURE b 25 DEG.C
 --- STREAM 21 : CONDENSOR HOT STEAM OUT ---------
RATE b 1.67202245 MOLES
b .0374533028 STANDART CUBIC METERS
b .0131360943 ACTUAL CUBIC METERS AT 110 DEG.C AND 4 ATM. 
TEMPERATURE s 110 DEG.C
CLAUS REACTOR & CONDENSOR ENERGY PRODUCTION s -21280.5671 CALORIES
s -177.375013 KCAL/KG OF FEED
CLAUS REACTOR & CONDENSOR BEAT LOSS b 2543.04642 CALORIES
s 21.1964695 KCAL/KG OF FEED
CONDENSER CORRECTED ENERGY PRODUCED b -18737.5207 CALORIES
s -156.178543 KCAL/KG OF FEED
♦ PLANT PART-2 ENERGY BALANCE
ENERGY PRODUCTION b -62809.741 CALORIES
b -523.523576 KCAL / KG OF FEED
PROCESS PART-2 HEAT LOSS b 8779.91295 CALORIES
b  73.1811874 KCAL/KG OF FEED
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++++++++++++ ENTIRE PROCESS ERBRGT BALANCE 
ASSUMING NO HEAT LOSS AND 1005 ENERGT RECOVERY :
NET ENERGY CONSUMPTION * -4*889.70*8 CALORIES
x -37*.158823 KCAL / KG OF ROASTER FEED 
OVERALL PROCESS BEAT LOSS * 209*9.787 CALORIES
> 17*.617938 KCAL / KG OF FEED 
TOTAL ENERGT PRODUCED > -15*053.72* CALORIES
> -1284.0*855 KCAL/KG OF FEED
ASSUMING 5 5 BEAT LOSS AND 1005 ENERGT RECOVERY
OVERALL PROCESS NET ENERGY CONSUMPTION x -23939.9178 CALORIES
. -199.540886 KCAL/KG OF FEED
ASSUMING 5 5 BEAT LOSS AND 50 5 BEAT RECOVERY :
OVERALL PROCESS NET BNERGY CONSUMPTION x 42612.0509 CALORIES
x 355.17**18 KCAL/KG OF FEED
OVERALL PROCESS NET ENERGY CONSUMPTION ASSUMING 50 5 HEAT LOSS 
AND 605 TO 905 ENERGY RECOVERY
OVERALL PROCESS (55-605) * 29301.6571 CALORIES
x 24*.231358 KCAL/KG OF FEED 
OVERALL PROCESS (55-705) x 15991.263* CALORIES
X 133.288297 KCAL/KG OF FEED 
OVERALL PROCESS (55-805) x 2680.86969 CALORIES
x 22.3*5236 KCAL/KG OF FEED 
OVERALL PROCESS (55-905) x -10629.52* CALORIES
X -88.59782*9 KCAL/KG OF FEED
A NEGATIVE VALUE DENOTES AN ENERGY PRODUCTION 
WHEN A POSITIVE VALUE DENOTES AN ENERGY CONSUMPTION.
STANDART CUBIC METERS ARE DEFINED AS 1 ATMOSPHERE AND 0 DEG.C 
UNLESS SPECIFIED, ACTUAL CUBIC METERS ARE CALCULATED AT 1 ATMOSPHERE.
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PHASE STABILITY DIAGRAMS FDR: THE FE-S-0 SYSTEM 
ROASTER TEMPERATURE - 1200 DEG.C
DEC. LOG P < 02) * -9.429184G1 ATM. 
DEC. LOG P<SO?> * -1.37321438 ATM.
ROASTER FEED FESX , X =• 2 










14 -13 -12 -11 -10 -9 -8 -7
LOG P<02> » ATM.
FIGURE 19.2 : Computed phase stability diagram for the Fe-S-0
system in process steady state running conditions 
at 1200 deg.C.
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APPEND I CE E 
COMPILATION OF THERMODYNAMIC DATA.
A H  the following data come from Janaf Tables 
Regression analysis programs were used to develop some 
equat i ons.
In section El* the standart free energy ( AG°(i) ) 
the decimal logarithm of the corresponding equilibrium 
constant ( log K(i) ) of the reactions used in the 
computer program are listed.
In section E2, the standart enthalpy of formation 
( AH°f 2 9 0  ) the species involved in this study appears.
or
In section E3, the standart heat capacity ( Cp° ) of 
these species are listed.
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El.- Reactions involved in this study.
For a given reaction if the foI Iowing equation can be 
written.
AG°(t) = -RT Ln K (t)
In the following listing, the units are in 
calories/mole for the energy and the temperature must be 
expressed in deg Kelvin. The decimal logarithm of the 
equi 1 ibriurn constants are listed as a function of the 
temperature except for reaction 2 and 3 for which the free 
energy of the reaction is given as a function of 
temperature.
The following 7 equations are valid for temperatures 
greater than 600 deg.K.
1.- 2 H2 S(g) + S0 2 (g) = 3/2 S 2 (g) + 2 HzO(g)
log K (1) = 1.33104 + 0.01463 * T + 5.68465 * 10~ 7  * T 2  
- 2219.988 / T - 1.96698 * 10~ 3  * T * Ln T
2.- 2 H 2 (g) + 0 2 (g) = 2 H 2 0(g)
AG°(2) = -115039 + 3.32324 * T * Ln T - 3.9898 * 10“ 3  * T
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3.- S 2 (g) + H 2 (g) = 2 H 2 S(g)
AG°(3) * -40869.597 + 2.01371 * T * Ln T. + 7.26163 * T
4.- FeS(s) + 3/2 0 2 (g) « FeO(s) + S0 2 (g)
log K (4) = 219.6334 - 1.5654 * T - 6.3813 * 1 0" 5  * T 2  
- 14915.0176 / T + 0.20917 * T * Ln T
5.- 3 FeS(s) + 5 0 2 (g) = Fe 3 0 4 (s) + 3 S0 2 (g)
log K (5) = 366.3944 - 2.52955 * T - 6.3813 * 10" 5  * T 2  
+ 16181.1954 / T + 0.33517 * T * Ln T
6 .- 3 FeO(s) + l/2 0 2 (g) = Fe^O^Cs)
log K (6 ) = -299.3470 + 2.21629 * T + 9.66343 * 10~ 5  * T 2
+ 62058.5 / T - 0.298997 * T * Ln T
7.- FeS 2 (s) + 0 2 (g) = FeS(s) + S0 2 (g)
log K (7) = -217.45354 + 1.9918 * T + 9.665 * 10- 5  * T 2
+ 32853.07 / T - 0.27336 * -T * Ln T
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The 'following 4 equations are valid for temperatures 
smaller than 600 deg.K.
1.- 2 H 2 S(g) + S0 2 (g) = 3/2 S 2 <g) + 2  HzO(g)
log K (1) = -17.24158 - 0.0207137 * T » Ln T 
+ 0.1597921 * T
8 .- 4 S 2 (g) = S8 (g)
log K (8 ) =150.7741 + 0.178578 * T * Ln T
- 1.37544 * T
9.- 3.5 S 2 (g) = Sy (g)
log K (9) = 122.87356 + 0.145869 * T * Ln T
- 1.123547 * T
10.- 3 S 2 (g) = S 6 (g)
log K (10) * 103.730989 + 0.122752 * T * Ln T 
- 0.94555 * T
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E2.- Standart Enthalpy of formation: AH— f^p*
The standart heat of formation of the following 
species are expressed in calories/mole.
Gaseous species;
H20 : -57 798
° 2
: 0





S 2  : 30 840
S 6
: 23 038.5
S? : 21 2 1 2 00 s 24 200
/
Liauid species :
H 2 0  : - 6 8 315 S ; 336
Solid species :
FeS 2  : - 41 0 0 0 FeS s -
F e S1,14 5 - 28 734 FeO s -
Pe3°4 S -267 900 Si0 2  :
Fe2°3 5 -267 900
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E3.- Standart Heat Capacity.
The standart heat capacities for the species involved 
in this study are listed below. The units are in 
calories/mole/deg.K. The temperature are in deg.K. These 
standart heat capacity are expressed as :
Cp°(i) = A + B * 1(T3  * T + C * 105  / T2 .
Unless specified, these equations are valid from 298 
to 1673 deg.K.






8.72 0 . 16 -0.9
H 2
6.52 0.78 0 . 1 2
S 0 2
10.38 2.54 -1 .42
al so 9.78 3.17 0 . 0 0
h 2s 7.81 2.96 -0.46
a 1 so 6.96 3.93 0 . 0 0
h 2o 7. 17 2.56 0.08
a 1 so 6.98 2 . 8 6 0 . 0 0
° 2
7. 16 1 . 0 0 -0.4
N 2
6 . 6 6 1 . 0 2 0 . 0 0
S 8
42.76 1 . 0 1 -5.31
S7 37.04 1 . 0 2 -4.42
S 6
31 .32 0.94 -3.69
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Species T emp. A B C
L i qu 1 d 
S
deg.K 
< 388 7.58 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0
> 388 2 . 1 2 13.81 0.15
So 1 id 
FeS 2 17.88 1 .32 -3.05
FeS1.14 < 500 8.37 17. 19 0.09
< 1 0 0 0 13.02 0.19 9.73
> 1 0 0 0 -24.46 22.23 -3.05
FeS < 41 1 5. 19 26.40 0 . 0 0
< 598 17.40 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0
> 598 1 2 . 2 0 2.38 0 . 0 0
Si0 2 < 523 4.28 2 1  .06 0 . 0 0
> 523 17.39 0.31 -9.90
FeO 12.38 1 .62 -0.38
Fe 3 ° 4 < 900 2 1 . 8 8 48.20 0 . 0 0
> 900 48.00 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0
Fe 2 ° 3 < 950 23.49 18.6 -3.55
<1050 36.00 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0
>1050 31.70 1 .76
Table 11 : Standart Heat Capacftfes.
